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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

IN RELATION TO THE

PETITION OF BARRY GRANVILLE WALLER

1 BACKGROUND TO PETITION

1.1 One Michael James MURPHY signed an affidavit (“the affidavit”) bearing date June
13 2002. On June 18 2002, Hon John Fischer was granted leave to table in the
Legislative Council an affidavit made and sworn by Michael James MURPHY (see
Appendix 1).  On September 10 2002 the petition of Barry Granville WALLER
seeking relief (“the petition”, Appendix 2) was presented in the Legislative Council.

1.2 The petition and information provided by Mr Waller on August 7 2002 (Appendix 3)
to the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs (“the Committee”)
disputes the truth or accuracy of many of the statements in Mr Murphy’s affidavit.

2 WHY A PETITION?

2.1 The petitioner is the first person to seek redress under Standing Order (SO) 134(e)-
(m)1 which provides a person aggrieved by what has been said about him/her in

parliamentary proceedings an opportunity to have the truth or accuracy of those
statements or the motive or intent of the person making them, tested by a Council
committee. The Committee is entitled, where it upholds a petition, to make
recommendations as to remedial action that the House may order those found to be at
fault to take by way of restitution or in mitigation.

2.2 Petitioning the House is in no sense a way of trying an action in defamation at little or
no expense. This procedure is available only in cases where the words uttered or
things done enjoy total immunity from founding, or being used in, any subsequent
legal proceeding because what was said or done happened in the course of a
“proceeding in Parliament”.2  Because of the inability to commence legal proceedings,

                                                     
1
 Adopted Oct 19 2000  cf Appendix 4 for text.

2 Article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1689 (GB) prohibits what is said or done in parliamentary proceedings from
being the cause of litigation or being used in judicial or official proceedings of any description if the
purpose is anything other than proving a fact, eg, that a bill was introduced on a particular day. It would
be a breach of privilege to go further and try to show or invite drawing an inference as to the intent behind
the introduction of the bill by referring to what was said or done in either House during its passage.
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any redress for a person aggrieved by anything said or done as part of proceedings in
the House or a committee must be sought from the House.

2.3 It is only in very recent times that Australian parliaments have extended to a person a
“right of reply” arising from proceedings of a legislative body. The right of members
to exercize freedom of speech without fear of having to answer elsewhere for what is
said remains the dominant principle. Even so, there is now some recognition that a
right of reply is reasonable and in no way an impediment to the right of free speech.

2.4 The petition has long been the formal means of communication between the individual
wanting parliamentary involvement or action on an issue and the House whose
involvement or action is sought.

3 REFERRAL TO COMMITTEE

3.1 The petition stood referred to this Committee under SO 134(i) when the President
decided that SO 134(f)(iii) applied, ie, legal remedies were not available and no
question of privilege was raised but the petition satisfied the particular requirements of
the applicable rules. Before discussing the issues raised, the type of document that
prompted the petition should be described. 3

4 AFFIDAVITS  THEIR NATURE AND PURPOSE
4

4.1 The importance attaching to an affidavit is that the person making the statements
comprising it (the deponent) must swear or affirm that the deponent is able to prove
the truth of those statements from personal knowledge. 5

4.2 The necessity for a deponent to swear or affirm that the statements are true
and correct explains the disparate uses that the judicial system finds for
affidavits. Any person, litigant or not, is entitled to rely on the truth of
statements in an affidavit.

5 A THRESHOLD ISSUE

5.1 Although the point was not pressed, Mr Murphy questioned whether the petition was
properly presented. The point was that while the affidavit may have been tabled, at no
stage did the member concerned quote from it or read it into the record. That being so,

                                                     
3
 The committee has referred certain matters arising from its earlier consideration of the petition to the

House, and the House then referred them to the Procedure and Privileges Committee.  The matters so
referred are not further dealt with in this report.

4
 An affidavit is a work horse of judicial administration. It is used extensively in legal proceedings to verify

service of court documents and the content of other documents, statements, lists, and exhibits. Not
infrequently much of the evidence in a civil case may be introduced by affidavit rather than having the
same evidence given at trial by the deponent in person.

5
 In some cases an affidavit may contain statements of information or belief with the sources and

grounds stated. Rules of Supreme Court (WA) Order 14, R 2(2).
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could it be said that the petition was properly one to which SO 134(e) applied which
appears to deal with words spoken rather than mere writing?

5.2 The Committee sees no merit in the proposition.  A document need not be read aloud,
before or after it is tabled, as a prerequisite to any subsequent dealing with it. The
rules in Chapter 5 of standing orders dealing with tabled documents evince the clear
intent that any document is tabled for the information of members. Any use by a
member as part of proceedings in the House or a committee attracts absolute
immunity. Use by a member or anyone else outside of parliamentary proceedings
attracts qualified privilege. The content of tabled documents may be reported by the
news media and the documents may be read (and copied) at the Council’s office by
any person.

5.3 The Committee has concluded that a document, once tabled, speaks for itself without
need of an interlocutor.

6 THE [MURPHY] AFFIDAVIT

6.1 The content of this affidavit speaks for itself. Whether it was read by the member
tabling it has no relevance to Mr Murphy’s responsibility for what it says. That
responsibility cannot be disavowed because the affidavit is impugned in a
parliamentary, rather than a judicial, context.

6.2 Mr Murphy, both in his response to the Committee and in comments made to another
person reported to the Committee, appears to dismiss the ongoing nature of the
responsibility he has as a deponent6.  If the Committee understands him correctly, the

affidavit 

“

Was sworn with intention to pass same to sitting Royal Commission
on WA State Police Corruption – as it was, Hon John Fischer to

protect its integrity en route, electing to first table original thereof in
Parliament.7

”

6.3 Later in the same letter, the Committee is informed that details of evidence
surrounding the matters traversed in the affidavit have been passed on to a named

                                                     
6
 Arguably the form and content of the oath made in relation to the affidavit by Mr Murphy is irregular.

Whether the document is a valid affidavit in law is for a court to determine. The Committee has
conducted its inquiry on the basis that the persons involved believed that the document is an affidavit and
have acted accordingly. The document’s validity as an affidavit has not been disputed before the
Committee.

7 Mr Murphy’s letter to the Committee faxed on July 10 2002, p 2.  See Appendix 5.
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detective senior sergeant by another [named] person with the knowledge of the
Commissioner of Police.

6.4 At this point, Mr Murphy appears to believe “the authorities” can pursue matters, and
persons, in reliance on the statements in his affidavit. Clearly, there is no
understanding of his obligation to prove the truth of what he says in circumstances
where the proof is required. The response he made to this Committee indicates that
“Parliament” was useful for the immunity it provided to him with respect to the
affidavit, but it lacked a degree of significance sufficient for him to provide something
that had enough probative value to support his, as yet, unsupported assertions.

7 THE COMMITTEE’S INQUIRY AND THE BURDEN OF PROOF

7.1 Although the petition was the first to be presented under the 2000 rules, there was
nothing in it that caused the Committee to depart from its usual practice when
inquiring into petitions. By the time the petition lapsed on August 9 2002 when
Parliament was prorogued, the petitioner and Mr Murphy had each been requested to
provide any written material that would assist the Committee in assessing the merit of
the petition. That request was re-issued after the petition was presented again in the
new session.

7.2 Mr Murphy’s response was the letter cited above. In his opening paragraph Mr
Murphy advises that he no longer holds documents relevant to the affidavit’s
statements. At page 2 of the letter, after repeating his opening statement, Mr Murphy
goes on to say that evidence would be held by bank[ing] and State Government
records including those of the Police.

7.3 Perfect memory recall is a gift possessed by few and much of what is described in the
affidavit occurred in 1982 or earlier. On that basis, taking account of Mr Murphy’s
self-admitted interest or involvement in certain events, his failure to keep, and thus
provide when necessary, documents or writing that corroborate or support his version
of events is troubling for 2 reasons.

7.4 First, the affidavit lacks precision in dating events described and they, in turn, do not
appear in any identifiable chronological sequence. Second, many of the statements
repeat what Mr Murphy has been told X said to Y by A. The Committee doubts the
validity of including such information in an affidavit. Even were it to be included in
reliance on the “second limb” of providing information that an affidavit may include,
the Supreme Court Rules are specific; the deponent must cite the source of the
information and state the basis for its inclusion.

7.5 The material the Committee received from Mr Murphy points to a situation in which
some of the documentary evidence that is claimed to support the affidavit has never
been in Mr Murphy’s possession or its existence has not been verified, eg, police
records of interview, cheque drawn on National Australia Bank for $5000, company
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records held by the Corporate Affairs Department (WA), a department no longer in
existence and whose jurisdiction is vested in Australian Securities and Investments
Commission.

7.6 It is convenient here to deal with the “burden of proof” that the petitioner and Mr
Murphy were expected to discharge during the Committee’s inquiry.

7.7 The Committee’s inquiry is confined to the prayer of the petition – the affidavit
attributes statements or acts to the petitioner, which he denies8. Clearly, a bare denial
without supporting material will have no persuasive value, particularly where the
statements are contained in an affidavit. The petitioner must provide evidence of
sufficiently probative value as to require a rebuttal by the deponent. Importantly, this
is a case where the Committee’s role stopped well short of proving or disproving the
truth of an impugned statement.

7.8 The reason for adopting this approach is the affidavit. Mr Murphy had attested on oath
that the statements were of matters known to him personally and that he could prove
their truth. It follows that there should be no need for the Committee to request the
release of records or documents that may be held by a third party, or call witnesses, in
order to support or prove Mr Murphy’s statements. The Committee is entitled to
expect that proof at the requisite standard can be provided by Mr Murphy.

7.9 Some latitude may have been extended to Mr Murphy had his experience regarding
affidavits been that of a person not involved in the legal system and consequently
having little or no understanding of their purpose. To the contrary, Mr Murphy
himself expresses an opinion “as a former criminal investigator in another State . . .”
in his letter (p.2). A “criminal investigator” necessarily is very familiar with affidavits
and the obligations they impose on a deponent. This is more than ascribing
constructive knowledge – criminal investigators deal with affidavits in the ordinary
course of their employment. It was not unreasonable for the Committee to expect Mr
Murphy to understand what would be required given his own reference to previous
employment.

7.10 The primary material in the affidavit refers to past incidents that Mr Murphy perceives
as indicia of widespread corrupt or improper activities within the State Police Force,
the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions for Western Australia and persons
within the [gold] mining industry who, whether alone or in combination, have
conspired to deprive him of property rights and interests.

7.11 Although the petitioner is not accused, there is a very strong inference that can be
drawn from the description of events alleged to have occurred about 2 days before the
Mint swindle made the newsstands that the petitioner either knew of, or was somehow

                                                     
8
 See Mr Waller’s petition (Appendix 2) and the information he provided to the Committee on August 7

2003 (Appendix 3).
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involved in executing, the swindle. In the face of the petitioner’s blunt denial as to the
truth of the events described by Mr Murphy, the Committee could expect Mr Murphy
in reliance on his oath, to provide evidence of sufficient weight to rebut the
petitioner’s denial. That evidence has not been provided.

7.12 Conversely, the petitioner has supported his denial with statutory declarations taken
by a licensed private investigator from 5 persons named in the affidavit.9  The private
investigator also made a statutory declaration as to what he was instructed to do by the
petitioner’s counsel and includes a conversation he had with Mr Murphy after he had
obtained the statutory declarations from the 5 persons.10  One person approached
declined to provide a statutory declaration but made a statement through his solicitor
relevant to the statements made about him in the affidavit.11

7.13 Mr Murphy was invited by the private investigator to discuss his affidavit in light of
the denials set out in the statutory declarations. The invitation was declined by Mr
Murphy for a reason wholly consistent with his approach to this inquiry. In the private
investigator’s record there are 2 statements attributed to Mr Murphy that support the
Committee’s own impression of his indifference to the inquiry.

7.14 The first statement, made twice to the private investigator, was that Mr Murphy had
no interest in the matter (the content of the affidavit).  The second, quoted verbatim, is
the assertion “All matters I have stated can be proved” presumably by reference to
other sources in light of Mr Murphy’s disavowal to this Committee of having any
supporting evidence himself. Regrettably, Mr Murphy has not taken the next step of
identifying those sources. More to the point, the Committee had no intention of
seeking information that Mr Murphy should have been able to produce readily.

7.15 The private investigator’s statutory declaration records that Mr Murphy told him that
he had no wish to discuss affidavit-related matters with someone acting for the
petitioner rather than acting for “the authorities” viz., the Anti-Corruption
Commission, the Police Royal Commission and the Commissioner of Police. The
Committee has seen nothing to suggest that Mr Murphy, personally, sought to have
the affidavit tabled or that its contents be the subject of a parliamentary inquiry. Who
decided to put the affidavit before the Council, and the reasons for so doing, have no
bearing on the purpose of this Committee’s inquiry.

7.16 Despite Mr Murphy being well aware from 2 sources, viz. the Committee and the
private investigator, that the truth of the affidavit’s statements had been denied by
persons named in it, Mr Murphy has maintained total silence.  The Committee
concluded that there was little point in serving Mr Murphy with a summons to attend

                                                     
9
 See Appendix 3:  Information Provided by Mr Waller on  August 7 2002.

10
 Ibid.

11
 Ibid.
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before the Committee and produce documents. If the supporting documents were not
in his possession, requiring their production under compulsion is not going to change
Mr Murphy’s response to the Committee’s earlier invitation. Neither will questioning
him about the affidavit and the denials conclude the matter.

7.17 There is one statement, clause 18 of the affidavit, where sufficient evidence has been
provided for the Committee to form an opinion. Clause 18 reads 

“

Diespa Pty Limited some years later purchased mining tenement
M77/112 – in circumstances fully detailed in other TMI

documentation, which culminated in the $200 million fraud
perretrated [sic] on the Murphy Interest by international thieves to

the knowledge of WA State Gold Stealing Squad with attendant other
conclusively evidenced WA State assistance and corrupt protection,

which corruption is deemed relevant to that now publicly exposed in
respect to the Perth Mint Gold Swindle.

”

7.18 Mr Murphy was a director of Diespa and later a director of TZ Mining Pty Ltd. Those
companies entered into a joint mining venture relating to the Mountain Queen Mining
Tenement, ie, M77/112 with RYGOL which had a mining operation at Marvel Loch
and Southern Cross.

7.19 The Joint Venturers had a falling out and an action was commenced in the Federal
Court by Mr Murphy against RYGOL and its officers. Leaving aside the relevance of
clause 18 to other matters in the affidavit, what it does not disclose is that in July 1994
Mr Murphy discontinued his Federal Court action against named officers of RYGOL
and abandoned his allegations of fraud, forgery, perjury, misrepresentation, theft, and
conspiracy made against them. The retraction was contained in 2 separate Deeds of
Release, one signed in July and the other in September 1994. Both retractions were
published in the West Australian. Both retractions include an undertaking by Mr
Murphy that at no future time would he make the same or similar allegations against
the respondents. Those undertakings were breached by Mr Murphy in context of an
article published in the West Australian on March 1 2002 and again in the affidavit as
evidenced by the full account set out in the statutory declaration of John David
Cooper McLean (see Appendix 3), one of the Federal Court respondents to benefit
from the retractions.

7.20 Significantly, Mr Murphy acknowledged in the deed of release, that there had never
been a factual basis for making the allegations and yet, despite his twice-published
retraction, he has repeated the allegations and the repetition has been made on an
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occasion of absolute privilege when clause 18 was tabled as part of Mr Murphy’s
affidavit12.

8 CONCLUSIONS

8.1 There can be no doubt that the petitioner believes that the affidavit, whether alone or
in combination with statements made earlier last year in the House and the re-
publication of allegations that had been publicly retracted in 1994 have had a serious,
adverse effect on his character and reputation. But for the immunity enjoyed by the
affidavit, the petitioner would have commenced proceedings for defamation against
Mr Murphy.

8.2 The petitioner has provided the Committee with considerable detail of matters,
relevant to the affidavit, that throw a very different light on the situations described by
Mr Murphy.

8.3 Mr Murphy’s apparent indifference to this inquiry evidenced by his first, and only,
response is regrettable. As already noted, issuing a summons to produce documents
would not have produced a result any different from the Committee’s initial invitation.
If it is correct that Mr Murphy was a member of another State’s police force, it is
difficult to conclude that he would be ignorant of the nature and seriousness of a
parliamentary inquiry. Whatever his rationale for not participating, the end result is
that his affidavit falls far short of satisfying the legal requirements applicable to such a
document. As clause 18 demonstrates, Mr Murphy has constructed his affidavit with
scant regard for the truth.

9 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION

9.1 The Committee finds 

9.1.1 The affidavit contains statements of fact that require corroboration;

9.1.2 Mr Murphy cannot, or has chosen not to, provide evidence of any probative
weight or value as proof of those statements of fact;

9.1.3 Clause 18 of the affidavit is included in clear breach of 2 Deeds of Settlement
in which the same or similar allegations were withdrawn unconditionally and
an undertaking given not to repeat them or similar allegations at any time in
the future;

9.1.4 The averments made in the statutory declarations of the petitioner and others
are sufficiently precise as to require a response from Mr Murphy that proves
his version of events is true and accurate. Such a response has not been
provided.

                                                     
12

 See Mr Murphy’s affidavit, Appendix 1.
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9.2 Accordingly, the Committee is of the opinion that the prayer of the petition praying
for relief should be granted.

Recommendation 1:  The Committee recommends that the House make the following
orders 

1. That Mr Murphy provide such evidence as he has in his possession that 
relates to statements of facts in the affidavit by delivering that evidence 
to the Clerk;

In the event that Mr Murphy cannot comply with §1. —

2. The proceedings with respect to tabling the affidavit be expunged 
from the Minutes with the reason noted at that page;

3. That Mr Murphy apologize in writing to the House, the petitioner, 
and those persons named in the affidavit who made statutory 
declarations, for swearing to the truth of the statements in the 
affidavit while knowing at the time that he could not prove them to 
be true;

4. That Mr Murphy pay the petitioner’s actual and reasonable legal 
costs relating to the preparation of the petition and providing 
evidence to the Committee,

and that Mr Murphy be ordered to comply within a specified number of days
calculated from the date on which the relevant order is made.

10 DOCUMENTS BROUGHT UP

10.1 The Committee has brought up all materials provided by the petitioner and Mr
Murphy.

_______________________

Hon Christine Sharp MLC
Chairman

Date:  June 13 2003





APPENDIX 1 

MURPHY AFFIDAVIT 

JUNE 13 2002 





Legislative Council 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
TP011499 1499 

Tabled June 182002 

UNDER STANDING ORDER 43 TABLED 
PAPERS ARE NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM 

THE PRECINCTS OF THE HOUSE. 

(Please return by close of business 
the same day) 



IN RESPECT TO THE "PERTH MINT GOLD 
SWINDLE" CRIME COMMITTED IN PERTH 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN YEAR 1982 

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY 
SWORN JUNE 2002 

I, MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY, 7 Stone Street, South Perth, in the Stiillte 
of Western Australia, Administrator, being duly sworn MAKE OATH AND 
SAY as follows : 

The Murphy Interest 
1 Riverside Peninsular 
7 Stone Street 
SOUTH PERTH WA GIS1 

ABN 39 734 598 213 
Telephone (08) 9474 5215 
Facsimile (08) 9474 6431 
Reference WA STATE - 134 



-2-

1. All matters deposed to in this my affidavi t are duly 
evidenced as stated herein. The matters are deposed to from 
my own evidenced knowled~e or. from evidenced information 
which I verily believe to be true provided to me from stated 
sources. 

2. I am Administrator of Res;istered Enti ty THE MURPHY INTEREST 
formerly incorporated as Diespa Nominees pty Limi ted of which 
I was the mana9in~ director. 

3. In year 1982 I was financing partner of investment firm Murphy 
Ryan and Associates (Murphy Ryan) conductinS:l business at 
Kalamunda, Western Australia. 

4. One Kenneth Frank Ryan (Ryan) was partner in Nurphy Ryan but 
had contributed no financing to the firm but in lieu thereof 
provided franchise manufacturing and distribution rights from 
the world wide_ patent holder for a Coal Oil Water emulsion 
for the countr:l of Greece which he put to the sole use and 
benef i t of Murphy Ryan, together vii th equa 1 rights to a joint 
venture he was then in year 1982 ne~otiating in resiJect to 
hi s franchi se wi th ai rcraft manufacturer McDonald Dougl as of 
United States of America holding franchise for the emulsion 
manufacture for that country .. 

5. Perth financiers wi th whom I was then conducting business on 
learning of the Murphy Ryan franchi se dea I inS:! introduced me 
to a Perth investment company controlled I learned bj one 
StelJhen Chew (Chew) a former solicitor I was informed who 
conducted business in the WESTPAC bank Head Office building 
in Perth, wi th view to a Chew company purchasing a share 
in the joint venture beins negotiated by Murphy Ryan with 
McDonald Douglas. 

6. One Barry Waller (Waller) was introduced to Murphy Rian as 
being manager of Chew com1-'anies. In that ca.f.laci ty Waller 
introduced one Ro",er Byers (Biers) to myself and Ryan as a 
director of the Chew coml-,anl' which was interested to Join 
Murj:-'hy Ryan in the joint venture being negotiated by ~Jur.f.lhy 

Ryan wi th McDonald Douglas. Waller further identified Byers 
as being Principal in a :,;old dealing business styled "The 
Great Western Gold Exchange" or some similar designation in 
Hay Street Mall, Perth. 



-3-

7. Terms of a contract, Murphy Ryan with the Chew company (1 can 
not recall its corporate designation), were duly negotiated 
whereby depos it of Five Thousand Dollars would be pa id to 
Murphy Ryan on execution of the subject by all parties. 

8. A few days before execution my self and Ryan attended Chew's 
office to settle some contractual points wi th Waller. Waller 
~reeted us in some obvious subdued excitement saying "did you 
hear that they did the mint over this morning" stating ,some 
details which 1 can not recall of the stated incident. 

9. Other than remarking that 1 had not heard of it on the news 
(echoed by Ryan) 1 was not much interested until the 
following day, or two days later (I can not recall which, 
when the swindle was announced on the news as having 
occurred that day that is the day of the public announcement. 
No lon~er being a criminal investi~ator :i merely filed the 
oddness of the se~uences in my mind. 

10. The franchise share contract was duly executed and over a 
period the extent of which I can not ,t;recisely recall, 
various contractual matters inclusive of publ ic comj,Jany 
listing matters arose whilst joint venture dialogue continued 
under Waller control with HcDonald Dou~las. These matters 
necessi tated more visi ts by myself and Ryan to Chew's 
offices. The extended time be""an to disturb both myself and 
Ryan. 

11. On one such visit 1 can not recall date but it occurred 
during the period referred to immediately above - on arrival 
at Chew's off ices of myself and Ryan, Waller wa s not in 
evidence but Byers was sittin9 alone at the conference 
table holdin~ his head in both hands in some obvious distress. 
On our a.f.i~roach he took his head from his hands, looked 
at us and in most aSlitated manner burst out in terms "Hy 
partner (who not having heard he had another 1 [and Ryan said 
the same later J took to mean Waller) is S:join"" to :;:jet me sent 
to jail, the wron~ ~eople are bein~ or are ~oin~ to be (1 can 
not recall which) char;ed, I'm ':doing to Sdive it all back", 
and havin~ so enunciated he rushed from the room. I have not 
seen him since. 

12. When shortly after El er' s de~arture Waller entered the room, 
nei ther I' nor Ryan mentioned Eyers or his outburst. The 
incident however clicked into my criminal investiyator's 
memorj joining Waller's earlier premature announcement of the 
Hint Gold swindle crime before it became a rna tter of ,t;ubl ic 
knowled;:je . 

. ~~----~p~ 
---/ - ~ /' 

-. ----------------



13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

-4-

I believe above "cor!:'us delicti" evidences lJrima facie, 
comj:Jlicity in the swindle which Waller had :,;ratiously 
announced prematurely to myself ~nd Ryan. 

In relevantly short time after Eyers' outburst, rou;,Jh 90ld 
in::,lot was clandestinely delivered to Journalist Allison Fay. 
At a later date, apparently most if not all of the remaining 
stolen :,Jold bull i on it was announced by the publ i c med i a, 
was clandestinely deposi ted in altered form over the fence of 
Channel Seven television studios in Osborne Park. 

Following Byers' outburst in Chew's offices, discussion with 
Ryan revealed he thouSjht as I did in relation to such 
evidenced compi Ii ty. Soon thereafter, he (Ryan) who had been 
in 4uite dire financial straits he had informed whilst 
wai tinS:J the j oint venture contract under Waller's control 
being executed wi th McDona ld Dou9las informed me qui te 
sur,t.>risingly that he had accidentally just found $50,000 in a 
bank account he had a~parentlj overlooked. 

At the same time the McDonald Douglas j oint venture contract 
was overtly disinte::iratin~ '":lui te ra,r?idly,. Waller when I 
threatened in RYun' s absence, breach of contract aSo<J.inst the 
Chew com.r?any announced "I have settled wi th your partner Ken, 
my solicitor told me to throw any demands you make in the bin" 

Mi havin:,J recoul-'ed mj $5,000 outlay financin::j of Hurphy Ryan 
by a,t.>plying deposit in that amount paid by Chew's com.t-'any - I 
elected to sim.i,Jly cut association with all four individuals -
Ryani Walleri Byers; Chew, with whom, other than initial 
introduction by Waller thereto I had had no personal dealinS:Js. 

Diesl-'a pty Limited some years later purchased mining tenement 
M77/112 in circumstances fully detailed in other TMI 
documen ta t i on, whi ch culmina ted in the $ 200 Mi 11 i on fraud 
,tJerretrated on The Murphy Interest by international thieves 
to the knowled~e of WA State Gold Stealing S4uad with 
attendant other conclusively evidenced WA State assistance 
and corrupt .f:.!rotection, which corruiJtion is deemed relevant 
to that now ,tJublicly eXJ?osed in respect to the Perth Mint 
Gold Swindle. 

Havin~ ascertained de",ree of official corrul-'tion existin::J in 
Western Austral ia i not knowi n\,J when I hea rd of the Hi ckleburS:! 
brothers' arrest if they had been associated with the Waller
Eyers ~air in Mint Gold Swindle or not, I did not make any 
re,tJort to WA State la ... - enforcement/ !:,rosecution a~encies as to 
facts set forth in this my affig.avit, which as,;encies I had 

• . (" ~a.('i.,el ( 
conclUS1Velj eVldenced to be~ ln the $200 Nillion thefts on 
The Murphi Interest, corruiJt for respective motives in ':iuite 
incredible concert. ~ 

.------;:b~~ . ~/;:..71' 
--- /// 

,/ 
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20. As a very experienced criminal investigator when I heard 
various news reports of WA Police Gold Stealinl,J Detection 
Syuad and the late Mr Hancock evidence u~on which the 
Mickleburgs were first charS:jed then convicted with the 
convictions upheld through every appeal process, I realised 
the brothers for whatever corrupt motives had been "framed" 
wholly fabricated evidence (not only invented "statements" 
and manufactured "f ingerprin til evidence and related perjury) 
which should have been immediately apparent to all relevant 
WA State entities and tribunals dealing therewith; because of 
WA State corruption which had been visi ted on The Murphy 
Interest I remained warj in the extreme of all said WA 
State a'Jencies and tribunals, until One Nation Party took up 
The Mur~hy Interest cause and in the early sta:Jes of doing so 
Mr Graeme Campbell advised me that the party also supported 
the Micklebury brothers in respect to WA State corruption 
thereupon, whereupon I made him privy to the evidence wi thin 
my .t?ersonal knowledge, as is now set forth in this my 
affidavit in respect to those crimes, undertaking to r 
CamJ?bell to, when requested by One Nation so to do, swear 
affidavit as to those facts incorporating inferred WA State 
corruption also, as those facts are known to me. 

21. I swear this affidavit in sincere belief that the evidence 
set. forth herein is relevant to both the concerted crime with 
WA State protectionon on The Murphy Interest, and, the WA 
State evidenced corruption on the Mickleburg brothers. 

SWORN by the deponent at 
Perth in the State of 
Wr~tftJn Australia this 
1~~Aday of June 2002 
b~fo.c~ m~: 

Justice of the Peace 
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I, BARRY GRANVILLE WALLER of 9 Bowman Street, South Perth am the promoter of 

this petition, which contains one signature. 

~rr) 

~~ 
Presented by: G\"2. lJA'\'SON M\...,c... 

Member's Name 

Member's Signature 

Date 

PETITION 

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of Western 

Australia in Parliament assembled. I, the undersigned resident of Western Australia, on the 

basis of the facts detailed in the accompanying statement of facts, humbly pray that the 

Legislative Council will: 

1. declare that each allegation ("Murphy Allegation") made against me by Michael 

James Murphy ("Murphy"), in an affidavit sworn on 13 June 2002, a copy of which 

was, by leave, tabled in the Legislative Council on 18 June 2002 by the Honourable 

John Fischer ("the Murphy Affidavit"), that I had knowledge of, or was involved in, 

the "Perth Mint Gold Swindle", or that I have ever confessed or admitted to Murphy 

that I had any such knowledge or involvement, is false and scandalous; and 

2. provide other relief. 

/u/cheisey/doc/061252935 



STATEMENT OF FACTS 
ACCOMPANYING PETITION TO THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

BY BARRY GRANVILLE WALLER 

1. On 19 June 2002, I heard for the first time that allegations had been made in an 

affidavit by Michael James Murphy ("Murphy"), a copy of which had been tabled in 

the Legislative Council by the Honourable John Fischer ("Hon J Fischer") that I had 

knowledge of, and was involved in, the notorious "Perth Mint Gold Swindle" crime 

committed in Western Australia in 1982. 

2. During 19 June 2002, I ob4tined a copy of an affidavit sworn 13 June 2002 which I 

waS informed was a copy of the document tabled by Hon J Fischer on the night of 
. ' 

18 June 2002. Subsequently, my solicitors were provided on 20 June 2002, under 

cover of a letter from the Hon President of the Legislative Council. with a copy of 

the affidavit, verified as a true copy by the Clerk of the Legislative Council. That 

certified copy of the affidavit of Michael James Murphy sworn 13 June 2002 ("the 

Murphy Affidavit") is attached and marked "Attachment A II • 

3. Neither Hon J Fischer nor any other person contacted me at any time prior to the 

Murphy Affidavit being referred to and tabled in the Legislative Council on 18 June 

2002 concerning" any of the allegations concerning me in the Murphy Affidavit 

("Murphy Allegations"). In fact, until 19 June 2002, I had heard nothing of any of 

the Murphy Allegations, "nor did I know of. the pteparation or existence of the 

Murphy Affidavit. 

4. I do not have, and never have had, any knowledge of, or involvement with, the 

planning or implementation of the Perth Mint Gold Swindle crime. 

5. Furthermore, I never said to Murphy (or any other person) that, or words to the 

effect that, I knew anything about, or that I was in any way involved with, the 

planning or implementation of the Perth Mint Gold Swindle crime; in addition, I 

never said to Murphy (or any other person), or did anything by way of gesture or 

other non-verbal communication or other conduct,to or in the presence of Murphy (or 

any other person), from which Murphy (or any other person) could rationally infer 

that I confessed or admitted having or having had, or that I claimed Gokingly or 

otherwise) to have or to have bad, any such knowledge or inVOlvement'n M~~Y~ flo 
lulchelsey/doc/061202912 ~ 
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allegations in the Murphy Affidavit that I made any such statements, confessions, 

admissions or claims, and that Murphy knows of any facts or things from which it 

can be rationally inferred that I had any such knowledge or involvement, are all false. 

r do not know of any fact or thing from which it can be inferred that Murphy has, or 

ever had, a rational and honest belief in any of the Murphy Allegations. Because of 

my extremely limited dealings with Murphy detailed below, I do not know of any fact 

or thing which would provide a rational motive for Murphy to dishonestly make the 

Murphy Allegations: in saying that, I discard as irrational my refusal in the early 

1980's to become involved in a proposed coal emulsion project, which is detailed in 

paragraph 7 below. Accordingly, if Murphy has or ever had an honest belief in any 

of the Murphy Allegations, r know of no fact or thing to justify such an honest belief, 

other than that people suffering from severe delusions or paranoia or other mental 

illness often come to believe that acts or events which never occurred did, in fact, 

occur (that being information I have acquired over time as an ordinary citizen with 

no special expertise or qualification in any profession, field or discipline concerned 

with mental health). 

6. Murphy alleges in paragraph 6 of the Murphy Affidavit that I was introduced to 

Murphy Ryan and Associates ("Murphy Ryan") as being manager of companies 

controlled by Stephen Chew ("Chew"). An allegation written in the passive sense, 

which does not identify the person said to have made the introduction nor the person 

to whom the introduction was made beyond a firm name, is necessarily difficult to 

refute. I understand that an affidavit written in that form would be defective for use 

in Court proceedings because it is not written in the first person. The facts relevant 

to that vague allegation are:-

6.1 I was never manager of a company controlled by Chew which was interested 

to join Murphy Ryan in any joint venture, nor was I introduced as such to any 

person associated with Murphy Ryan. In fact, my only association with Chew 

in any company was that I was associated with a company called Greenough 

On Sea Pty Ltd ("GOS"). Interests associated with Chew acquired a half 

interest in GOS and, within a year or so thereafter, acquired the remaining 

half interest. During the period of around the year whilst Chew.interests had 

one half interest in GOS and interests associated with me had the other half 

lu/chelsey/doc/061202912 ~fo 
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interest, I managed the operation of GOS, which was involved with a land 

project in the Geraldton area. GOS never sought to acquire any other project 

or interest, whether from Murphy Ryan or otherwise. After the second half 

share was acquired by interests associated with Chew, I ceased to have any 

involvemep.t with GOS, and was never again involved in management of any 

company or other business venture with Chew; 

6.2 I was never involved in a company controlled by Chew of which "Roger 

Byers" (or Roger Maurice Bryer ("Bryer"), to whom I suspect Murphy might 

have been attempting to refer in paragraph 6 of the Murphy Affidavit) was a 

director. In fact, apart from having some involvement in a property 

development venture with Bryer more than 30 years ago, I have never been 

involved in management of any company or other business venture with 

Bryer. !'urthermore, I am sure that I never introduced Bryer to Murphy 

andlor Kenneth Frank Ryan ("Ryan") as a director of a company controlied 

by Chew, which I was managing and which was interested to join Murphy 

Ryan in ;l joint venture that Murphy Ryan was negotiating with aircraft 

manufacturer McDonald Douglas ("McDonald Douglas"). Indeed, to the best 

of my recollection, I never introduced Bryer to Ryan or Murphy or attended 

any meeting with Ryan or Murphy together with Bryer; nor to the best of my 

recollection did 1 ever attend a meeting with Ryan or Murphy at which I was 

informed Bryer ha.d been present but had left. 

7. I did have some very limited involvement with Ryan and Murphy in the early 1980's 

in assessing a proposal ("thc Proposal") to bccome involved in a proposcd coal 

emulsion project ("the Proposed Project"). I met Ryan a number of times with 
, 

respect to the Proposal, but met Murphy only around two or three times .. Most of my 

dealings concernmg the Proposal were with Ryan. I reviewed some documents with 

reRpect to the PropoRed Project, and rejected the Prop oRal. Neither I, nor any 

. company or other person with whom I was associated, proceeded to negotiate any 

interest in the Proposed Project. I never met, dealt with or otherwise negotiated with 

McDonald Douglas with respect to the Proposed Project or .any other actual or 

proposed coal emulsion joint venture. The allegation in. paragraph 10 of the Murphy 

Affidavit that "joint venture dialogue continued under Waller control with ~c~~. 

lu/chelsey/doc/061202912 ,~ 
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Douglas" is false. After rejecting that Proposal in the early 1980's, I have never 

thereafter met or heard of Murphy until 19 June 2002. Prior to considering that 

proposed project, I had never previously met Ryan' or Murphy. 

8. From my very limited dealings with Murphy, I recall him as an aggressive and 

unpleasant person. I found Ryan a far more pleasant and easier person t6 deal with. 

9. I am not familiar with the details of the allegations made by Murphy referred to in 

the.answer to a question by Hon J Fischer in the Legislative Council on 19 December 

2001 by the leader of the House, nor am I aware of the details of the allegations 

made by "the Murphy Interest" referred to by Hon J Fischer on 19 December 2001 

in debate concerning the Criminal Investigation (Exceptional Powers) and 

Fortification Removal Bill 2001. In fact, I had never heard of those allegations until 

19 June 2002. Accordingly, I cannot say whether the nature of those allegations or 

the manner in which they have been made or pursued provides any assistance in 

answering the question of whether, in making the Murphy AlJegations, Murphy has 

acted irrationally but honestly, or dishonestly to fraudulently advance some design(s) 

or object(s), whether of Murphy alone or in concert with another or others. 

10. I note from Hon J Fischer's contribution to that debate on 19 December 2001 that he 

said "I have been- advised that information is available that suggests a completely new 

suspect for the Perth Mint robbery". If (as I assume) Hon J Fischer was at that time 

referring to me or a group including me, then i say that those allegations were never 

raised with me at all at any time prior to or after 19 December 2001, and the first I 

knew of them was on 19 June 2002. If at any time between 19 December 2001 and 

18 June 2002 (both inclusive) ("the Relevant Period"), Hon J Fischer had wished to 

contact me to discuss any of the Murphy Allegations or any fact or circumstance 

referred to in the Murphy Affidavit or, indeed, any other matter or thing, I have no 

doubt he could have contacted me. _ I know of no fact or thing to suggest Han J 

Fischer attempted to make any contact with me during the Relevant Period or prior 

thereto, and I infer and complain that he intentionally refrained from doing so. 

11. I have been informed that, during an interview on Radio 6PR on the night of 19 June 

2002, Hon J Fischer said that he tabled a copy of the Mmphy Affidav~~e ~ . 

lu/cheisey/doC/061:l02912 ~ 
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was concerned that, if he merely delivered it to the Royal Commission into whether 

there has been any corrupt or criminal conduct by Western Australian police officers, 

the allegations in the Murphy Affidavit might not be properly investigated by that 

Royal Commission. In light of the eminent standing of the appointed Royal 

Commissioner, I complain that the published reason given by the Hon J Fischer for 

tabling of the "M;urphy Affidavit cannot be accepted as genuine. In fact, he could 

have delivered a copy of the Murphy Affidavit to the Royal Commission, without the 

allegations against me being· publicised through him tabling the Murphy Affidavit and 

making statements endorsing it in the Legislative Council. One of my complaints, 

therefore, is that Hon J Fischer had no legitimate purpose in tabling and endorsing 

the Murphy Affidavit because he could, and should, have delivered it to the Royal 

Commission to investigate; hence, 1 complain that one major purpose of Hon J 

Fischer in so tabling and endorsing the Murphy Affidavit was to obtain the benefit of 

absolute privilege· with respect to publication of the contents of the· Murphy Affidavit 

and Hon J Fischer's endorsement of it for no legitimate purpose. 

12. During the same interview on Radio 6PR, Hon J Fischer declined my public 

invitation (made earlier on Radio 6PR by my solicitor) that Hon J Fischer read 

Murphy's Affidavit outside of Parliament. As a result, I cannot successfully bring 

proceedings against Hon J Fischer for defamation, which I would have done had he 

read Murphy's Affidavit on the radio when invited to do so. 

13. In addition to my complaint in paragraph 11 above~ I also infer and complain that 

Hon J Fischer has, in tabling and endorsing the Murphy Affidavit, implemented an 

object or purpose involving abuse of his privileges as a Member of the Legislative 

Council, such object or purpose either being in concert with, or separate from, any 

object or purpose of Murphy, in that:-

13.1 by reason of the matters referred to in para 10 above, para 20 of the Murphy 

Affidavit and the identity of the witness to the Murphy Affidavit (whom I 

understand to be Hon F Hough. Member of the Legislative Council). I infer 

and complain that Hon J Fischer was, throughout the Relevant Period, closely 

involved in the preparation of the Murphy Affidavit and in planning a scheme 

or design to publieise the Murphy Affidavit and the Murphy Allegations at a 

lu/chelsey/doc/06/202912 ~ 
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time and i:n a manner likely to achieve the maximum possible publicity with 

no risk of any successful defamation proceedings against Murphy or Hon J 

Fischer or anyone else involved in the scheme or design; and 

13.2 the unannounced making in the Legislative Council of the Murphy Allegations 

with endorsement by Hon J Fischer, aggravated by Hon J Fischer's 

subsequent refusal to read the Murphy Affidavit outside Parliament and 

provide me with the usual means that our justice system provides to clear my 

name and reputation, has (as no rational person could possibly doubt) caused 

enormous distress to me and my family, which is likely to continue for a long 

time. That Hon J Fischer has been prep:;rred to act in the manner detailed in 

this statement of facts, and particularly to make such damaging allegations 

against me without seeking any verification or response from me as to 

background facts or the allegations themselves before doing so, despite his 

involvement throughout the Relevant Period as referred to in paragraph 13. 1, 

are facts from which I infer and complain that Hon J Fischer has: 

(a) maliciously made extremely serious allegations against me, well 

mowing that they are false and indefensible, and in a manner designed 

to cause the greatest possible and irremediable damage to. me, fOf the 

purpose of furthering some undisclosed but niegitimate purpose(s) or 

object(s), of Hon J Fischer and/or another Of others; and 

(b) thereby abused the privileges conferred on him as a Member of the 

Legislative Council. 

14. On 20 June 2002, I asked Bryer to provide my solicitors with his response to the 

Murphy Affidavit. A copy of an e-mail statement provided to my solicitors by Bryer 

on 20 June 2002 is attached to this statement and marked "Attachment B" . 

15. An affidavit by my solicitor and counsel required by Legislative Council Standing 

·Order 134(b) is 'attached ·to this statement and marked "Attachment C" ~ 

lulchelsey/doc/061202912 
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1. All matters deposed to in this my affidavit are duly 
evidenced as stated herein. The matters are deposed to from 
my own evidenced knowled~e or.from evidenced information 
which I verily believe to be true 'provided to me from stated 
sources. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I am Administrator of Registered Entity THE MURPHY INTEREST 
formerly incorporated as Diespa Nominees pty Limited of which 
I was the mana9in~ director. 

In year 1982 I was financing partner of investment firm Murphy 
Ryan and Associates (Murphy Ryan) conducting business at 
Kalamunda, Western Australia. 

One Kenneth Frank Ryan (Ryan) was· partner in Nurphy Ryan but 
had contributed no financing to the firm but in lieu· thereof 
provided franchise manufacturing and distribution rights f~~m 
the world wide patent holder for a Coal oil water emuls In 
for the country of Greece which he put to the sole use and 
benefit of Murphy Ry;:m, i-.ogE'ther Vlith equal rights to a joint 
venture he was then in year 1982 ne90tiating in resiJect to 
his franchise wi th aircraft manufacturer McDonald Doug"las· of 
Uni ted States of America holding franchise for the emulsion 
manufacture for that country .. 

Perth financiers with whom I was then conducting business on 
learning of the Murphy Ryan franchise dealin9 introduced me 
to a Perth investment company controlled I learned bi one 
SteJ:.lhen Chew (Chew) a former solicitor I was informed who 
conducted bus i ness in the WESTPAC bank Head Off ice bui Iding 
in Perth, with view to a Chew company purchasing a share 
in the joint venture bein~ negotiated by Muryhy Ryan with 
McDonald Douglas. 

) 
One Barry Waller (Waller) was introduced to Hurphy Ryan dS 

being manager of Chew com.l:-'anies. In that capacity Waller 
introduced one Ro~er Byers (E},ers) to myself ang Ryan as a 
director of the Chew COIDJ:.Ianj which was interested to Jain 
Murl:-'hy Ryan in the joint venture being negotiated by Hurflhy 
Ryan wi th NcDonald Douglas. Ha ller further iden ti f i ed Eyer s 
as being Principal in a ~old dealing business Sv- led "The 
Great Western Gold Exchange" or some similar de gnation in 
Hay Street Mall, Perth. 
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7. Terms of a contract, Murphy Ryan with the Chew compapy (1 can 
not recall its corporate designation), were duly negotiated 
whereby depos it of Five Thousand Dollars would be paid to 
Murphy Ryan on execution of the subject by all parties. 

8. A few days before execution my self and Ryan attended Chew's 
office to settle some contractual points with Waller. Waller 
~reeted us in some obvious subdued excitement saying "did you 
hear that they did the mint over this morning" stating ,some 
details which I can not recall of the stated incident. 

9. Other than remarking that 1 had not heard of it on the news 
(echoed by Ryan) 1 was not much interested until the 
following day, or two days later (1 can not recall which, 
when the swindle was announced on the news as having 
occurred that day that is the day of the public announcement. 
No longer being a criminal investi9ator :i merely filed the 
oddness of the se~uences in my mind. 

10. The franchise share contract was duly executed and over a 
l:leriod the extent of which I can not l-'reci sely recall r 

various contractual matters ,inclusive of publ ic comtJany 
Ii sting matters arose whilst j oint venture dialogue continued 
under Waller control with HcDonald Douglas. These matters 
necessitated more visits by myself and Ryan to Chew's 
offices. The extended time be':.1an to disturb both myself and 
Ryan. 

11. On one such visit I can not recall date but it occurred 
during' the period referred to immediately above - on arrival 
at Chew's offi ces. of ,myself and R.i' an, Waller was not' in 
evidence but Byers, was sitting alone at the conference 
table holdin~ his head in both hands in some obvious distress. 
On our apJ:lroach he took his head from his hands, looked 
at us and in most a~i ta ted manner burst out in terms "Hi' 
partner (who not havinS:i heard he had another I [and Ryan said 
the same later] took to mean Waller) is, yoin':.1 to ~et me sent 
to jail, the wron~ ~eople are bein~ or are ~oin~ to be (1 can 
not recall whi ch) char~ed, I I m ~oing to ~ i ve ita 11 back II , 

rind havins so enunciated he rushed from the room. I have not 
seen him since. ' 

12. When shortly after El er' s de~arture Waller entered the room, 
nei ther I nor Ryan mentioned Eyers or his outburst. The 
incident however clicked into my criminal investiyator's 
memorj joining Waller's earlier prematu e announcement of the 
Mint Gold swindle crime before it 'bee e a matter of j:lublic 
knowled::je. 



13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

-4-

I believe above "corj:1us delicti" evidences .f:lrima facie I 

comj:1licity in the swindle which Waller had ':;jratiously 
announced prematurely to myself and Ryan. 

In relevantly short time after Byers' outburst, rou'::lh 'dold 
in,::!ot was clandestinely delivered to Journal is tAll i son Fay. 
At a later date, apparently most if not all of the remaining 
stolen ~old bull i on it was announced by the public medi a I 

was clandestinely deposited in altered form over the fence of 
Channel Seven television studios in Osborne Park. 

Following Byers' outburst in Chew'S offices, disdussion with 
Ryan. revealed he thought as I did in relation to such 
evidenced compili ty. Soon thereafter I he (Ryan) who had been 
in quite dire financial straits he had informed whilst 
wai tin~ the j oint venture contract under Waller's control 
beinSl executed wi th McDonald Dou;;Jlas infor.med me qui te 
suryrisingly that he had accidentally just found $50 ,000 in a 
bank account he had apparentl~ overlooked. j 

At the same time the McDonald Douglas j oint venture contract 
was overtly disinte::!ratin~ 'J.ui te ra~idly,. Waller when I 
threatened in Ryan I s absence, breach of contract a~ainst the 
Chew comJ?any announced "I have settled with your partner Ken I 

my solicitor told me to throw any demands you make in the bin" 

My havin~ recoul'ed my $ 5,000 outl ay financin:j of Murphy Ryan 
by applying deposit in that amount paid by Chew's com.".,any - I 
elected to simiJly cut association with all four individuals -
Ryani Walleri Byers; Chew, with whom, other than initial 
introduction by Waller thereto I had had no personal dealin~s. 

Dies1'a Pty Limited some years later yurchased mining tenement 
M77/112 in circumstances fully detailed in other T~I 
documentation, which cUlminated in the $200 Million fr )d 
.l!erretra ted on The Murphy Interest by international thi eves 
to the knowledge of WA State Gold Stealing S~uad with 
a ttendant other concl usi vely evidenced WA State a ssi stance 
and corruJ?t protection, which corruption is deemed relevant 
to that now j:1ublicly eXi?osed in respect to the Perth Hint 
Gold Swindle. 

Bavin~ ascertairied de:;ree of official corru}:-tion existin::! in 
Western Australia; not knowinr,j when I· heard of the HickleburSj 
brothers' arrest _if they had.been associated with the Waller
Byers ~air in Hint Gold Swindle or not, I did not make any 
re~ort to WA State law enforcement/~rosecution a~encies as to 
facts set forth in this my affi9.-avit, which agencies I had 
conclusivell evidenced to f)Et'(i'fi"the $2 !"lillion the.fts on 
The Murphy Interest, corrupt for resl-' ,tive motives in suite 
incredible concert. d 

~_----/J~ ~z' ~- ~ ~~/. />/ '/ . 
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20. As a very experienced criminal investigator - when I heard 
various news reports of WA Police Gold Stealing, Detection 
S~uad and the late Mr Hancock evidence u~on' which the 
Mickleburgs were first charged then convicted with the 
convictions upheld through every appeal process, I realised 
thl:2 oL"others for -whatever corrupt motives had been "framed" 
wholly fabricated evidence (not only invented "statements" 
and manufactured "fingerprint" evidence and related perjury) 
which shoUld have been immediately apparent to all relevant 
WA State entities and tribunals dealing therewith; because of 
WA State corruption which had been visited on The Murphy 
Interest - I ,remained wart in the extreme of all said WA 
State agencies and tribunals, until One Nation Party took up 
The Mur.t'hy Interest cause and in the early sta~es of doing so 
Mr Graeme Campbell advised me that the party also supported 
the Micklebury brothers in respect to WA State corruption 
thereupon, whereupon I made him privy to the evidence within 
my ,tlersonal knowledye, as is now set forth in this mt 
affidavit in respect to those crimes, undertaking to r 
CamJ?bell to, when requested by One Nation so to do, swear 
af,fidavit as to those facts incorporating inferred WA State 
corruption also, as those facts are known to me. 

21. I swear thi:s affidavit in sincere belief that the evidence 
set forth herein is relevant to both the concerted crime with 
WA State pL"otectionon on The MurJ:Jhy Intere:SG, and, the WA 
State evidenced corruption on'the Micklebur brothers. 

, SWORN bt the deponent at 
AleSi Perth in the State of 

W.r~tftJn Australia ,this 
) I...::>-J'? day of June 2002 
. before me: 

~. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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Chelsey Higgins 

From: "Roger Bryer" <vistablue@financier.com> 
To: <dsolomon@solbros.com.au> 
Sent: Thursday, 20 June 2002 16:51 
Mr. Doug Solomon 

Further to our conversation re affidavit tabled in parliament by a M.Murphy. I have read the 
affidavit it was supplied to me by Paul Murray of Radio 6PR.(The first I had heard of it) 

, 
I do not know this person (Murphy) or the person Ryan also mentioned, I do not believe I 
have ever met either of them. 

I have never been a Director of any of Steven Chews' companies, nor have I ever 
negotiated on his b.ehalf nor purported to be involved with him. 

I have never been to the board room of Steven Chew. 

I do not know of any of the matters referred to in the affidavit. 

I did not have anything to do with the Perth Mint swindle nor do I know of any matter in 
relation to it other than what I have read in the newspapers. 

I was never introduced to these people by Barry Waller .. 

Barry Waller was never my partner in business other than he and I were shareholders in a 
small development company 35 years ago. 

I deny each and every allegation made in the affidavit. 

Other than I was the principal of Great Western Gold Exchange from 1979 until 1986. 

I believe that this affidavit is without any foundation whatsoever and that its' presentation 
and my naming in Parliament has been highly injurious and cowardly and what is worse it is 
calculated, deliberate and·malicious. .. 

To what end I am at a loss to understand. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Bryer Mobile 0412 928 408 

Suite 8 88, Walters Drive, Herdsman WA 6017 

Vista Blue Limited 

Sign-up for your own FREE Personalized E-mail atMail.com 
http://WWN.mail.com/?sr=signup 

Save up to $160 by signing up for NetZero Platinum Internet service. 

~ 20/06/02 
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AFFIDAVIT FOR PURPOSES OF SO 134 
RE THE PETITION OF BARRY GRANVILLE WALLER 

I, DOUGLAS HOWARD SOLOMON of Level 40, Exchange Plaza, 2 The Esplanade, 

Perth in the State of Western Australia, solicitor and counsel for the petitioner Barry 

Granville Waller, make oath and say as follows: 

The statements of fact made by the petitioner in paragraphs 1-15 of the 

statement of facts accompanying the petition, and in paragraphs 1-4 of the 

petition, are true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, and the 

allegations made, are, in my professional, opinion, sustainable. 

SWORN by the Deponent at 
Perth in. the said State 
thel hday of June 
2002 before me 

) 
) 
) 
) 

~'dQ~ \ 1\ Z 
A c=fs§i01ieIOfthe Supreme 'Coo 

. of Western Australia for taking Affidavits! 
A Justiee ef the Peace -

MARK A. R. BLUNDELL 
Commissioner of the Supmroo 
Court of Western Austrda for 

Taking Affid~ 



APPENDIX 3 

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MR WALLER ON 

AUGUST 7 2002 





PRIVATE 

7 August 2002 

Level 40, Exchange Plaza 
2 The Esplanade, Perth, Western Australia. 6000 
PO Box Z5360, St George's Terrace, Perth 6831 
DX 82, Perth Email: mailroom@solbros.com.au 

Telephone: + (618) 9221 5888 Facsimile: + (618) 9221 5955 

Our Ref: 

8 i4UG 2002 
c~ to tv' 

Enquiries: Doug Solomon 

The Clerk to the Legislative Council 
Parliament House 
PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Ms Janeen Robertson 

Dear Ms Robertson 

PETITION - BARRY GRANVILLE WALLER 

Email: dsolomon@solbros.com.au 

By courier 

I refer to my telephone discussion with you on 7 August 2002 and enclose herewith for 
transmission to the relevant Committee statutory declaration of Bernard Marinus lriks made 7 
August 2002. together with the following documents referred to in that statutory declaration:-

Document WAPI 1 Letter from Mr ILK Marshall of 25 July 2002 with enclosed draft 
statement 

Document WAPI 2 Statutory declaration of Kenneth Frank Ryan made 31 July 2002 

Document WAPI 3 Statutory declaration of Roger Maurice Bryer made 1 August 2002 

Document WAPI 4 Statutory declaration of John David Cooper McLean made 6 August 2002 
with documents IM-l - JM-8 therein referred to 

Document WAPI 5 Copy letter sent by Mr lriks to Mr Murphy dated 6 August 2002 

It would be appreciated if we could be advised of the progress, and likely future manner of 
proceedings concerning, of Mr Waller's petition, and, in particular, whether the Committee 
proposes taking oral evidence and, if so, whether Mr Waller will be afforded any opportunity 
to appear and/or to be represented by counsel. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours faithfully 

enc. 

PRIV 
/u1cbelsey/ltr/08/073031.17 

Gregory H. Solomon Douglas H. Solomon Paul F. Flelcher 



WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

THE EVIDENCE ACT, 1906 

STATUTORY DECLARATION 

I Bernard Marinus IRIKS nOB 08/12/53 

of Level 1/484 Albany Highway, Victoria Park 6100 

in the State of West em Australia Investigator 

do solemnly and sincerely declare that: 

1. I am a Licenced Inquiry Agent and Investigator, Police licence number 09756. 

2. On 12th July 2002 I was engaged by Doug Solomon of Solomon Brothers 
Darristers, Solicitors and Attorneys who aet for Barry Granville Waller. I was 
requested to conduct inquires into the allegations contained in an Affidavit signed 
by Michael James Murphy (the Murphy Affidavit) at West Perth on 13th June 2002 
titled "Perth Mint Gold Swindle". 

3. On 16th July 2002 I met Barry Granville Waller and discussed the contents of the 
Murphy Affidavit with him. I did not take a Statutory Declaration from Mr Waller 
for the reason that a comprehensive Statement of Facts had already been completed 
by him in relation to the allegations. 

4. As the result of subsequent inquiries I located Stephen Chew and on 19th July 2002 
I attended the offices of Mark Stephen Chew (his son) at Level 12, 60 St George's 
Terrace, Perth and interviewed Stephen Chew in relation to the Murphy Affidavit. 
Mr Chew agreed to make a statement in relation to the information he supplied 
during the interview, which I would draft. 

s. On 21 st July 2002 I completed a draft statement in the name of Stephen Chew and 
forwarded it to him by facsimile. On 2Sth July 2002 I received a facsimile from a 
Barrister Mr Ian Marshall acting on behalf of Mr Chew. Mr Marshall advised that 
Mr Chew was not prepared to sign a statement however he clarified certain points 
in relation to information in the Murphy Affidavit and listed paragraph numbers of 
the draft statement that were correct. Mr Marshall's letter (facsimile) and the draft 
statement are marked "W API 1". L 

C5$~">' 

6. As the result of further inquiries I located Kenneth Frank Ryan and on25th July 2002 
I attended at Lot 2 Yelverton Road, Mahogany Creek and interviewed Mr Ryan in 
relation to the Murphy Affidavit. Mr Ryan agreed to sign a Statutory Declaration 
in relation to the information he supplied to me during the interview. 

7. Mr Ryan subsequently signed a Statutory Declaration on 31 st July 2002 which is 
marked "WAPI 2". 
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of Bernard Marinus IRIKS 

8. I was provided with the contact details for Roger Maurice Bryer by Mr Solomon 
and on 30th July 2002 I attended at 1 Lockhart Street, Como and interviewed Mr 
Bryer in relation to the Murphy Affidavit. Mr Bryer agreed to sign a Statutory 
Deelaration in relation to the information he supplied to me during the interview. 

9. Mr Bryer subsequently signed a Statutory Declaration on 1 st August 2002 which is 
marked "WAPI 3" . 

10. As the result of further inquiries I located John David Cooper McLean and on 
5th August 2002 I attended the offices of McLean Management at 28 The 
Esplanade, Perth and interviewed Mr McLean in relation to the Murphy Affidavit. 
Mr McLean agreed to sign a Statutory Declaration in relation to the information 
and documents he supplied to me and or referred to during the interview. 

11. Mr McLean subsequently signed a Statutory Declaration on 6th August 2002 which 
is marked "WAPI 4" with reference to eight documents marked "JM 1 to JM 8". 

12. On Tuesday 6th August 2002 I hand delivered a letter addressed to Mr Michael J 
Murphy to 1 Riverside Peninsular at 7 Stone Street, South Perth and placed it in the 
letter box at that address. A copy ofthe letter is now marked "WAPI 5" 

13. At 9am on Wednesday 7th August 2002 I telephoned Mr Michael Murphy's home 
number of 9474 5215 and spoke to a male person who said he was Michael 
Murphy. 

14. Mr Murphy advised that he had not received my letter as yet. I advised Mr Murphy 
of the contents of my letter and stated that I would like to meet with him to conduct 
an interview in relation to the allegations contained in his Affidavit. 

15. Mr Murphy replied, "It would not be such a good idea as I am not in the mood 
because I have just had a serious spinal operation." He also said that he did not 
want to discuss the matter with me because it was now under a Parliamentary 
Investigation. 

16. Mr Murphy suggested that I should get in touch with Graeme Campbell at the One 
Nation Party who was handling the matter. I said that I wanted to interview Mr 
Murphy about his allegations not Mr Campbell, as he had not made the allegations. 
Mr Murphy replied that he (himself) did not have an interest in the matter. 

17. I advised that I had interviewed all other parties referred to in his Affidavit and they 
had denied the allegations and some had denied even meeting Mr Murphy. I was 
prepared to discuss the information from the other parties with him to give him the 
opportunity to comment. He repeated that he did not have an interest in the matter. 

18. I pointed out that he must have an interest as he had signed the Affidavit containing 
the allegations to which he replied that "One Nation requested me to make the 
Affidavit." He again suggested I get in touch with Graeme Campbell. 

~~~~ 
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of Bernard Marinus IRIKS 

19. I asked under what circumstances One Nation had asked him to do the Affidavit 
and he said that he talked to them about things that were said to him by "certain 
persons" in 1982 and they asked him to make the Affidavit in relation to it. 

20. I said that all of his allegations had been refuted by the persons referred to in his 
Affidavit and I wanted to discuss that with him. He replied that because I acted for 
Mr Waller and was not from the authorities, he did not want to discuss it with me. 

21. I asked what authorities he would expect to be inquiring into his allegations. He 
said that it was in the hands of the Anti Corruption Commission, The Police Royal 
Commission and the Commissioner of Police. 

22. I advised that the witnesses I had spoken to would be happy to talk to the 
authorities to negate his allegations and he replied, "All matters I have stated can be 
proved." 

23. I advised Mr Murphy that he could contact me if he changed his mind about 
participating in an interview. 

And I make this solemn declaration by virtue of section one hundred and six of the Evidence Act, 1906. 

Declared at ... P. ~.t.h : ..................... . 
This.:J t. ~ day of ~"",,-:t ..... 2002 

beforeme-.~.:-..~.~.~ .. ~ ......... } 

SYLVIA B JACKSON 
JUstice of the Peace 
WEST AUST 10339 

r( 
... J ...................... 'D.d .. .. ..I.~ .... > ..... . 
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OF (FULL NAME): 

OCCUPATION: 

ADDRESS: 

IN CONFIDENCE 
STATEMENT 

Stephen CHEW 

? 

19 Kimoss Crescent, Floreat 

1. I was interviewed by Bernie Iriks of W A Professional Investigations & 
Consulting on Friday 19th July 2002 in relation to an Affidavit of Michael 
James Murphy Sworn at West Perth on 13th June 2002 (the Murphy Affidavit). 

2. I provide the following information in response to questions put to me by Mr 
Iriks and details contained within the Murphy Affidavit. I first became aware 
of the Murphy Affidavit on 19th June 2002 when a copy of it was provided to 
me by a media representative who was seeking my comments in relation to it. I 
was advised at that time that the Murphy Affidavit had been tabled in the 
Legislative Council by the Honorable John Fischer (Hon J Fischer) on the night 
of 18th June 2002. 

3. Neither the Hon J Fischer nor any other person contacted me at any time prior 
to the Murphy Affidavit being referred to in the Legislative Council on 
18th June 2002 concerning any of the references to me in the Murphy Affidavit. 
Until 19th June 2002 I had heard nothing of the Murphy Allegations, nor did I 
know of the preparation or existence of the Murphy Affidavit. 

4. I provide the following comments in relation the Murphy Affidavit. During the 
period around 1982 referred to in the Murphy Affidavit, I was conducting 
business in Perth and connected to many companies with diverse interests. I 
make this statement from my recollection of that time to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

5. I do not know Michael James Murphy and have no recollection of ever meeting 
him. I have no knowledge of entities by the name of The Murphy Interest and 
Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd referred to in paragraph 2. 

6. I have no knowledge of an investment firm named Murphy Ryan and 
Associates as referred to in paragraph 3. 

7. I do not lmow Kenneth Frank Ryan referred to in paragraph 4 and have no 
recollection of ever meeting him. In the past 1 have conducted business in the 
Westpac Bank head office in St George's Terrace, Perth. However I have never 
had any interest in a joint venture involving Coal Oil Water Emulsion for the 
country of Greece, nor has any company under my control had such an interest 
as referred to in paragraphs 4 and 5. No companies under my control have ever 
negotiated with Murphy Ryan and or McDonald Douglas. 





IN CON.FlDENCE 
Statement of Stephen CHEW 

8. I do know Barry Waner as reterred to in paragraph 6 however Mr Waller was 
never a Manager of any companies controlled by me which was interested to 
join Murphy Ryan in any joint venture. 

9. Barry Waller was associated with a company called Greenough On Sea Pty Ltd 
(GOS). A company I was associated with acquired a half interest in GOS who 
were involved with a iand project in the Geraldton area during which time 
Barry Waller ma.llaged the operation. The company I was associated with 
purchased the remaining half interest in GOS after which time I had no further 
dealings with Barry Waller. GOS never sought to acquire any project or 
interest from Murphy Ryan. 

10. I do not know Roger Byers or Roger Bryer whom I am now informed may be 
the person referred to in paragraph 6. Roger Bryer has never been a Director of 
any of my companies. I am not aware if he has been a Director of any 
companies that I have taken over or sold. 

11. I certainly have no knowledge of Roger Bryer having any interest to join 
Murphy Ryan in a joint venture being negotiated by Murphy Ryan with 
McDonald Douglas. 

12. 1 have no knowledge of Mr Bryer's involvement in the Great Western Gold 
Exchange and have no knowledge of that entity. 

13. 1 have no knowledge of any companies I was associated with, negotiating terms 
of a contract as referred to in paragraph 7 involving a deposit of $5,000 to 
Murphy Ryan. I do not believe that such a contract ever existed. 

14. I have no personal knowledge of the alleged discussion referred to in 
paragraphs 8 and 9. The only knowledge I have of the Perth Mint Gold Theft is 
the general public knowledge that I have gained over the years through the 
media. 

15. I have no knowledge of a franchised share contract being executed as referred 
to in paragraph 10 and there was certainly no contract executed with any 
companies I was associated with as alleged throughout the Murphy Affidavit. 

16. I have no knowledge of any alleged meetings in any of my offices between 
Murphy, Ryan, Waller and Bryer. Many people used my offices over the years 
and I do not have knowledge of every meeting that took place in them. 

17. I have no personal knowledge of the alleged matters referred to in paragraphs 
11 to 15 inclusive, the only knowledge I have of those matters being public 
knowledge from the media. 





IN CONFIDENCE 
Statement of Stephen CHEW 

CONTINUED Page 3 

18. As there was no joint venture contract negotiated between any companies I was 
associated with and Murphy Ryan, I do not believe that there could have been 
any threats against any of my companies as referred to in paragraph 16. 

19. I did not have any association with Mr Murphy and I am not aware of the 
$5,000 outlay referred to by him in paragraph 17. I note that that Mr Murphy 
says that he had no personal dealings with me however implies that he was 
introduced to me by Mr Waller. I have no recollection of being introduced to 
. Mr Murphy at any time. 

20. I have no knowledge in relation to the matters referred to in paragraphs 18 to 20 
inclusive. 

I have read this statement and fully understand the contents. It is true and correct to 
the best of my lrnowledge and belief and was made of my own free will without any 
threats or promises being made to me. 

Signature: Signature: 

Signed by: Stephen Chew Witnessed by: Bernie lriks 

Date: I I Date: I I 





WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

THE EVIDENCE ACT, 1906 

STATUTORY DECLARATION 

I Kenneth Frank RYAN nOB 08/07/1924 

of Lot 2 Yelverton Road, Mahogany Creek W A 6072 

in the State of West em Australia Consultant 

do solemnly and sincerely declare that: 

1. I was interviewed by Bernie Iriks of W A Professional Investigations and 
Consulting on Thursday 25th July 2002 in relation to an Affidavit of Michael James 
Murphy Sworn at West Perth on 13th June 2002 (the Murphy Affidavit). 

2. I make this Statutory Declaration in response to questions put to me by Mr Iriks and 
details contained within the Murphy Affidavit. I provide tlw following information 
in relation to the Murphy Affidavit to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
References to paragraphs in this Statutory Declaration are to paragraphs in the 
Murphy Affidavit. 

3. I know Michael James Murphy who I refer to as Mike Murphy (Mr Murphy). I met 
Mr Murphy around the early eighties. I had dealings with him for a short time and 
have not seen him for many years. 

4. The first personal knowledge I had of the Murphy Affidavit is when I received a 
phone call from Mr Iriks on 23rd July 2002. Prior to that I did read a story in the 
newspaper recently about Mr Waller's alleged involvement in the Perth Mint 
Swindle. At that time I had no knowledge of what the article was referring to as 
explained further in this Statutory Declaration. 

5. I am now aware that the Murphy Affidavit was tabled in the Legislative Council by 
the Honorable John Fischer (Hon J Fischer) on the night of the 18th June 2002. 
Neither the Hon J Fischer or any other person contacted me at any time prior to the 
Murphy Affidavit being referred to in the Legislative Council on 18th June 2002 
concerning any of the references to me in the Murphy Affidavit. 

6. Until reading the newspaper article recently and being further informed by Mr Iriks, 
I had heard nothing of the Murphy Allegations, nor did I know of the preparation or 
existence of the Murphy Affidavit. 

7. I have no knowledge of entities called The Murphy Interest or Diespa Nominees 
Pty Ltd as referred to in paragraph 2. 

8. In the early eighties Mr Murphy lived in Margaret Road, Glen Forrest and I lived a 
little further up the hill and I believe I met him in the local Tavern over a drink. He 
start~:alking and he told me that he had been involved in some pretty hefty 
bUS~\ affairs in Saudi Arabia, in negotiating a railway contract, which fell 

~., ~ 
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of Kenneth Frank RYAN 

through. He also said that he knew a lot of finance people and implied that he was 
an expert in those areas. 

9. Mr Murphy asked what I did and I told him of my involvement in a new coal oil 
water technology, which I was pursuing for the inventor, Mr Eric Cottell. Mr 
Cottell was from Long Island in New York. He was an individual operator who 
was the owner of all patients relating to the technology. 

10. I met Mr Cottell a number of years before around the mid seventies and I had 
arranged with him to attempt to place licences for his technology. I wanted to take 
on Australia for myself and also the licence for Greece and together with Mr Cottell 
we would pursue placing licences in South East Asia. 

11. I came to an arrangement with Mr Cottell and undertook to take up the licence in 
Australia and I got a group of people together to help fund that and also the licence 
for Greece. I became involved with some Perth people whose parents came from 
Greece and had contacts in that country in the banking circles etc. They became 
involved in a small Proprietary Company that was prosecuting the licence for 
Australia and Greece. 

12. At the time when I met Mr Murphy several years later, we were looking for further 
capital to expand in Greece. Murphy agreed to get together ample funding for the 
project and subject to that the rights to the project would be put into a company of 
which he would be participating. 

13. I believe that Mr Murphy and I did form a partnership out of an office in 
Kalamunda as referred to in paragraph 3, as Murphy Ryan and Associates (Murphy 
Ryan). 

14. Mr Murphy's explanation of our partnership as referred to in paragraph 4 is not 
quite correct. The coal oil water technology project was never assigned to Murphy 
Ryan as he could not raise the funds however I do agree that he was negotiating on 
our behalf for a short period of time attempting to raise funds for the project. 

15. As to Mr Murphy's reference to McDonald Douglas aircraft manufacturer, I had 
been talking to Bill McKeogh of McDonald Douglas regarding a potential joint 
venture for both Australia and Greece and had progressed fairly well at one stage. 
Mr Murphy never had any dealings with McDonald Douglas and he never spoke to 
MrKeogh. 

16. I have no idea what Mr Murphy is referring to in paragraph 5 as we had absolutely 
. no dealings with a Stephen Chew or with any companies controlled by him. I do 
~ know Stephen Chew and to my knowledge I have never met him. 
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17. I know Barry Waller as referred to in paragraph 6, however I have no knowledge of 
any alleged involvement he may have had with Stephen Chew or any ofMr Chew's 
companies. I met Mr Waller years prior to this time when I was taking to him 
about a mining situation as I have a background in mining. I believe that the coal 
oil water project was mentioned to Mr Waller and that he showed some interest. I 
believe that we did meet on a few occasions however it did not develop into 
anything. I introduced Mr Waller to Mr Murphy. 

18. I do not know a Roger Byers or Roger Bryer as I am now advised may be the 
person to whom Mr Murphy refers in paragraph 6. To my knowledge I have never 
met Mr Bryer and I have certainly not had any business dealings with him. I have 
no knowledge of any alleged involvement Mr Bryer may have had with Stephen 
Chew or any ofMr Chew's companies. 

19. I am not aware of Mr Bryer's alleged involvement with The Great Western Gold 
Exchange and have no knowledge of that entity. 

20. I have no knowledge of any contract between Murphy Ryan and a company 
involving Mr Chew or the reference to a deposit of five thousand dollars as referred 
to in paragraph 7. 

21. It is not true that I attended Mr Chew's office with Mr Murphy to settle some 
contractual points as referred to in paragraph 8, as there was no such contract. I am 
not aware of what Mr Murphy is referring to in paragraph 8 and paragraph 9 
regarding an alleged statement by Mr Waller about the "mint being done over". I 
believe that to be a total fabrication. I have never heard comments of this nature 
from Mr Waller or any other person. 

22. In relation to Mr Murphy's reference of "no longer being a criminal investigator", 
he may be referring to his prior service in a Police Force. Mr Murphy once told me 
that he had been a Police Officer. I am not sure where he served, however I do 
believe that it was not in Western Australia. 

23. The reference to a franchise share contract in paragraph 10 is false as there was no 
such contract that Mr Waller or Mr Chew were ever involved in. There was no 
joint venture dialogue under Mr Waller's control with McDonald Douglas in fact 
Mr Waller never had any dealings with McDonald Douglas. The references in 
paragraph 10 relating to this and "extended time" are false. 

24. The circumstances described in paragraph 11 are false and as I have previously 
stated, I have never met Mr Bryer. I have never been present during such a meeting 
or ever heard such words as alleged in paragraph 11, from Mr Bryer or from any 

~
other person. I have no idea what Mr Murphy could be referring to and the whole 
hing is a complete mystery to me. 

Q;f4AJ/J 
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25. Similarly the circumstances described in paragraph 12 are false for the reasons 
described earlier in this Statutory Declaration. 

26. There have never been any announcements about the mint swindle in my presence 
as referred to in paragraph 13. 

27. I have no knowledge of gold being delivered to journalist Allison Fan or Channel 
Seven as described in paragraph 14 apart from the general public information I 
have heard through the media. 

28. The information in paragraph 15 is also false as I never met with Mr Bryer and I 
never had any discussion with Mr Murphy relating to Mr Bryer or any other person, 
as alleged relating to "evidenced complicity". . 

29. The reference in paragraph 15 to me finding $50,000 is a complete fabrication. T 
have never found $50,000 in the bank and I have no idea what Mr Murphy is 
referring to. As previously stated, there was no joint venture contract under Mr 
Waller's control being executed with McDonald Douglas. Mr Waller only had a 
brief look at the project and did not wish to become involved in it. I had no further 
dealings with Mr Waller after that decision. 

30. There was no settlement between Mr Waller and myself as alleged in paragraph 16 
and there was no breach of contract as referred to, as there was no contract. 

31. The reference to Mr Murphy recouping $5,000 in paragraph 17 is false as Murphy 
never put any money into the project and there was no involvement with Mr Chew 
or any of his companies. 

32. I have no knowledge of the information and allegations contained in paragraphs 18, 
19 and 20. I am not aware of Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd and I am not aware of any 
involvement Mr Murphy may have had in the purchase of a mining tenement 
M77/112. 

33. Over the period that I got to know Mr Murphy, I learnt that people who knew him 
referred to him as "Mad Mike". Mr Murphy was known to become violent and 
aggressive if he had a few too many drinks. He was a pressure man, he would put 
pressure on people and intimidate people. His manner in dealing with people was 
one that I did not like and I used to tell him so. 

34. I have not seen Mr Waller since the time in the eighties when we had minor 
dealings as described in this Statutory Declaration. 

35. I have not seen Mr Murphy since he sold his house in Margaret Road Glen Forrest 
~ moved to Belmont which was about twenty years ago. He was only involved in 

ad/2WJ\ 
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the coal oil water project for a short space of time. a matter of months and was not 
successful in raising funds so I ceased to deal with him. 

And I make this solemn declaration by virtue of section one hundred and six of1he Evidence Act, 1906. 

Declared at ... fJ.~: .. C~~ 
This.?'L ~ .. day of ... 1.~:7: '1 ........ 2002 

before me - Bernard Marinus IRIKS } 
I Ordinary signatur of Declarant 

G/ 
~ /,~(\.,'~ ....................... "/ ......................................................... . 

Co issionet fo Declarations 





WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

THE EVIDENCE ACT, 1906 

STATUTORY DECLARATION 

I Roger Maurice BRYER DOB 23/06/42 

of 1 Lockhart Street, Como W A 6152 

in the State of We stem Australia Company Director 

do solemnly and sincerely declare that: 

WAfl 
3 

1. I was interviewed by Bernie Iriks of W A Professional Investigations and 
Consulting on Tuesday 30th July 2002 in relation to an Affidavit of Michael James 
Murphy Sworn at West Perth on 13th June 2002 (the Murphy Affidavit). 

2. I make this Statutory Declaration in response to questions put to me by Mr Iriks and 
details contained within the Murphy Affidavit. I provide the following information 
in relation to the Murphy Affidavit to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
References to paragraphs in this Statutory Declaration are to paragraphs in the 
Murphy Affidavit. 

3. The first knowledge I had of the Murphy Affidavit is when I received a phone call 
on 19th June 2002 from an associate of Paul Murray of Radio 6PR, who faxed a 
copy to me. About twenty minutes later I was interviewed on radio by Paul Murray 
in relation to Mr Murphy's allegations. 

4. I have been advised that the Murphy Affidavit was tabled in the Legislative Council 
by the Honorable John Fischer (Hon J Fischer) on the night of the 18th June 2002. 
Neither the Hon J Fischer or any other person contacted me at any time prior to the 
Murphy Affidavit being referred to in the Legislative Council on 18th June 2002 
concerning any of the references to me in the Murphy Affidavit. 

5. I do not know Michael James Murphy or Kenneth Frank Ryan and I don't believe I 
have ever met either of them. I certainly have never had any business dealings with 
either Mr Murphy or Mr Ryan. 

6. I have no knowledge of entities called The Murphy Interest or Diespa Nominees 
Pty Ltd as referred to in paragraph 2. 

7. I have no knowledge of an entity calkd Murphy Ryan and Associates as referred to 
in paragraph 3 and certainly have never had any business dealings with such an 
entity. 

8. I have no knowledge of any business dealings relating to coal oil water emulsion as 
referred to in paragraph 4 and I certainly have not had any personal business 
dealings in relation to such a project. 
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9. I have heard of the Aircraft Manufacturer McDonald Douglas of the USA known to 
be the second largest manufacturer of war aircraft in the United States. I know of 
them only from what I have read in public information. I have never been involved 
in any business dealings with McDonald Douglas and have no knowledge of any 
business dealings in which McDonald Douglas may have been involved in 
Australia or Greece as described in paragraph 4. 

10. I know of Stephen Chew and I believe I may have met him somewhere. I can't 
recall where I met him, it may have been at a function somewhere. I have no 
personal knowledge as to any of Mr Chew's business affairs and have no 
knowledge of him conducting business at any time in the Westpac Bank Head 
Office as described in paragraph 5. I have no knowledge as to his alleged 
involvement with a joint venture with McDonald Douglas as described in paragraph 
5. 

11. I do know Barry Granville Waller. He and I were both shareholders in a 
development company about 35 years ago that had to do with a small development 
at Binningup Beach in the South West. We were both very small shareholders at 
the time and that is how I met him. That only went on for a few months. 

12. In abuut 1985 or 1986 Mr Waller and I were again shareholders in a public 
company which traded as The Beef Machine. There was no business relationship 
between Mr Waller and I and it just happens that we were minor shareholders in the 
same company, as were hundreds of other people. The only reason I know this is 
because we saw each other in the street one day and it came up in conversation. 
Other than that, neither of us would have known of the others involvement, as we 
had no business dealings together. 

13. I have no knowledge as to Mr Waller's alleged involvement in any of Mr Chew's 
companies as described in paragraph 6. I have never been a Director of or in any 
way involved with any ofMr Chew's companies and I have never purported to be a 
Director of or in any way involved with any of Mr Chew's companies. As 
previously stated, I have no knowledge of an alleged joint venture between Murphy 
Ryan with McDonald Douglas as described in paragraph 6. 

14. The only reference in paragraph 6 to which I have any knowledge of is the 
reference to the Great Western Gold Exchange. From 1979 to 1986 I was a 
Director, with my former wife Mariana Bryer, of a company called Mayflower 
Holdings Pty Ltd which traded as Great Western Gold Exchange operating from the 
comer of William and Hay Streets in Perth. 

15. I initially established the Great Western Gold Exchange business to deal in gold 
coins however the business grew due to the needs of Gold Miners. Because of the 
needs of the Miners, we started to specialise in buying untreated gold from small Ger;:use at that time, the gold had t~:;rth Mint to he 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

assayed which took several weeks. No payment was made by the Mint until the 
end result. This caused cash flow problems for the producers. 

The Great Western Gold Exchange would deal direct with the Miners and assess 
roughly how much gold they supplied by visual examination and by an acid test. 
We then paid about ninety percent of the value up front to the producer and the 
balance after the assessment had been completed by the Mint. 

These dealings brought loyalty from the smaller producers who grew to be larger 
producers and we became a very large gold dealer throughout Australia and 
eventually listed on t~~k Exchange. 

At one point in time about seventy percent of the small producers dealt their gold 
through Great Western Gold Exchange. 

The Great Western Gold Exchange did not have the facilities to melt gold and only 
acted as agents between the producer and the Mint. 

I had no dealings whatsoever with Mr Waller in relation to the Great Western Gold 
Exchange business. I have no knowledge as to how Mr Murphy was aware of my 
invulvement in this business as I was never introduced to him by Mr Waller as 
described in paragraph 6. My business was very well known in the gold mining 
industry and was the only one of its type in Western Australia, including a branch I 
opened up in Kalgoorlie. 

At the time of the Perth Mint Theft in the early nineteen eighties, I was interviewed 
by Police Detectives and assisted them with their inquiries. I permitted Police to 
search my business without a search warrant and also my home at that time in 
Dianella. The search included my safe and records. The Police were very active at 
that time with inquiries in the gold industry. 

On completion of their inquiries, the Police were satisfied that neither I nor the 
Great Western Gold Exchange had any involvement in the Perth Mint theft. 

The only personal knowledge I have of the Perth Mint Theft is from my discussions 
with the Police and from what I have heard and read as general public knowledge. 

I have never dealt with Ray, Peter or Brian Mickelberg as customers of the Great 
Western Gold Exchange and I have never had any other business or personal 
dealings with them or any of the Mickelberg family. 

I have no knowledge of the alleged terms of a contract between Murphy Ryan and a 
Chew company referred to in paragraph 7. 
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26. I have no knowledge of the allegation in paragmphs 8 and 9 in reference to an 
alleged statement by Mr Waller regarding the Mint Theft. 

27. I have no knowledge ofthe alleged franchise share contract referred to in paragraph 
10. 

28. I have no knowledge of the allegations in paragraph 11. I have never been in any of 
Mr Chew's offices and if the allegation about the person referred to as "Byers" is 
supposed to refer to me, I say that it is a complete fabrication. I have never made 
such a statement. I have never even made such a statement jokingly. Mr Waller has 
never been a partner of mine and I have never attended such a meeting with Mr 
Murphy and Mr Ryan. 

29. I have no knowledge of the references in paragraphs 12 and 13. 

30. I have no knowledge of rough gold ingot being delivered to Allison Fan or Channel 
Seven as described in paragraph 14 apart from what I have heard and read in the 
media 

31. I have no knowledge of the alleged outburst in Mr Chew's office as described in 
paragraph 15. I have no knowledge of Mr Ryan allegedly finding $50,000 in a 
bank account, as I do not know Mr Ryan. 

32. I have no knowledge of any alleged joint venture with McDonald Douglas as 
referred to in paragraph 16 or any alleged settlement between Mr Waller and Mr 
Ryan. 

33. I have no knowledge as to an alleged $5,000 outlay as referred to in paragraph 17 
and there was certainly no association with Mr Waller, Mr Murphy, Mr Ryan or Mr 
Chew as referred to in paragraph 17 and throughout the Murphy Affidavit. 

34. I have no knowledge of the information and allegations contained in paragraphs 18, 
19 and 20. I have never before heard of Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd and I am not 
aware of any involvement Mr Murphy may have had in the purchase of a mining 
tenement M771112. 

35. The only reference in the Murphy Affidavit relating to me that resembles the truth 
is the fact that I was the Principal ofthe Great Western Gold Exchange as explained 
in this Statutory Declaration. 

36. I do not know of any fact or thing from which it can be inferred that Mr Murphy 
has, or ever had, a rational and honest belief in any of the allegations relating to me 
contained in his Affidavit. 
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37. I do not know of any fact or thing, which would provide for a rational motive for 
Mr Murphy to dishonestly make the allegations about me contained in his 
Affidavit. 

And I make this solemn declaration by virtue of section one hundred and six of the Evidence Act, 1906. 

Declared at ....... ~O .. ................... . 
This .... l~ ... dayOf ...... ~.l .. 2002 

before me - Bernard Marinus lRIKS 

signahrre of Declarant 

................................ ~.~ . .J~ ...... _____________ .... _ 
Co 





WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

THE EVIDENCE ACT, 1906 

(;JAP) 
Lf 

STATUTORY DECLARATION 

I John David Cooper McLEAN DOB 08/12/38 

of 19 Brown Street, Claremont 6010 

in the State of Western Australia Company Director 

do solemnly and sincerely declare that: 

1. I was interviewed by Bernie Iriks of W A Professional Investigations and 
Consulting on Monday 5th August 2002 in relation to an Affidavit of Michael James 
Murphy Sworn at West Perth on 13th June 2002 (the Murphy Affidavit). 

2. I make this Statutory Declaration in response to questions put to me by Mr Iriks and 
details contained within the Murphy Affidavit. I provide the following information 
in relation to the Murphy Affidavit to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
References to paragraphs in this Statutory Declaration are to paragraphs in the 
Murphy Affidavit. 

3. Prior to being shown the Murphy Affidavit by Bernie Iriks I had not seen it before. 
However I became aware of some of the information contained within the above 
mentioned Murphy Affidavit from Newspapers articles I read in June 2002. I do 
know Michael James Murphy and I take an interest in any press relating to Mr 
Murphy for reasons that will be explained further in this Statutory Declaration. 

4. I have no knowledge of the allegations contained within paragraphs 1 to 17 
(conclusive) concerning what is referred to as the Perth Mint Gold Swindle. I do 
not know and to my knowledge have never met Barry Granville Waller, Roger 
Maurice Bryer or Kenneth Frank Ryan who I am informed are the persons allegedly 
referred to throughout the Murphy Affidavit. 

5. I have met Stephen Chew some 18 years ago. At that time Mr Chew was well 
known in the business community and I believe I may have met him at a social 
function however I can't recall the exact circumstances of our meeting. 

6. I do have some knowledge of Mr Murphy's dealings with a process involving coal 
oil and water emulsion as referred to in the Murphy Affidavit. Around 1982 I was 
an Executive Director of the Griffin Coal Group of Companies and was approached 
by Mr Murphy in relation to a process he referred to as the "COW" process, which 
involved coal oil and water emulsion. After looking at the proposal Mr Murphy 
presented I advised him that we were not interested. 

7. I am familiar with the allegations referred to in paragraphs 18 to 20 (inclusive) 
relating to Mr Murphy's involvement in Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd and a Mining 
Lease77/112, which is at Marvel Loch. 

/ 
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8. I was a Director of Reynolds Yilgarn Gold Operations Limited (RYGOL) from 
04/02/91 to 31103195. During that same period, Richard Dennis Gee (known as 
Dennis) was also a Director. Terrence Bernard Moylan was employed by RYGOL 
as the General Manager of RYGOL's mining operations at Marvel Loch and 
Southern Cross. 

9. On 20th August 1992 RYGOL entered into a joint venture agreement with Diespa 
Nominees Pty Ltd of which Mr Murphy was a Director and TZ Mining Pty Ltd of 
which Italo Vittorio Zaffino (now deceased) was a Director. I have been shown a 
copy of the agreement which is now marked "JM I". 

10. The joint venture, which was titled "The Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture Agreement" 
was to provide for the exploration and exploitation of the mineral 
resourceslreserves of the Mountain Queen Mining Tenement, which was the 
Mining Lease M77/112 referred to in paragraph 18 of the Murphy Affidavit. 

11. In 1993 Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd as First Applicant and TZ Mining Pty Ltd as 
Second Applicant commenced proceedings in the Federal Court of Australia against 
RYGOL as First Respondent, Mr Moylan as Second Respondent, myself as Third 
Respondent and Mr Gee as Fourth Respondent in what became case number WAG 
138 of 1993. 

12. The Federal Court Action related to allegations made by Mr Murphy of fraud, 
forgery, perjury, misrepresentation, theft and conspiracy against myself and the 
other Respondents. 

13. The other Respondents and I defended the allegations, which were without 
foundation. Catherine Mary Hobbs who was a Consultant used by RYGOL was 
later added to the Action as a Respondent. 

14. Mr Murphy became a Director of the second Applicant TZ Mining Pty Ltd on 
24th June 1994. 

15. On 15th July 1994, Mr Murphy on behalf of both Applicants signed a Deed of 
Release, whieh was prepared by Solicitors Mallesons Stephen Jaques, acting on 
behalf of the Respondents. The deed included an unreserved withdrawal of the 
allegations made by the Applicants against the other Respondents and myself and 
acknowledged that there was no factual basis for making the allegations subject to 
the Court Action. I have been a shown a copy of the Deed of Release which is now 
marked "JM 2". 

16. Mr Murphy arranged for the retraction of the allegations to be published in the 
West Australia Newspaper and it appeared in that paper on Saturday 23rd July 1994. 
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17. On 29th September 1994, Mr Murphy on behalf of the Applicants signed another 
Deed of Release, which was prepared by his Solicitor Taylor Smart. The deed again 
included an unreserved withdrawal of the allegations made by the Applicants 
against the other Respondents and myself and acknowledged that there was no 
factual basis for making the allegations subject to the Court Action. I have been 
shown a copy of the Deed of Release which is now marked "JM 3". 

18. On 1st March 2002 an article appeared in the West Australian Newspaper titled 
"Police ignored gold fraud". I have been shown a copy of the newspaper article 
which is now marked "JM 4". 

19. The article named myself and referred to the allegations of Mr Murphy regarding 
his dealings with RYGOL. The article repeated the allegations against myself and 
the other Respondents that Mr Murphy had previously withdrawn. 

20. The newspaper article said that the allegations were raised in the Legislative 
Council on the previous Tuesday night (26/02/02) by the Honorable John Fischer 
(Hon J Fischer), a One Nation Party MLC. It said the allegations were raised by the 
Hon J Fischer on behalf of a constituent, Michael Murphy of The Murphy Interest. 

21. The newspaper article stated that I headed Cambrian Resources, a company, which 
I have never been involved with. 

22. Neither the Hon J Fischer nor any other person contacted me at any time prior to 
the matter being referred to in the Legislative Council on 26th February 2002. 

23. I subsequently contacted Parliament house to ascertain what documents had been 
tabled by the Hon J Fischer at that time. I was supplied with a document titled The 
Murphy Interest which purports to be an address by Mr Murphy to Michael 
Johnson the Executive Officer of the Royal Commission into the WA Police 
Service. I was also supplied with copies of two enclosures to the Murphy 
document. I have supplied a copy of these documents to Bernie Iriks which are 
now shown to me marked "JM 5". 

24. As a result of the newspaper rotide published 011 1st March 2002 I instructed my 
Solicitor Mallesons Stephen Jaques to write to the Hon J Fischer MLC. My 
Solicitor wrote a letter to the Hon J Fischer on 20th March 2002 attaching copies of 
the newspaper article of 01103/02, the Deed of Release signed by Mr Murphy on 
29th September 1994 (referred to in this Declaration as "JM 3") and the "Retraction 
And Undertaking" published in the West Australian Newspaper on behalf of 
Murphy on 23rd July 1994. I have supplied a copy of my Solicitor's letter and the 
attachments to Bernie Iriks which has now been shown to me marked "JM 6". 
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25. In the letter the Hon J Fischer was advised that the false allegations made by Mr 
Murphy were offensive and potentially damaging to me. It was also suggested to 
the Hon J Fischer that he treat Mr Murphy's allegations with extreme caution and 
not further publicise the allegations in Parliament or elsewhere without carefully 
considering the facts. An offer was made for me to meet with the Hon J Fisher to 
assist him. 

26. My Solicitor received a response letter from the Hon J Fischer dated 26th March 
2002 stating that "the material that Mr Murphy provided shows that his claims are 
fully evidenced." I have supplied a copy of that letter to Bernie Iriks which has 
now been shown to me marked "JM 7". 

27. The Hon J Fischer advised that he had been advised by Mr Murphy of the existence 
of the retraction however he insists that the retraction was signed under duress. 

28. Mr Murphy has made these duress claims previously however once again his 
allegations of the alleged duress are false. The Deed of Release signed by Mr 
Murphy on 29th September 1994 was prepared by his own Solicitor. 

29. The Hon J Fischer suggested in his letter, that I could discuss the matter further 
with his staff member, Graeme Campbell who is handling the particular file. 

30. On 8th April 2002 I personally wrote a letter to the Hon J Fischer in relation to his 
response to my Solicitor. I have supplied a copy of my letter to Bernie Iriks which 
has now been shown to me marked "JM 8". 

31. I informed the Hon J Fischer that to my knowledge Mr Murphy has never produced 
any credible evidence to support his claims. Further that his retraction was 
negotiated through his own lawyers as part of a settlement. Thirdly that at no time 
have I been a Director of or in any way associated with, Cambrian Resources NL. 

32. Also in my letter I advised the Hon J Fischer to use extreme caution when handling 
any allegations made by Michael Murphy. I said that I would be happy to speak to 
him or Mr Campbell if the matter arose again to ensure that they have an accurate 
appreciation of events. 

33. I have heard nothing further from the Hon J Fischer or Mr Campbell or any other 
person prior to this matter being raised again by the Hon J Fischer in Parliament on 
18th June 2002 when the Murphy Mfidavit was tabled. 

34. The contents of the documents referred to in paragraph 23 of this Statutory 
Declaration ("JM 5") are indicative of Mr Murphy's demeanor. In addition to an 
array of allegations against public figures, Mr Murphy also accuses his own 
Solicitors Neil Kevin Stewart and Kerin Francis Smart and his co-Applicant in the 
Federal Court Action, Italo Vittorio Zaffino who is now deceased. 
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35. Mr Murphy's allegations in relation to myself and the other Respondents of the 
within mentioned Federal Court Action, have absolutely no credibility and to my 
knowledge he has never produced any credible evidence to substantiate his 
allegations. 

And I make this solemn declaration by virtue of section one hundred and six of the Evidence Act, 1906. 

~t1H Declared at ........................................ . 

This ... ~.~ ... daYOf .. ~ .. ; .... 2002 

before me - Bernard Marinus IRIKS } 

~-""'£ rdinary signature of Declarant 

. \ ;Z '(;' .fAn 
........................ /: ..................................................... . 
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THIS DEED is made the ~ C:>r~ay of /~c;.-~""';;L--;::- 1992 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY LIMITED 

(DIESPA) 

- AND -

T.Z. MINING PTY LIMITED 

(TZ MINING) 

- AND -

REYNOLDS YILGARN GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED 

(RYGOL) 

THE JACCOLETTI HILL JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT 

JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXPLORATION AND 
EXPLOITATION OF THE MINERAL RESOURCES/RESERVES OF THE 
MOUNTAIN QUEEN MINING TENEMENT - MINING LEASE M77/112 

MICHAEL MURPHY & ASSOCIATES 
5/19 Albert Street 

NORTH PERTH WA 6006 

Telephone: 328 2960 
Facsimile: 227 7195 



DEED OF JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT 

is made the c:J.. D ,... ~IE~NdtlST~~1f-tMf~ffY One r .. 

THIS DEED . 21/08/92 1(mlC110 DUP :!;:t:¥jd::U::~::!i. t:\C: 
thousand nine hundred and nl.nety two TPANSFEP 1!)t1-20110 OIS :t; 7U'i.J.UU 

BETWEEN 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY LIMITED A.C.N. 009 035 670 of 5/19 Albert 

street, North Perth in the state of Western Australia (DIESPA); 

and 

T.Z. MINING PTY LIMITED A.C.N. 009 439 481 of 11 Chartwell Way, 

Swan View in the said state (TZ MINING); 

and 

~YNOLDS YILGARN GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED A.C.N. 000 488 200 of 

8th Floor, 28 The Esplanade, Perth in the said state (RYGOL) -

lWHEREAS 

~. DIESPA and TZ MINING (DIESPA/TZ MINING) together in 

share interests totalling 100/100ths are the present 

registered proprietors of "The Mountain Queen" mining 

tenement M77/112 (the tenement) situate within the 

Yilgarn Mining Field of the said state and; 

p. DIESPA/TZ MINING have completed exploration and 

geological assessment of a portion of the tenement and 

have supplied to RYGOL a Geological Report dated 23 

March 1992 incorporating the Open Pit Design and Mining 

Plan related to Zone One of an identified mineralisation 

som~. 2 kilometres in length thereon and; 
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c. RYGOL is registered proprietor of other mining tenements 

within 1.5 kilometres of the tenement with plant 
equipment geological and administrative facilities 

whereby the tenement could for the mutual benefits of 

the parties be further explored and geologically 

assessed with view to exploiting the further reserves of 

gold bearing minerals thereof and; 

D. The parties have agreed to associate together in joint 

venture to explore geologically assess and exploit the 

viable reserves of the tenement for their mutual 

benefits on certain terms and conditions and; 

E. RYGOL has expressed opinion and DIESPA/TZ MINING have 
agreed that zone one of ore body referred to in Recital 

B should forthwith be the subject of an infill drilling 
program by RYGOL at its expense to more precisely define 

reserves thereof and; 

F. The Department of Mines for the state of Western 

Australia has requested and DIESPA has undertaken to 

supply a Summary Plan of ongoing Mining operations (the 

Summary Plan) for the tenement together with surveyed 

topographical contoured mapping showing anticipated 

locations thereof and provisional placement of waste 

dumps associated thereto AND RYGOL has consented at its 

cost to conduct the necessary survey and to compile the 

topographical mapping and draft the Summary Plan on 

behalf of the joint venture: 

NOW THIS DEED OF JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT WITNESSETH: 

1. RYGOL hereby offers and DIESPA and TZ MINING each 
separately accepts RYGOL's offer to purchase 50/l00ths 

interest share in the tenement for the total valuable 

consideration Two Hundred and Fifty Eight Thousand 

Dollars ($258,000.00) receipt whereof is hereby 

acknowledged jointly by DIESPA and TZ MINING AND 
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Forms Number 23 evidencing this transaction 

duly executed contemporaneously with the 

of this Deed AND this Deed together with the 
said Transfer Forms shall forthwith upon such execution 

( 

be lodged by the parties with the Department of Mines 

aforesaid for registration thereby to give immediate 

effect to the provisions of this Deed and the 

implementation thereof. 

2. The parties hereto hereby agree to associate together in 

a joint venture in accordance with the provisions of 

this Deed and upon execution hereof by the parties the 

joint venture shall be deemed to be in legal existence 

for the respective benefits thereof in terms as are 

hereinbelow set forth. 

3. The name of the joint venture shall be "The Jaccoletti 
Hill Joint Venture" and the said name shall be duly 

registered forthwith upon execution of this Deed in 

accordance with the provisions of the Business Names Act 

1962 at the Office of Corporate Affairs for the state of 

Western Australia and the parties to this Deed shall be 

recorded thereat as the sole registered proprietors of 

such duly registered Business Name. 

4. The term of the joint venture shall be for twenty four 

(24) calendar 

execution of 

months commencing from the date of 

this Deed AND such term shall be extended 

at the anniversary thereof and on an ongoing basis from 

term to term unless terminated by RYGOL by written 

notice given at least 30 days prior to an anniversary 

date to a total duration not to exceed eighty (80) years 

BUT nothing hereincontained shall act to prevent the 
parties at any time during any term of the joint venture 

from negotiating a sale of the joint venture or any 

portion thereof by mutual agreement to any party 

including one of themselves or the listing on any stock 
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exchange of any company formed by the parties for the 

purpose of obtaining public sUbscriptions to further the 

Objects of the joint venture as hereinafter set forth or 
negotiating the sale of the whole or any part of the 

tenement by mutual consent to any party including one of 

themselves BUT notwithstanding anything hereincontained 

no joint venturer may assign or charge in any manner its 

interest or any part thereof in the joint venture to any 

party including any of the other joint venturers unless 

mutual consent so to do in accordance with the 

provisions of Clause 42 hereinafter following of all the 

joint venturers has been first duly executed in writing 

BUT such consent may not be unreasonably or without 

justifiable cause withheld AND FURTHER any one of the 

joint venturers 

of the other 

may 

joint 

with the consent in writing of all 

venturers transfer for adequate 

valuable consideration its share in the tenement or a 

portion thereof to any other party including any other 

joint venturer BUT the joint venturers shall in every 

circumstance have as between themselves first right to 

any such share purchase on the same terms and conditions 

as applicable to any other original prospective 

purchaser negotiated with by the vendor AND FURTHER in 

order to give effect to such first right of refusal any 

party which receives a bona fide written offer from a 

third party which it intends to accept (a "Seller") 

shall having complied with the provisions of this Clause 

4 and of Clause 42 give the other parties notice of the 

price terms and conditions of the offer and the name and 

address of the offeror which notice shall constitute an 

offer by 

interests 

conditions 

withdrawn 

the Seller to sell all such rights and 

at the same price and on the same terms and 

to the other parties which offer may not be 

for 30 days from the date of service of the 

notice BUT if the offer is not accepted by one or both 

of the other parties as to the entire interest offered 

the Seller may after the expiry of such 30-day period 
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and during the following 60 days only sell such rights 

and interests as a whole but only at the price and on 

the terms and conditions stated in such notice to the 
offeror on condition that the purchaser be bound by and 

enters into an agreement with the other parties to be 

bound by the provisions of this Deed and the Deed of 

Cross Charge referred to in Clause 51 hereinbelow AND 

FURTHER in the event both the other parties wish to 

acquire the offered interest they shall have the right 

to do so in proportion to their interests as set forth 

in Clause 15 BUT notwithstanding any provisions of this 

Clause 4 or of Clause 42 any party may transfer sell or 

assign all its rights and interests in the tenement this 

Deed and the joint venture as a whole but not a part 

thereof to a related corporation provided such related 

corporation shall be bound by and shall and does enter 

into an agreement to be bound by the provisions of this 

. Deed and the Deed of Cross. Charge referred to in Clause 

51 hereinbelow. 

The joint venture is hereby declared to be an 

association of the individual entities which have 

executed this Deed and the permitted successors in title 

or assignees 

partnership 

thereof 

but a 

AND such association is not a 

mutual activity wherefrom the 

individual entities shall derive individual returns in 

the respective percentages as are set forth hereunder 

and pursuant to due and proper performance of the 

individual functions and responsibilities variously 

imposed upon the respective entities to the joint 

venture. 

The Objects for which the joint venture has been formed 

are agreed and declared to be as follows: 

A. Ongoing exploration of the tenement by or on 

behalf of the joint venture with view to 
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implementation of the Summary Plan 

in Recital F so as to progressively 

prove up to reserve status the whole of the 
mineral resources of the tenement or such parts 

thereof as by agreement the joint venturers decide 

should be explored and should be so proven up. 

B. Progressive and ongoing mining by or on behalf of 

the joint venture of those sectors of the tenement 

which are pursuant to results of the exploration 

referred to in Object A decided upon by agreement 

of the joint venturers as determined by the 

procedures set forth in Clause 37 hereinbelow as 

being viable so to do. 

C. Rehabilitation 

Department of 
Environmental 

to the degree acceptable to the 

Mines aforesaid and to the 
Protection Authority for the state 

of Western 

Guidelines 

Australia and in accordance with 

set forth by those Authorities in such 

regard and in accordance with the Conditions on 

Mining Lease related to the tenement of those 

sectors thereof whereto mining operations have 

been completed by the joint venture. 

7. To permit the foregoing provisions of this Deed to be 

effectively implemented the registered proprietors of 

the tenement shall provide to the joint venture for the 

whole of the duration thereof at no cost to the joint 

venture all of the mineralisation in situ on the 

tenement at the time of execution of this Deed for 

exploitation by the joint venture in progressive stages 

by exploration referred to in Clause 6 Object A to bring 
the resources 

mining milling 

to do referred 

of the tenement to reserves status for 

and treatment thereof when viability so 

to in object B is agreed upon by the 

joint venturers as determined by procedures set forth in 
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Clause 37 hereinafter following for division of joint 

venture product as is hereinafter in Clause 10 defined 

and apportionment of costs arising therefrom for account 

of the respective joint venturers in percentages as 

hereinafter in Clause 15 are set forth. 

DIESPA and TZ 

Deed provided 

MINING have prior to execution of this 

to RYGOL which has duly acknowledged 

receipt thereof all geological data mapping plans 

sections and reports related to the tenement in their 

possession AND forthwith upon execution of this Deed the 

parties shall as required by the provisions of Clause 1 

hereinabove register it together with the Transfer Forms 

23 with the Department of Mines aforesaid so that 

pending transfer to RYGOL of its SO/100ths share in the 

tenement in accordance with section 82 sub-Section 1 (d) 

of the Mining Act 1978 RYGOL shall have immediate access 

to the IIClosed File ll related to the tenement as is held 

in the archival records of the said Department. 

9. RYGOL is hereby appointed Manager of the joint venture 

and Agent thereof to act on behalf of all of the joint 
venturers in the conduct of all matters related to the 

following joint venture works that is to say the 

exploration drilling geological assessment mining 

milling and treatment of ore operations (the project) 

which shall be the subject of an Annual Operational 

Project 

includirig 

including 

and at 

and Budget Program and with complete autonomy 

but not limited to power to engage contractors 

itself to perform any segment of the Project 

such costs which have been mutually agreed upon 

by the joint venturers prior to such engagements or 

which if such costs arose out of any emergency situation 

within the Project as shall be ratified thereby at the 

next regular monthly meeting of the Committee of 

Management of the joint venture constituted as is 

hereinafter provided for pursuant to Clause 24 hereunder 

AND the first Annual operational Project and Budget 
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Program referred to in this Clause 9 shall be submitted 

by RYGOL to the said Committee of Management within 

thirty (30) days of execution of this Deed or such other 

reasonable longer period as circumstances may dictate 

and thereafter annually in advance for the duration of 

the joint venture. 

10. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 9 RYGOL hereby 

assumes responsibility at its cost with regard to the 

matters more specifically described in Clauses 16 and 17 

to the joint venture for such administrative work as 

compilation of survey mapping exploration programs pit 

designs agglomeration designs mining plans and similar 

preparatory works to prepare for the progressive joint 

venture operations set forth in Clause 9 whereby in situ 

resources on the tenement may be located and brought to 

reserve status for the mining milling and treatment 

thereof to derive the joint venture product therefrom 

for account the joint venturers as tenants in common in 

the percentage shares set forth in Clause 15 hereunder 

AND for purposes of this Deed and the Deed of Cross 

Charge 

venture 

defined 

referred 

product 

as all 

to in Clause 51 hereinbelow joint 

is hereby declared to be and is hereby 

of the gold and all of the other metals 

and all of any other products and by-products derived by 

or for and on behalf of the joint venture in and from 

the milling and the treatment of the joint venture ore 

as provided for by and set forth in Clause 37 of this 

Deed. 

11. Payment of costs referred to in Clause 9 shall if 

possible be deferred until the joint venture product has 

been variously derived whereupon it shall constitute the 

first 

their 

event 

then 

charge thereon as 

respective shares 

that deferment in 

in that instance 

separately contributed to in 

by each joint venturer BUT in 

any instance be not possible 

each joint venturer shall 
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contribute in cash its respective share of such costs as 

and when the same fall due and such calls therefor are 

made by the committee of Management constituted pursuant 

to Clause 24 hereinbelow. 

12. costs referred to in Clause 11 shall in the case of 

works performed by RYGOL be calculated upon a "costs at 

cost" basis but shall include labour and fringe and 

freight on-costs and in the case of costs related to 

works performed by third party contractors engaged by 

RYGOL be those costs invoiced by such contractors to the 

joint venture AND for purposes of this Clause 12 labour 

costs shall be deemed to be the salaries and wages of 

the employees involved in furnishing services to the 

joint venture and labour on-costs shall be deemed to be 

an amount equal to 40% of such salaries and wages to 

cover fringe benefits and other costs attributable to 

such employees pro-rated as appropriate. 

13. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in advance by the 

joint 

shall 

venturers RYGOL's costs referred to in Clause 12 

be deferred from payment until the joint venture 

product related to each sector of the tenement 

progressively mined by the joint venture is variously 

derived and where practical and possible third party 

contractors costs by agreement therewith shall be 

similarly deferred BUT in event that taking cognisance 

of the provisions of Clause 6 Object A hereinabove and 

the procedures referred to therein and set forth in 

Clause 37 hereinbelow to determine grades and or gold 

content of joint venture ore the joint venturers agree 

that reserves related to anyone sector of the tenement 

as is progressively explored by RYGOL do not permit 

viable mining milling and treatment thereof THEN in such 

event costs expended by RYGOL on exploration of that 

defined sector shall be carried forward to and form part 

of the costs related to the exploration of the next 
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progressive sector which is determined to be so viable 

~D in such circumstances the resultant combined 

exploration costs shall be paid to RYGOL immediately 

after the gold related to such subsequent viable sector 

is derived and in manner as is hereinafter prescribed. 

14. The parties acknowledge that each entity to the joint 

venture shall unless otherwise permitted by the 

provisions of this Deed bear its own costs of 

administration whether or not any segment thereof 

relates directly or indirectly to the areas of defined 

responsibility and function of the individual joint 
venturers but save and except as is provided for in 

Clauses 16 and 17 following all actual exploration and 

mining costs shall be for account of the joint venture 
absolutely. 

15. In further consideration of the premises hereincontained 

and agreements covenants and undertakings hereafter 

expressed the parties hereby declare and agree that 

taking cognisance of the relative responsibilities 

placed upon and accepted by the respective joint 

venturers hereunder the joint venturers shall 

participate· in the product of the joint venture in 
proportionate percentage entitlements as follows: 

(i) Twenty five percent (25%) shall be for account 

DIESPAi 

(ii) Twenty five percent (25%) shall be for account TZ 

MINING; 

(iii) Fifty percent (50%) shall be for account RYGOL. 

16. RYGOL shall use its best endeavours to within thirty 

(30) days of the date of execution of this Deed complete 
at its cost the survey of the tenement and compilation 
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of the topographical map with Summary Plan referred to 

in Recital F and Clause 6 Object A of this Deed for 

production by the joint venture to the Department of 

Mines as aforesaid. 

17. RYGOL shall also use its best endeavours to within 

thirty (30) days of the date of execution of this Deed 

complete for the use and benefit of the joint venture 

the infill drilling program related to Zone One of the 

ore body referred to in Recital B at its cost not to 
exceed $50,000 

geological data 

but the written reports and other 

related to such completed program shall 

vest in the ownership of the registered proprietors for 

the time being of the tenement. 

18. within thirty (30) days or such extended period as RYGOL 

may reasonably require of the date of completion by 
RYGOL of the infill drilling program referred to in 

Clause 17 the Open Pit to extend from bearing 19610 

North to bearing 19890 North as set forth DIESPA/TZ 

MINING's Geological Report and Open Pit Design and 

Mining Plan referred to in Recital B or as may be 

required to be amended pursuant to the results of the 

infill drilling program completed by RYGOL shall be 

marked out in preparation for mining operations by RYGOL 

and mobilisation of plant equipment and personnel 

including contractors shall be effected for start of 

mining operations thereof by RYGOL forthwith thereafter. 

19. It is hereby recognised and understood by all of the 

joint venturers that new conditions in accordance with 

provisions of section 84 (1) of the Mining Act 1978 have 

been imposed by the Minister for Mines in relation to 

the tenement whereby inter alia within three months of 

date 26 June 1992 plan of ongoing mining operations must 

be submitted to the Department of Mines aforesaid and 
notwithstanding anything in this Deed to the contrary 
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the Summary Plan referred to in Clause 16 hereinabove 

and the survey with the topographical map shall be ready 
for production to the said Department by 24 September 

1992. 

20. Except in the specific circumstances set forth herein 

which may permit a joint venturer so to do (including 

without limitation the authority delegated to RYGOL 

under Clauses 9, 18, 34 and 35) no joint venturer acting 

alone or in concert with only one of the other joint 

venturers (other than as a quorum at a properly 

constituted meeting referred to Clause 27 below) shall 

have power or authority to make any agreement or execute 

any contract or incur any obligation whether as 
principal surety or agent which purports to bind the 

joint venture or any joint venturer which was not party 
to the purported commitment or commitments AND any such 

commitment shall be void and of neither force nor effect 

as against the joint venturer or the joint venturers 

which was or were not party thereto. 

21. Any joint venturer which makes any commitment as 

referred to in Clause 20 hereby indemnifies and saves 

harmless any other joint venturer not party to any such 

commitment and in any legal proceedings which may be 

brought against the joint venture or against any joint 

venturer not party to any such commitment it shall be 

sufficient that Clause 20 of this Deed be pleaded by 

such noncommitted joint venturer to release it or them 

from any liability or penalty whatsoever which may 
attend or relate to such a legal proceeding in any 

manner whatsoever. 

22. Each joint venturer hereby indemnifies and saves 

harmless the other joint venturers from the consequences 

of all individual acts or omissions it may do or omit or 

neglect to do in performance of its joint venture 
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responsibilities which acts or omissions may constitute 

the tort of negligence or other civil or criminal wrong 

AND nothing hereincontained shall act to prevent any 

joint venturer which has suffered loss or damage as a 

consequence of such a negligent or wrongful act of 

another joint venturer committed or done without its 

knowledge or consent from instituting legal proceedings 

against the offending joint venturer or joint venturers 

to recover such loss or to be compensated for such 

damage BUT notwithstanding the foregoing no party shall 
have any indemnification obligation with respect to any 

matter: 

( i) 

( ii) 

to the extent to which it is covered by insurance 

procured on behalf of the joint venture as 

contemplated by Clause 33; 

involving any error of judgement or mistake made 

by any director 

such party in 

employee agent or contractor of 

the exercise in good faith of any 

function authority or discretion conferred upon 

that party by this Deed. 

23. The obligations of the respective joint venturers in 

relation to the joint venture generally and to the 

performance of the functions and responsibilities 

imposed upon each of them pursuant to this Deed are 

several and not joint BUT except where otherwise 

provided for in this Deed all costs and expenses arising 

from the joint venture operations shall be for account 

24. 

of the joint venture and met by proportionate 

contribution from each of the joint venturers in manner 

provided for in this Deed. 

Except as 

this Deed 

delegated 

otherwise 

(including 

to RYGOL 

provided for in the provisions of 

without limitation the authority 

under Clauses 9, 18, 34 and 35). the 
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business and affairs of the joint venture shall in 

general be managed by a committee of Management. 

25. The Committee of Management shall be bound by the 

provisions of this Deed which shall without exception be 

its first Guide of Reference in management of the 

business and affairs of the joint venture AND each joint 

venturer shall be entitled to appoint one (1) executive 

of its company to be a member of the Committee and to 

represent it thereon. 

26. Each member of the Committee of Management shall have 

voting 

which 

power 

his or 

to correspond with the percentage interest 

her company holds in the joint venture as 

set forth in Clause 15 hereinabove. 

27. A quorum at a meeting of the Committee of Management 

shall be not less than two (2) members representing a 

majority of the voting power pursuant to Clause 26 AND 

each meeting shall have a Chairperson who shall be the 

member representing RYGOL but in event he or she be not 

then present then as elected by the attending members. 

28. In event 

for any 

adjourned 

exceeding 

any meeting 

extraordinary 

and another 

fourteen (14) 

at any time is unable to proceed 

reason that meeting shall be 

meeting at a later date but not 

days from the date of the 

adjourned meeting shall be convened by Notice to all 

members who (or their properly appointed proxy or 

proxies as the case may be) must attend thereat but in 

default the meeting shall proceed even though a quorum 

may not be present and the voting power of any joint 

venturer which failed to be represented thereat shall be 

disregarded in determining whether a quorum is present 

or a sufficient number of votes has been cast to approve 

a matter. 
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29. In all cases where there is an equality of votes on any 

issue being decided by the committee of Management the 

Chairperson of that meeting shall adjourn that issue ad 

referendum and resolution by mutual agreement or 

arbitration as the case may be. 

30. 

31. 

Meetings of the Committee of Management shall be held at 

Perth, western Australia at such venue designated by 

Notice or elsewhere if such Notice for valid reason 

designates and regular meetings shall occur at least 

once in each calendar month and on any additional 

special occasion at request of any member. 

In all other matters related to the committee of 

Management of the joint venture 

which are not provided for in 

30 hereinabove or in Clause 

and meetings thereof and 

Clause 24 through Clause 

32 through Clause 34 

hereinbelow and in respect to which no specific 

provision has been made for in this Deed the various 

legal and commercial procedures practices and principles 

which normally govern committees of a similar nature 

shall be observed and shall apply to the Committee of 

Management of The Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture. 

32. without affecting the generality of Clause 31 it shall 

be the duty of the Committee of Management to arrange 

inter alia for any expert professional (including legal 

engineering design 

services which the 

are required for 

accounting or other specialist) 

Committee of Management may decide 

the better completion of the joint 

venture operations 

plans and contracts 

or any segment thereof and records 

related thereto AND costs for such 

services shall be for account of the joint venture in 

such manner as the committee of Management may from time 

to time prescribe. 
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without affecting the generality of Clause 32 the 

Committee of Management shall procure and maintain at 

all times sufficient insurance coverage with financially 

sound insurers to protect the joint venture its 

interests and its assets throughout the whole of the 
term of the joint venture and any and all extensions 

thereto AND such insurance shall unless otherwise 

directed by the Committee of Management include: 

(1) Industrial special Risks insurance (or similar 

insurance) insuring for its replacement value all 

real and personal property of the joint venture or 

for which the joint venture is responsible BUT 

such policy shall not be more restrictive than is 
generally available AND shall at a minimum provide 

protection against loss or damage from the perils 

of fire earthquake windstorm lightning and such 

other risks as the Committee of Management may 

direct. 

(2) Workers compensation insurance (and occupational 

disease insurance where required by law) which 

shall comply with applicable legal requirements. 

(3) Motor vehicle insurance covering all mechanically 

propelled vehicles registered for road use which 

are at any time used for joint venture operations 

with a limit of liability for third party personal 

injury and property damage of not less than 

$5,000,000 in respect of anyone accident or 

series of accidents arising out of one event. 

(4) A Public Liability insurance policy with a limit 
of indemnity of not less than $5,000,000 AND such 

policy shall be specifically endorsed so that it 
is deemed primary to any other insurance 

maintained by the joint venturers in respect of 
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the joint venture and shall contain a cross 

liabilities clause which shall treat each of the 

insured parties as if a separate policy had been 

issued to it. 

(5) Any other insurance required by law. 

(6) Any other insurance required by the committee of 

Management. 

other than the requirement set forth in Clause 9 

hereinabove for prior mutual agreement between the joint 

venturers as to quantum of costs to apply to each 

progressive segment of the joint venture operations 

RYGOL shall have at all times complete autonomy in 

planning arranging implementing performing and 

completing every phase of such operations on behalf of 

the joint venture without reference to the other joint 

venturers other than the normal reports on the joint 

venture mining operations which shall be tabled by RYGOL 

at each regular monthly meeting of the Committee of 

Management BUT nothing hereincontained shall prevent 
either of the other joint venturers or their duly 

accredited Geological Consultants (which shall at all 

times be first identified to RYGOL) from attending any 

mining or other operation related to the joint venture 

PROVIDED such attendance shall not hinder or obstruct 

RYGOL in its performance of any segment of any such 

operation or operations AND FURTHER in the event of any 

extreme emergency RYGOL shall contact each of the other 

joint venturers as soon as all actions to contain or 

otherwise deal with such emergency have been completed. 

35. Pursuant to Clause 6 Object C after mining operations 

have been completed in respect to anyone sector of the 

tenement and within thirty (30) days of sterilisation of 

that sector RYGOL shall begin rehabilitation procedures 
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set forth in Clause 6 Object C but at costs for account 

of the joint venture and as provided in Clause 15 AND 

the procedures to be followed shall comply with 

applicable governmental laws and regulations and shall 

otherwise be subject to approval of the Committee of 

Management. 

36. Each of the joint venturers shall establish a separate 

metals account in their separate and respective 

designations at the Western Australian Mint or such 

other accredited gold refinery as the joint venturers 

may from time to time mutually agree upon AND the 
respective share of the joint venturQ product as defined 

in Clause 10 hereinabove to which each joint venturer is 

entitled shall be transferred to that respective metals 

account in accordance with the provisions in that regard 

as set forth in Clause 37 following as and when the said 

product is variously derived from treatment of the joint 

venture ore at RYGOL's treatment plant referred to in 
Clause 37 aforesaid AND FURTHER joint venture coata 

shall be met from cash calls made upon the individual 

joint venturers in respective amounts corresponding to 

their percentage entitlements to such product AND 

FURTHER in consideration of RYGOL having at such times 

costs owed to it by the joint venture for works 

performed by it pursuant to this Deed wherefrom the 

joint venture product was so derived RYGOL shall have a 

charge in accordance with the Deed of Cross Charge 

referred to in Clause 51 hereinbelow upon the product in 

the respective metals accounts of the other joint 

venturers until the said calls thereon aforesaid have 

been duly met and paid BUT nothing hereincontained shall 

be construed as providing directly or indirectly for any 

joint or cooperative marketing or selling of such 

products AND FURTHER the joint venturers shall as 

provided for in Clause 1 hereinabove duly register this 

Deed and shall duly register the Deed of Cross Charge 
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together with Notice of Particulars of Charge Form 309 

and Compliance with state stamp Duty Provisions Form 350 

with the Australian securities commission or other 

appropriate authorities AND FURTHER in accordance with 

the applicable provisions of the corporations Law and 

for the purpose only of fixing priorities between the 

security granted hereby and any other charge given by a 
party hereto AND FURTHER without affecting any 

obligation of the parties under this Deed the maximum 

prospective liability (as defined in the corporations 

Law) secured hereby shall be in respect of each joint 

venturer $1,000,000. 

37. The joint venture ore shall unless otherwise mutually 

agreed be treated at RYGOL's milling and treatment plant 

at Marvel Loch in the said state at cost for account the 

joint venture AND prior to such treatment the joint 

venture ore separate from other ores thereat shall be 

surveyed sampled and analysed to determine the gold and 
other mineral content thereof AND FURTHER RYGOLshall 

keep records of the total volume and the mineral content 

of all joint venture ore AND FURTHER to permit blending 

of the joint venture ore with other ore mined from 

properties other than the joint venture property so that 

toll milling and treatment operations of the joint 

venture ore is obviated the following procedures shall 

be applied to determine such gold and such other mineral 

content of the joint venture ore: 

(a) Ore shall 

outlines on 

be determined 

plans of gold 

economic pit design; 

in accordance 

grades within 

with 

the 

(b) ore outlines shall be at an economic cutoff grade 

as mutually agreed to by the joint venturers; 

(c) ore outlines and flitch height shall be used to 

determine volume; 
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(d) grade within the ore outline shall be determined 

from the grade control drilling gold assays using 

industry standard statistical techniques for 

smoothing and blocking; 

(e) specific gravity for ore shall be determined from 

laboratory testwork on samples from the ore; 

(f) mineral content shall be determined for each 

flitch by using volume grade specific gravity and 

dilution; 

(g) all sampling measuring analysing weighing assaying 

calculating and determinations shall be performed 

in accordance with procedures generally accepted 

in the mining industry of Western Australia; 

(h) the smallest mineable ore outline shall be 

determined as the smallest volume of ore able to 

be practically and viably mined using the mining 

equipment on site; 

AND FURTHER the parties hereby acknowledge and agree 

with each other that: 

(a) as soon as reasonably possible after completion of 

the treatment process of the joint venture ore and 

in any event within 14 days of such completion 

RYGOL is required to deliver the joint venture 

product or cause the joint venture product to be 

delivered to the Western Australian Mint or such 

other accredited gold refinery as has been agreed 

between the joint venturers for subsequent 

distribution to each of the joint venturers' 

metals accounts established in accordance with 

Clause 36 hereof; and 
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(b) in the event that RYGOL fails for any reason 

(other than due to Force Majeure) to distribute 

the joint venture product in accordance with 

paragraph (a) hereof RYGOL shall be in default of 

its obligations under this Deed and the provisions 

of Clause 43 hereof shall apply. 

38. In consideration of the accommodation provided by RYGOL 

at its Marvel Loch plant aforesaid to the joint venture 

for ongoing milling and treatment of the joint venture 

ore thereat for the duration of the joint venture as 

provided for in Clause 37 RYGOL shall as a once only 

accommodation fee therefor after the joint venture 

product is distributed between the joint venturers in 

the respective percentage entitlements as are 

hereinabove in this Deed set forth receive back on that 

one occasion a quantum of said product from DIESPA and 

from TZ MINING to the combined value of as at the day of 

acquisition thereof $258,000.00 AND for purposes of this 

Deed in general (including without limitation 

establishing a quantum of product having a value of 

$25B,000 for purposes of this Clause 3B) gold shall be 

valued on the basis of the London Metal Exchange P.M. 

fix on the date it is delivered to the refiner with u.s. 
Dollars converted into Australian Dollars at the Retail 

Market Sell Rate as reported in the Australian Financial 

Review for such date. 

39. Such bank accounts as the Committee of Management may 

from time to time prescribe shall be opened by the joint 

venture at such banks and upon such terms and under such 

conditions as the Committee of Management may direct and 

transactions related to any such bank account shall be 

tabled monthly at the regular meetings of the committee 

of Management AND such account shall be used only for 

the purpose of handling called sums. 
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40. Such books of account related to the affairs of the 

joint venture as the Committee of Management may 

prescribe or which are required by the laws of Australia 

or of Western Australia to be kept and maintained shall 

be kept and maintained by a qualified entity appointed 

by the Committee of Management. 

41. From start up of the mining operations related to Zone 

One of the are body identified in Geological Report 

42. 

referred to 

throughout 

conduct the 

tenement or 

in Recital B and variously otherwise 

this Deed RYGOL shall contemporaneously 

progressive and ongoing exploration of the 

those parts thereof as the joint venturers 

shall agree upon also with view to the progressive and 

ongoing proving up and exploitation of the mineral 

resources/reserves thereof for the whole of the term of 

the joint venture and of any and all extensions thereto. 

No joint venturer may transfer for valuable 

consideration or otherwise or charge or cause or permit 

any lien (other than the charge created by the Deed of 

Cross Charge referred to in Clause 51 hereinbelow) to be 

placed upon its interest in the joint venture or any 

part or portion thereof and no registered proprietor of 

the tenement during the term of the joint venture or any 

and all 

mortgage 

holding 

extensions thereto may likewise transfer charge 

pledge or permit any lien upon its share 

interest to be registered without the express 

written consent of all joint venturers having been first 

obtained and duly recorded in the Minutes of Meetings of 

the Committee of Management AND any instrument seeking 

or purporting to transfer or charge any such interest or 

holding without such consent shall be pursuant to this 

Clause 42 null and void as at inception. 

43. If any joint venturer defaults in proper performance of 

its obligations under this Deed and if such default 
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being capable of remedy continues for thirty (30) days 

after Notice of such default has been duly served upon 

the defaulting joint venturer by any nondefaulting joint 

venturer THEN a default shall be deemed to have occurred 

and the following provisions shall apply: 

(1) Subject to Subclause (2) the party or parties not 

in default may by notice to the defaulting party 

declare such party to be in default and in 

addition to all remedies available at law or in 

equity exercise from time to time one or more of 

the following remedies: 

(a) Take delivery and sell in priority to the 

holder of any charge lien mortgage or other 

encumbrance created by the defaulting party 

whether lodged pursuant to the corporations 

Law or not the defaulting party's share of 

the product and apply the proceeds of sale 

less a service fee of 10% of the price 

realized towards payment of the amount in 

default and all other amounts that may 

become due and payable under this Deed AND 

the balance of such proceeds if any shall be 

delivered to the defaulting party AND 

FURTHER the difference between the full 

value of the defaulting party's product and 

the price realized under this Clause 43 

(after application of the 10% service fee) 

constitutes a pre-estimate of the liquidated 

damages that will be sustained by the 

non-defaulting party by reason of breach of 

this Deed by the defaulting party; and -

(b) upon 90 days' notice to the defaulting party 

expel that party and purchase that party's 

joint venture interest (including without 
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limitation its interest in the tenement the 

"Defaulting Party's Interest") at a price 

equal to the fair value of the Defaulting 

Party's Interest less 20% AND in the event 

of a dispute as to the fair value of the 

Defaulting Party's Interest the value shall 

be determined by an independent valuer 

selected by the parties or in the further 

event of a dispute as to the valuer by an 
independent valuer appointed by the then 

current President of the Australian 

Institute of Mining and Metallurgy at the 

request of any party and the period for 

purchasing the Defaulting Party's Interest 

shall be extended until 30 days after notice 

to the parties of the value fixed by the 
independent valuer and such independent 

valuer shall act as an expert valuer and not 

as an arbitrator and may take into account 

written representations provided by any 

party AND FURTHER the difference between the 

value of the Defaulting Party's Interest and 

the purchase price under this Subclause (b) 

constitutes a pre-estimate of the liquidated 

damages that will be sustained by the 

non-defaulting party by reason of breach of 

this Deed by the defaulting party. 

(2) If any applicable law stipulates that notice must 

be given or a lapse of time permitted and the 

period thereof is not otherwise specified the 

period of one day is fixed as the period during 

which: 

(a) a default must continue before notice is 
given or demand made requiring payment of 

amounts under this Deed and; 
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(b) the notice or demand must remain unsatisfied 

before the non-defaulting party's rights 

powers or remedies may be exercised. 

44. Any joint venturer found liable by any court in the tort 

of negligence in respect to the affairs of the joint 

venture or which commits any act wrongful at law in 
relation thereto (unless such tort or wrongful act is 

fully covered by insurance procured on behalf of the 

joint venture as contemplated by Clause 33 or the joint 

venturer which committed such tort or wrongful act has 

provided full indemnity with respect thereto to the 

other joint venturers) may upon admission to the joint 

venture of guilt or upon being found liable or guilty by 

any court of competent jurisdiction in respect thereto 

by Notice under the hand of any nonoffending joint 
venturer be expelled from the joint venture forthwith 

whereupon any entitlement including entitlement to 

product which the offending joint venturer may have had 
in the joint venture (and which in the case of 

entitlement to product was undistributed at the date of 

expulsion) shall be dealt with as provided for in cases 

of default and as is set forth in Clause 43. 

45. If during the term of the joint venture or during any 

and all extensions thereto any joint venturer either in 

its own designation or the designation of another entity 

associated to that joint venturer which intends to apply 
for any 

right to 

tenement lease licence authority claim or other 

prospect explore or mine for minerals or to 

treat ore on any area which wholly or in part lies 

within the boundaries of the tenement the subject of the 

joint venture and of this Deed or acquires any title to 

any such area shall offer to the other joint venturers 

the opportunity to jointly acquire such tenement lease 

licence authority claim or right in respect to any such 

area and at pro rata cost and jointly with and on the 
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same terms and conditions as apply to that offering 

joint venturer. 

46. During the term of the joint venture and during any and 

all extensions thereto the registered proprietors of the 

tenement shall make all due payments of rent rates and 

other similar statutory charges and fees related thereto 
in proportion to their percentage share interests 

therein and such payments shall be administration costs 

not refundable to the registered proprietors AND the 

said registered proprietors shall ensure that all such 

costs are timely paid and if any registered proprietor 

delays in paying its costs and/or charges anyone of the 

registered proprietors may pay the same so that the 
operations of the joint venture may proceed without let 

or hindrance and in such event the registered proprietor 

which paid the said costs may recover the same from the 

registered proprietor which delayed so to do AND FURTHER 

any single registered proprietor or any two or more 

registered proprietors of the tenement may take action 

to comply with all Orders of statutory authorities in 

relation to the tenement and comply wi.th all relevant 

laws so that at all times the tenement shall remain in 

good standing and not become duri~g the joint venture 

liable to forfeiture or any other penalty. 

47. The joint venture shall continue for the term or terms 

as the provisions of this Deed set forth or as may be 

earlier terminated by mutual consent of the joint 

venturers or by Order duly issued out of any court of 

competent jurisdiction or by government Minister with 

statutory power so to do and upon any termination all 

outstanding liabilities of the joint venture shall be 

forthwith discharged in full and the assets of the joint 

venture (excluding undistributed product which shall be 

forthwith distributed between the joint venturers in 

accordance with the respective entitlements thereto set 
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forth in Clause 15 hereinabove} shall be forthwith sold 

and the proceeds from such sale after any costs related 

thereto have been met therefrom shall be likewise 

distributed between the joint venturers in like 

proportions. 

48. Each joint venturer shall hold in confidence for the 

period of five (5) years from the date of termination of 

the joint venture all confidential information related 

thereto and to the affairs of the other joint venturers 

and for the purposes of interpretation of this Clause 48 

confidential data shall mean and include all data and 

facts in respect to the joint venture and the affairs of 

the respective joint venturers which facts if within the 

knowledge 

would or 

of competitors of any of the joint venturers 

could b~ financially commercially or 

industrially damaging thereto or whereby any such joint 

venturer could be disadvantaged within the mining 

industry BUT confidential information shall not include 

information generally available to the public or 

otherwise received by a joint venturer on a 

nonconfidential basis from a source which is not legally 

prohibited from disclosing such information. 

49. If during the period of the joint venture any dispute 

arises between the joint venturers or any two of them 

which dispute cannot be otherwise amicably resolved any 

party to the dispute may by Application in accordance 

with the provisions of the Commercial Arbitration Act of 

Western Australia cause an arbitrator to be appointed to 

settle the dispute and to make any Order or give any 

Award in relation to the subject matter of the dispute 

after 

issue 

the 

they 

shall 

taking evidence on oath and after witnesses in the 

have been examined and have been cross examined by 

opposing disputants or such legal practitioners as 

may appoint AND the decision of the Arbitrator 

be final and may be entered in any Court of 
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competent jurisdiction to be given effect thereto. 

50. The applicable law to govern this Deed shall be the law 

of western Australia AND the parties to this Deed do 

hereby declare and affirm that this Deed constitutes the 

entire agreement between them all AND no amendment to 

this Deed shall be enforceable at law unless it be in 

writing and is executed by all of the parties hereto or 

by their respective permitted successors or assigns as 

the case may be. 

51. simultaneously with the execution hereof the parties are 

executing a Deed of Cross Charge under which each grants 

to the others a charge on its proportionate share in the 

product of the joint venture to secure payment and 

performance of its obligations under this Deed AND each 

party shall at its own expense duly register the Deed of 

Cross Charge and execute such other notices or documents 

relating to it in such places as may be required from 

time to time to create a valid and effective security 

over the assets charged by it to the reasonable 

satisfaction of the other parties. 

52. For the purposes of this Deed the term "Force Majeure" 

includes any act of God or cyclone flood storm or 

tempest act of war act of public enemies fire strike 

lockout riot civil disturbance non-availability of 

equipment parts supplies or transport act or restraint 

of any governmental or semi-governmental authority or 

any other cause or causes beyond the reasonable control 

of any joint venturer AND any party whose liability to 

perform 

delayed 

notice 

its 

by 

to 

obligations under this Deed is prevented or 

Force Majeure must 

that effect as soon 

give the other parties 

as possible after the 

event of Force Majeure arises and must do everything 

within its power to reduce the effects of the Force 



Majeur~ provided 

to resolve any 

under conditions 

final decision 

agency having 

disagreement. 
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however that no party shall be obliged 

disagreement with third parties except 

acceptable to it or pursuant to the 

of any arbitral judicial or statutory 

jurisdiction to finally resolve the 

53. All Notices required or permitted by this Deed shall be 

given or posted by certified mail or transmitted by 

facsimile or other permanently recorded form to the 

relevant party or parties at their respective addresses 

as are hereinbelow recorded: 

To DIESPA ...•...... C/-

To TZ MINING ....... C/-

To RYGOL ••••.•...•. C/-

With Copy to •.•.... C/-

Michael Murphy and Associates 

Corporate Administrators 

5/19 Albert street 

NORTH PERTH WA 6006 

Attention: Mr Michael Murphy 

Facsimile: (09) 227 7195 

The Secretary 

T.Z. Mining pty Limited 

11 Chartwell Way 

SWAN VIEW WA 6056 

The Secretary 

Reynolds Yilgarn Gold 

,Operations Limited 

8th Floor 

28 The Esplanade 

Perth WA 6000 

Facsimile: (09) 321 3758 

REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 

Corporate Secretary 

Reynolds Metals Company 

6601 West Broad Street 

RICHMOND Virginia 23230 

Telefax Number : (804) 281 3740 
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with Copy to ....... C/- General Manager 

PO Box 78 

SOUTHERN CROSS WA 6426 

Facsimile (090) 401 104 

and shall be deemed transmitted delivered or received on 

date duly recorded thereto or if receipt be refused on 

date of such refusal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have hereunto affixed 

their hands and seals at - ~~~-,-..~ in the said 

state on the date first hereinbefore set forth. 

THE COMMON SEAL of DIESPA NOMINEES PTY 

LIMITED was hereunto affixed by 

authority of its Directors in the 

presence of: 

--- "--...:::::l~-----~ ................. ~ ..... 
Director 

....... (? : . I?!. .. /1!.e.: #.#. ........ . 
Director 

THE COMMON SEAL of T.Z. MINING PTY 

LIMITED was hereunto affixed by 

authority of its Directors in the 

presence of: 

.................. 
Director 

................. ~~ .. 
Director 

DIESP,I\ NQr,mIEES 
pry. LTD. 

~,.G."i. 009 035 670 

'T.Z MINING' 
PTY LTD 

;~j.. 

A.C.N. 
009 439 481 

'-. ...I. ..I 
'- Olommou ~eaI..I 
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THE COMMON SEAL of REYNOLDS YILGARN 

GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED was hereunto 

affixed by authority of its Directors 

in the presence of: 

.... : .. 4. 
Director 

............... 
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Mallesons Stephen Jaques 
SOLICITORS 



Dated 15 July 1994 

DEED OF RELEASE 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY LTD 
("Diespa") 

TZ MINING PTY LTD 
("TZU) 

MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY 
("Murphy") 

REYNOLDS AUSTRALIAN GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED 
("RAGOL") 

JOHN DAVID COOPER McLEAN 
("McLean") 

RICHARD DENIS GEE 
("Gee") 

TERENCE BERNARD MOYLAN 
("Moylan") 

and 

CATHERINE MARY HOBBS 
("Hobbs") 

Mallesons Stephen Jaques 
Solicitors 

St Georges Square 
225 St George's Terrace 

Perth WA 6000 
Telephone (09) 324 8333 

Fax (09) 321 1017 
OX 167 

Ref MFG:CS:l01770410 



RECITALS: 

1 

DEED OF RELEASE 

This deed is made on I~ July 1994 

Between: 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY LTD ACN 009 035 670 a 
company incorporated in Western Australia and having 
its registered office at C/- Anderson Redman, Levell, 
35 Outram Street, West Perth, Western Australia 
("Diespa") 

TZ MINING PTY LTD ACN 009 439 481 a company 
incorporated in Western Australia and having its 
registered office at 1 Riverside Peninsular, 7 Stone 
Street, South Perth, Western Australia ("TZ") 

MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY of 7 Stone Street, South 
Perth, Western Australia ("Murphy") 

REYNOLDS AUSTRALIAN GOLD OPERATIONS 
LIMITED ACN 000 488 200 (formerly Reynolds 
Yilgarn Gold Operations Limited) a company 
incorporated in New South Wales and having its 
registered office at 8th Floor, Griffin Centre~ 28 The 
Esplanade, Perth, Western Australia ("RAGOL") 

JOHN DAVID COOPER McLEAN of 19 Brown Street, 
Claremont, Western Australia ("McLean") 

RICHARD DENIS GEE of 31 Waldermas Street, 
Gwelup, Western Australia ("Gee") 

TERENCE BERNARD MOYLA~ of 10 Omega Street, 
Southern Cross, Western Australia ("Moylan") 

And: 

CATHERINE MARY HOBBS of 97 Horan Street, 
Marvel Loch, Western Australia ("Hobbs") 

A. By the Agreement Diespa, TZ and RAGOL entered into 
a joint venture known as the Jaccoletti Hill Joint 
Venture. 

B. In the Action in the Federal Court of Australia 
(Western Australian District Registry), details of 
which are set out in Schedule 1 (A), Diespa and TZ 
claim to be entitled to the relief set out in Schedule 
1(B) . 

C. RAGOL, Moylan, McLean and Gee have denied liability 
in relation to the claims and RAGOL has counterclaimed 
for the relief set out in Schedule 1 (C). 

D. Murphy, in his capacity as director of Diespa and as 
spokesman for the Mountain Queen Joint Venture (a 
joint ventu re between Diespa and TZ) has made a 



E. 

F. 

number of ~ ~ written statements concerning 
RAGOL, it'$ dir-.ctors, officers, employees and agents 
which he ~~ to retract. 

2. 

Diespa and TZ Mve formally objected to an application 
by RAGOL t\."l' Miscellaneous Licence No. 77/140 for a 
haulage !"'Nd (>v~r the Tenement. 

The Parties to this deed have agreed to settle their 
claims and disputes on the terms set out in this deed. 

OPERATIVE PROVlstoNS: 

1 INTERPRETATION 

1.1 In this deed: 

Action means Feder'al Court Action No WAG 138 of 
1993. 

Agreement means the agreement evidenced by the 
Jaccoletti Hill Joint Ventu re Agreement dated 20 
August 1992 lind any variations agreed to by RAGOL, 
Diespa and TZ, whether express or otherwise. 

Caveats means caveat nos 1594H/934 and 1595H/934 
registered over the Tenement by RAGOL. 

Diespa and TZ's Claims means the claims by Diespa 
and TZ set out In the pleadings in the Action and 
summarised in Schedule 1 (B). 

Joint Venture means the Jaccoletti Hill Joint 
Venture established by the Agreement. 

Parties means Dlespa, TZ, RAGOL, (including 
directors, other officers, employees and agents of 
each company), Murphy, McLean, Moylan, Gee and 
Hobbs and Parties is a reference to any or all of them 
according to the context. 

RAGOL's Clafms means the claims by RJ\GOL set out 
in the pleadings In the Action arid summarised in 
Schedule 1 (C). 

Settlement Date means on or before 16 September 1994 

Tenement means Mining Lease No M771112. 

2 SETTLEMENT TERMS 

2.1 The Parties agree to settle the Action on the 
following terms; 

(a) RAGOL will transfer its 50/100 interest in the 
Tenement to Oiespa for $516,000; 



(b) Diespa and TZ will each pay RAGOL $52,351.52 
as claimed in the amended cross-claim dated 
27 May 1994; 

(c) Diespa and TZ will pay RAGOL's legal costs 
relating to the Action fixed at $125,000; 

(d) the Parties will consent to orders that the 
Joint Venture is terminated and that the Action 
be dismissed in accordance with the orders set 
out in Schedule 2; 

(e) Diespa and Mu rphy will sign the written 
retraction and undertaking set out in 
Schedule 3; and 

(h) Diespa and TZ will withdraw their objections to 
RAGOL's application for Miscellaneous Licence 
No. 77/140 on the terms and conditions set out 
in their solicitor's letter dated 12 July 1994 
and RAGOL's solicitor's letter dated 12 July 
1994. 

2.2 Settlement is to be effected as follows: 

(a) Diespa, TZ and Murphy will execute three 
original copies of this Deed and will cause 
their solicitors to deliver the executed copies 
of the deed to the solicitors for RAGOL before 
the directions hearing in the Action on 
1 5 J u I y 1994; 

(b) RAGOL, McLean, Gee, Moylan and Hobbs 
undertake to execute the original executed 
copies by Diespa, TZ and Murphy as soon as 
possible after 15 July 1994; 

3 

(c) the solicitors for the Parties will provide to 
each other a signed minute of consent orders in 
accordance with the orders set out in 
Schedule 2(A) and will consent to such orders 
being made in the Action at the directions 
hearing on 15 July 1994; 

Cd) Diespa and Murphy will, prior to the directions 
hearing in the Action on 15 July 1994, by their 
solicitors, provide to the solicitors for RAGOL, 
McLean, Gee, Moylan and Hobbs a signed 
retraction and undertaking (x4) in the same 
form as set out in Schedule 3. 

(e) on the Settlement Date: 

(i) the solicitors for the Parties will 
provide to each other: 

A. a signed minute of consent orders in 
the Action in terms of Schedule 2(8) 
and will consent to such orders 
being made in the Action; and 



3 RELl:.ASE 

4 

B. an undertaking that, immediately 
following the making of the orders 
by the cou rt on the Settlement Date, 
they will deliver to each other as 
appropriate a bank cheque payable 
to RAGOL for $720,703.04 and a 
transfer executed by RAGOL for the 
transfer of its 50/100 shares in the 
Tenement to Diespa and executed 
withdrawals of Caveats; 

(ji) subject to the orders in the Action being 
made by the Cou rt in terms of 
Schedule 2(B): 

A. Diespa and TZ will, by their 
solicitors, deliver to RAGOL's 
solicitors a bank cheque payable to 
RAGOL for $720,703.04; and 

B. RAGOL by its solicitors wi" provide 
to the solicitors for Diespa and TZ, 
an executed transfer for the 
transfer of its 50/100 shares in the 
Tenement to Diespa and executed 
withdrawals of Caveats; 

(f) On 13 July 1994, Diespa and TZ by RAGOL's 
solicitors, informed the Warden of the Southern 
Cross Warden's Court of the withdrawal of their 
objections to RAGOL's application for 
Miscellaneous Licence No. 77/140 on the basis of 
the terms and conditions contained in thei r 
solicitor's leHer and RAGOL's solicitor's 
letter both dated 12 July 1994. 

3.1 Except as stated in this deed, each Party: 

(a) releases and discharges the other from; and 

(b) agrees not to make any claim against the other 
based on 

Diespa and TZ's Claims and RAGOL's Claims 
respectively, and all other claims or liability 
arising directly or indirectly out of or connected in 
any way Whatsoever, with the circumstances referred 
to in the Aclion and any other claims, causes of 
action, demands, costs, damages or loss of any nature 
whatsoever which any Party may have against another, 
including but not limited to, the circumstances giving 
rise to the execution of this deed. 

3.2 This deed may be pleaded as a bar to any action, 
claim or proceedings now or in the future commenced 
by or on behalf of any Party or any person claiming 
through a Party, in respect of the matters referred to 
in 3.1. 
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4 FURTHER ASSURANCE 

5 COSTS 

6 GOVERNING LAW 

EXECUTED as a deed 

Each Party agrees, at the request of the other Party, 
to do everything reasonably necessary, at its own 
expense, to give effect to the terms of this deed. 

Each Party will pay its own legal costs, incidental to 
the preparation and completion of this deed, and any 
stamp duty on the Deed and Transfer of interest in 
the Tenement will be paid by Diespa. 

This deed is governed by the law of Western Australia. 



SCHEDULE 1 DETAILS OF THE ACTION 

A. Diespa and TZ, prior to 20 August 1992 were each the registered 
holders of 50/100 shares in the Tenement which is situated near Marvel 
Loch, Western Australia. In 1992 the Parties were involved in 
negotiations for the commercial exploration, mining and treatment of 
gold bearing ore from the Tenement. 

6 

By a written agreement dated 20 August 1992 the Parties entered into a 
joint venture whereby, amongst other things, Diespa and TZ each 
transferred a 25/100 share in the Tenement to RAGOL. 

On 21 May 1993, at a meeting of the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture 
Committee of Management a further agreement ("the Further 
Agreement") was made between the Parties for the mining and treatment 
of ore from an "approved pit "on the basis of an agreed gold delivery 
schedule and an agreed basis of sharing of the costs. The terms of the 
Further Agreement are in dispute as is the issue of whether the minutes 
of the meeting and attachments thereto evidenced the full terms of the 
Further Agreement. 

B. Diespa and TZ, by a substituted statement of claim dated 9 March 1994 
claim: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

damages under section 82 of the Trade Practices Act 1975 
for allegedly false and misleading representations made by 
RAGOL, Moylan, McLean and Gee in relation to "blending", 
"batch treatment" and "laterites"; 

damages for breach of the Agreement and the Further 
Agreement and the "contingency agreement" (both made 
21 May 1993); 

that the Agreement be declared void; 

RAGOL transfer to each of Diespa and TZ 25/100 shares in 
the Tenement; 

RAGOL give an account of all profits received from mining 
activities and milling and treatment of ore from the 
Tenement and pay these profits to Diespa and TZ; and 

interest and costs. 

C. RAGOL, by an amended defence and cross claim dated 27 May 1994, 
claims under the terms of the Agreement: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

$52,351.52 from each of Diespa and TZ as costs incurred on 
behalf of the Joint Venture by RAGOL; 

an account of all moneys payable by the Parties to each 
other prior to 30 January 1994; 

an order that the Tenement be sold and the proceeds of sale 
distributed in accordance with each Party's participating 
equity in the Joint Venture; 

an order that the affairs of the Joint Venture be wound up; 
and 
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5. interest and costs. 
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SCHEDULE 2 CONSENT ORDERS 

A. The Court orders that: 

1. 

2. 

The sum of $25,000 paid into Court by the first and second 
applicants pursuant to the order of Mr Justice Lee made on 
11 March 1994 be paid out together with interest to the 
fi rst respondent. 

The directions hearing be adjourned to 10.00am Friday, 
1S September 1994 or to an earlier date as agreed between 
the parties. 

B. The Court orders that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The court declares that the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture, 
formerly carried on by the the first and second applicants 
and the first respondent, as evidenced by an agreement in 
writing dated 20 August 1992, is terminated. 

The first and second cross respondents do each pay the 
cross claimant the sum of $52,351.52 as claimed in 
paragraph 43(;) of the amended cross-claim dated 8 April 
1994. 

The undertakings provided to the Court by the first and 
second applicants in their capacities as trustees of the A-M 
Family Trust and the Zaffino Family Trust ("now called the 
TZ Trust") respectively ("the Trusts") and the 
acknowledgments provided by the beneficiaries of the Trusts 
pursuant to the orders of Mr Justice Lee made the 27 May 
1994, be discharged. 

The first and second applicants' application and the cross 
claimants' cross claim be dismissed. 

The first and second applicants do pay the first 
respondent's costs fixed at $125,000. 
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SCHEDULE 3 RETRACTION AND UNDERTAKING 

TO: Reynolds Australian Gold Operations Limited 

AND TO: Mr John McLean 

Mr Denis Gee 

Mr Terence Moylan 

Ms Kate Hobbs 

I, MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY acknowledge that I have on my own behalf, 
and on behalf of Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd and TZ Mining Pty Ltd, made 
various oral and written statements about Reynolds Australian Gold 
Operations Limited, (including its directors, officers, employees, former 
employees), Mr John McLean, Mr Denis Gee, Mr Terence Moylan and Ms Kate 
Hobbs, in relation to their involvement in the affairs of the Jaccoletti 
Hill Joint Venture and their conduct in exploration, mining, milling and 
treatment of gold activities generally. 

The statements made by me alleged and implied that the above parties had 
committed acts of fraud, forgery, perjury, misrepresentation, theft, 
conspiracy and dishonesty in relation to the above matters. 

I un reservedly withdraw these statements and acknowledge that there was no 
factual basis for my making the statements. I further undertake that in the 
future I will not make any claims or statements of a similar nature or to a 
like effect. 

MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY 

THE COMMON SEAL of DIESPA 
NOMINEES PTY LTD is affixed in 
accordance with its articles of 
association in the presen~ 

Signature of authorised person 

d-:~.~~ ....... . 
Off?::e. ~/' .. ~/ 
Name of alt;;~~i'::d person (block 
letters) 

C011}1l?OIi 
-Seal. 
DIE:SPA NOMINEES 

PTY. LTD. 
A.C.N. 009 035 670 

..... ~: .. ./.::?'" ,77!f~ 
Signature of authorised 
person 

~~~f.~~,~.r:.-~~~! 
Office held 

"q,~.0.:, 0,~.r:~,y' '."., 
Name of authorised person 
(block letters) 



THE COMMON SEAL of OIESPA 
NOMINEES PTY L TO is affixed in 
accordance with its a rticles of 
association in the pl-esence of: 

.c:!::.~.:=:.: .~.~ ..... 
Office held 

.... /..~.~/..~7 
Name of autnorised person (block 
letters) 

THE COMMON SEAL of TZ MINING 
PTY LTD is affixed in accordance 
with its articles of association in 
the presence of: 

L? 
................... ~ 
Signature of authorised person 

.. d:-:.:""~~ .. "':' .. ~.~~ .... 

~f~i.?. :g~e.~;/ 
Name of authorised person (block 
letters) 

SIGNED by MICHAEL JAMES 
MU. in the presence of: 

Signature of witness 

.. "~r.~ .. 5.0.~T.: .... 
Name of witness (block letters) 

....... p.~~::~\ .......... . 
Address of witness 

.... 5.C!k.+'~::~~ .. ~ .. 
Occupation of witness 

OI1)l1?Oli 
-Seale 
DIESPA NOMINEES 

PTY. LTD. 
A.C.N. 009 035 670 

Signature of authorised 
person 
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:::i?~~.~T~ I 'F~~.~.c::r:~'f 
Office held 

.. /J.'~.0.: .. ~. ~~ .r:::r. "!':( .... 
Name of authorised person 
(block letters) 

I"'iz .. MINING' 
PTY LTD 

~~1W· 

~. A.C.N. 
009 439 481 

\.: ./ 
\.. OIommlln ~ea!J 

.... /?· .. $..-.. M~~ .. 
Signature of authorised 
person / 

~.~~~~ .. ~~C::~~::'0.y. 
Office held 

A', 1JIl. (l'\ (,l R P'r-\ ~ . 
Name of authorised person 
(block letters) 

Signature of Michael James 
Murphy 



THE COMMON SEAL of REYNOLDS 
AUSTRALIAN GOLD OPERATIONS 
LIMITED is affixed in accordance 
with its articles of association in 
the pre nce of: 

... . J).~ ~.~.~ ............... . 
Office held 

· .... R : ~ ~~"!!~ ... ~ ~~ ..... 
Name of authorised person (block 
letters) 

SIGNED by JOHN DAVID 
COOPER McLEAN in the presence of: 

Sig a 

....... (; ..... f~.t;-r. T ( ...... . 
Name of witness (block letters) 

.f::? .. .3.&'7f: .. ~?; .. e.· .?e:~ It 
Address of witness 

· . !~~ f<. tr:~ft.~/. .............. . 
Occupation of witness 

SIGNED by RICHARD DENIS 
GEE in the presence of: 

s;~~~;;···· ...... . 
...... . 0. ... fl3?-.~TI ......... . 
Name of witness (block letters) 

(2 .. . 6/Cr.J.7.c. .. ~7 ... 8':, .f~!/( 
Address of witness' 

· .. SR"C; f.lf".T.ftf.1 . ............. . 
Occupation of witness 

REYNOLDS 
AUSTRALIAN 

GOLD 
OPERATIONS 

LTD. ' 
A.C.N. 000 468 200 

OMMOHS£AL 

Name of authorised person 
(block letters) 
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SIGNED by TERENCE BERNARD 
Mo~e presence of: 

i::~: j::~~.~ ...... . 
............. ............. ................................ .. 

Name of witness (block letters) 

.~~.~~ .. ~':-'~~~;:' .. ~~ 
Address of witness 

~c..--Re-r p.,-I'<....y .............................................................. 
Occupation of witness 

SIGNED by CATHERINE MARY 
HOBBS :;:nresence of: 

si . &~. ~f· ;.,~~ ...... . . t.~~ ... ~~~~~.~ ...... . 
Name of witness (block letters) 

.. ~~ .. \.-=:-: .. ~.<?':-7::-~~":": . . ~o~-
Address of witness 

:::::e u;>...e;"T A;1<.. "--1 • .......................... ............................... .. 

Occupation of witness 

MFG133/0MFG 

Signature 
Moylan 

lu4. .. ......................................................... .. 
Signatur~ of Catherine Mary 
Hobbs 
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DATED __________________________ 1994 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY. LTD. 
eAOH 009 035 670) 

("Diespa" ) 

TZ MINING PTY. LTD. 
(ACN 009 439 481) 

("TZ") 

MICHAEL JAKES MURPHY 
("Murphy" ) 

REYNOLDS AUSTRALIAN GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED 
(ACN 000 488 200) 

("Ragol" ) 

JOHN DAVID COOPER McLEAN 
( "McLean II ) 

RICHARD DENIS GEE 
("Gee") 

TERENCE BERNARD MOYLAN 
( "Moylan" ) 

AND 

CATHERINE MARY HOBBS 
("Hobbs") 

2. 

TAYLOR 
SMART 

BARRISTERS 
SOLICITUH.8 
& NOTARIES 

28th Floor, 
St Martins Tower 

44 St Georges Terrace 
Perth W ~ 6000 

~~Ue~~o:n~~09~:325 8266 
International 61-9-3258266 

Facsimile (09) 325 2895 



DEED OF RELEASE 

THIS DEED is made the 1994 

BETWEEN: 
'C" ~,-.,-." '\i.,~rr"'I\LTq i~Tl·~i"\P DUTY 

If.h:.SltYN HU;J\'4··\~i"\41·"·..,·Jl . cr'l l'¥;+"n'1'7775 nn '77 /10/94 L..Ll\),j ...JL·· •..•.•.. '.~ • " -

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY. LTD. (ACN ob:fNS~f1:s ST~i~r\ a company 
incorporated in Western Australia and having its registered 
office at C/- Anderson Redman, Levell, 35 Outram street, West 
Perth, Western Australia ("Diespa") 

TZ MINING PTY. LTD. (ACN 009 439 481) a company incorporated in 
western Australia and having its registered office at 1 Riverside 
Peninsular, 7 stone street, South Perth, Western Australia ("TZ") 

MICHAEL JAMES ·MURPHY of 7 Stone Street, South Perth, Western 
Australia ("Murphy" ) 

REYNOLDS AUSTRALXAN GOLD OPERATXONS LXHXTED (ACN 000 4BB 200) 
(formerly Reynolds Yilgarn Gold operations Limited) a company 
incorporated in New South Wales and having its registered office 
at 8th Floor, Griffin Centre, 28 The Esplanade, Perth, Western 
Australia ("Ragol") 

JOHN DAVID COOPER McLEAN of 19 Brown Street, Claremont, Western 
Australia ("McLean") 

RICHARD DENIS GEE of 31 Waldermas Street, Gwelup, Western 
Australia ("Gee") 

TERENCE BERNARD MOYLAN of 10 Omega Street, Southern Cross, 
Western Australia ("Moylan") 

AND 

CATHERI~E 
Australia 

RECITALS: 

Street, Marvel Loch, Western 

A. By the Agreement Diespa, TZ and Ragol entered into a joint 

venture known as the Jaccoletti Hill Joint venture. 

B. In the action in the Federal Court of Australia (Western 

AUstralian District Registry), details of which are set out 
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in Schedule leA), Diespa and TZ claim to be entitled to the 

relief set out in Schedule 1(B). 

C. Ragol, Moylan, McLean and Gee have denied liability in 

relation to the claims and Ragol has counterclaimed for the 

relief set out in Schedule lee). 

D. Murphy, in his capacity as director of Diespa and as 

spokesman for the Mountain Queen Joint Venture (a joint 

venture between Diespa and TZ) has made a number of oral 

and written statements concerning Ragol, its directors, 

officers, employees and agents which he agrees to retract. 

E. Diespa and TZ have formally objected to an application by 

Ragol for Miscellaneous Licence No.77/l40 for a haulage 

road over the Tenement. 

F. The Parties to this Deed agreed to settle their claims and 

disputes on the terms set out in a deed dated the 15th 

July, 1994. 

G. The Parties have agreed to rescind the Deed made the 15th 

day of July, 1994 and have agreed to settle their claims 

and disputes on the terms set out in this Deed in lieu. 

OPERATIVE PROVISIONS: 



1. INTERPRETATION 

1.1 In this deed: 

3 

Action means Federal Court Action No. WAG 138 of 1993. 

Agreement means the agreement evidenced by the Jaccoletti 

Hill Joint Venture Agreement dated 20th August, 1992 and 

any variations agreed to by Ragol, Diespa and TZ, whether 

express or otherwise. 

caveats means Caveat Nos. 1594H/934 and 1595H/934 

registered over the Tenement by Ragol. 

Diespa and TZ' s' Claims means the claims by Diespa and TZ 

set out in the pleadings in the Action and summarised in 

Schedule l(B). 

Joint venture means the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture 

established by the Agreement. 

Parties means Diespa, TZ, Ragol, (including directors, 

other officers, employees and agents of each company), 

Murphy, McLean, Moylan, Gee and Hobbs and Parties is a 

reference to any or all of them according to the context. 

Ragol's Claims means the claims by Ragol set out in the 

pleadings in the Action and summarised in Schedule l(e). 

Settlement Date means on or before 29th September, 1994. 
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Tenement means Mining Lease No. M77/112. 

2. SETTLEMENT TERMS 

2.1 The Parties agree to settle the Action on the following 

terms: 

(a) the Deed of Release made between the parties the 15th 

day of July, 1994 and lodged for stamping the 19th 

September, 1994 is rescinded by mutual agreement. 

(b) Diespa and TZ will transfer their 50/100 interest in 

the Tenement to Ragol for $400,000. 

(c) Diespa and TZ will pay Ragol's legal costs relating to 

the Action fixed at $25,000 which sum has been paid 

out of Court to Ragol. 

(d) The Parties will consent to orders that the Joint 

Venture is terminated and that the Action be dismissed 

in accordance with the orders set out in Schedule 2. 

(e) Diespa and Murphy have signed the written retraction 

and undertaking set out in Schedule 3; and 

(f) Diespa and TZ have withdrawn their objections to 

Ragol's application for Miscellaneous Licence No. 

77/140 on the terms and conditions set out in their 

solicitor's letter dated 12th July, 1994 and Ragol's 
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solicitor's letter dated 12th July, 1994. 

2.2 Settlement is to be effected as follows:-

(a) Diespa, TZ and Murphy will execute three original 

copies of this Deed and will cause their solicitors to 

deliver the executed copies of the Deed to the 

solicitors for Ragol. 

(b) Ragol, McLean, Gee, Moylan and Hobbs undertake to 

axacuta tha original and axacutad capias executed by 

Diespa, ~Z and Murphy as soon as conveniently possible 

after 30th september, 1994. 

(c) On the Settlement Date the solicitors for the Parties 

will provide to each other a signed minute of consent 

orders in accordance with the orders set out in 

Schedule 2 and will consent to such orders being made 

in the Action at the directions hearing on 30th 

September, 1994. 

(d) Ragol will deliver to Diespa a bank cheque for 

$400,000. 

(f) On 13th July, 1994, Diespa and TZ by Ragol's 

solicitors, informed the Warden of the Southern Cross 

Warden's Court of the withdrawal of their objections 

to Ragol's application for Miscellaneous Licence 
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No. 77/140 on the basis of the terms and conditions 

contained in their solicitor's letter and Ragol' s 

solicitor's letter both dated 12th July, 1994. 

3. RELEASE 

3.1. Except as stated in this deed, each Party: 

(a) releases and discharges the other from; and 

(b) agrees not to make any claim against the other based 

on 

Diespa and TZ's claims and Ragol's claims 

respectively, and all other claims or liability 

arising directly or indirectly out of or 

connected in any way whatsoever, with the 

circumstances referred to in the Action and any 

other claims, causes of action, demands, costs, 

damages or loss of any nature whatsoever which 

any Party may have against another, including but 

not limited to, the circumstances giving rise to 

the execution of this deed. 

3.2 This Deed may be pleaded as a bar to any action, claim 

or proceedings now or in the future commenced by or on 

behalf of any Party or any person claiming through a 

Party, in respect of the matters referred to in 3.1. 
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4. FURTHER ASSURANCES 

Each Party agrees, at the request of the other Party, to do 

everything reasonably necessary, at ita own expense, to 

give effect to the terms of this Deed. 

5. COSTS 

(a) Each Party will pay its own legal costs, incidental to 

the preparation and completion of this Deed, and any 

stamp duty on the Deed and Transfer of interest in the 

Tenement will be paid by Ragol. 

(b) Diespa and TZ will pay and indemnify Ragol in respect 

of any stamp duty assessed on the Deed of Release 

entered into on the 15th July, 1994 and hereinbefore 

mutually rescinded. 

6. GOVERNING LAW 

This Deed is governed by the law of Western Australia. 

EXECUTED as a Deed on the day and date hereinbefore mentioned. 

SIGNED by the said ) 
MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY ) 
in the presence of : ) 

fETE~ At.BE~·T I\JC\I\N 

1)" t-\f'-{~t~LE, ~eEl r we,:5'l L-tEDEt::.VILl.e 

N-TI Q ~o C lE:€..\C . 



THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
DIESPA NOMINEES PTY. LTD. ) 
(ACN 009 035 670) ) 
was hereunto affixed by ) 
authority of the Directors ) 
in the presence of : ) 

THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
TZ MINING PTY. LTD. ) 
(ACN 009 439 481) ) 
was hereunto affixed by ) 
authority of the Directors ) 
in the presence of : ) 

THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
REYNOLDS AUSTRALIAN GOLD ) 
OPERATIONS LIMITED ) 
(ACN 000 488 200) ) 
was hereunto affixed by ) 
authority of thQ Directors ) 
in the presence of : ) 
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C()l1?I1?~r; 
-Seal-
DIESPA NOMINEES 

PTY. LTD. 
A.C.N. 009 035 670 

DIRECTO~ 

DIRECTOR/SECRETARY 

tfi.z MINING 
PTY LTD 

A.C.N. 
009 439 481 
'- -'- ~ 

"'- aIammait ,ul..l 

~p 
DIRECTOR ____ ----

DIRECTOR/SECRETARY 

REYNOLDS 
AUSTRALIAN 

GOLD 
OPERATIONS, 

LTD. 
• A.C.N. 000 488 200 



SIGNED by the said 

JOHNfID CZOPE McLEMl in th ~resence of : r "7 . 

~ tt 0 ee-It:r /J'1 v((,{lh 

~t..-I c. "ott. 
/9 Ifoft snte-~-r 

h . J 
SIGNED by t e sa1d 
RICHARD DENIS GEE 
in the presence of : 

) 
) 
) 
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C!..,IA.S e-f/rf'Jh FI)L.( If 

Set: ~e;f}fl1 
9-/166 l1elvi(~ fjel WrlO 

SIGNED by the said 
TERENCE BERNARD MOYLAN 
in the pres~ : 

l~~~~ 
~~ 

) 
) 
) 

{~ "'Ii« ~, ~ t.oC(.\ 

SIGNED by the said ) 
CATHERINE MARY HOBBS ) 
in the presence of : ) 

cs=e:~ _-- H ,Ie, 
" "'\L ... e ..... 
5"- C.h.~.~ Ro"",4 
Cl~ S.4cJ..; 
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SCHEDULE 1 DETAILS OF THE ACTION 

A. Diespa and TZ, prior to 20th August, 1992 were each the 
registered holders of 50/100 shares in the Tenement which 
is situated near Marvel Loch, Western Australia. In 1992 
the Parties were involved in negotiations for the 
commercial exploration, m~n~ng and treatment of gold 
bearing ore from the Tenement. 

By a written agreement dated 20th August, 1992 the Parties 
entered into a joint venture whereby, amongst other things, 
Diespa and TZ each transferred a 25/100 share in the 
Tenement to Ragol. 

On 21st May, 1993, at a meeting of the Jaccoletti Hill 
Joint Venture Committee of Management a further agreement 
(lithe Further Agreement") was made between the Parties for 
the mining and treatment of are from an "approved pit" on 
the basis of an agreed gold delivery schedule and an agreed 
basis of sharing of the costs. The terms of the Further 
Agreement are in dispute as is the issue of whether the 
minutes of the meeting and attachments thereto evidenced 
the full terms of the Further Agreement. 

B. Diespa and TZ, by a substituted statement of claim. dated 
9th March, 1994 claim:-

1. damages under section 82 of the Trade Practices Act 
1975 for allegedly false and misleading 
representations made by Ragol, Moylan, McLean and Gee 
in relation to "blending" , "batch treatment" and 
"laterites"; 

2. damages for breach of the Agreement and the Further 
Agreement and the "contingency agreement" (both made 
21st May, 1993); 

3. that the Agreement be declared void; 

4. Ragol transfer to each of Diespa and TZ 25/100 shares 
in the Tenement; 

5. Ragol give an account of all profits received from 
mining activities and milling and treatment of are 
from the Tenement and pay these profits to Diespa and 
TZ; and 

6. interest and costs. 

c. Ragol, by an amended defence and cross claim dated 27th 
May, 1994, claims under the terms of the Agreement:-

1. $52,351.52 from each of Diespa and TZ as costs 
incurred on behalf of the Joint venture by Ragol; 
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2. an account of all monies payable by the Parties to 
each other prior to 30th January, 1994; 

3. an order that the Tenement be sold and the proceeds of 
sale distributed in accordance with each Party's 
participating equity in the Joint venture; 

4. an order that the affairs of the Joint Venture be 
wound up; and 

5. interest and costs. 
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SCHEDULE 2 CONSD'l' ORDBRS 

The Court orders that: 

1. The court declares that the Jaccoletti Hill Joint venture, 
formerly carried on by the first and second applicants and 
the first respondent, as evidenced by an agreement in 
writing dated 20th August, 1992, is terminated. 

2. The undertakings provided to the Court by the first and 
second applicants in their capacities as trustees of the A
M Family Trust and the Zaffino Family Trust ("now called 
the TZ Trust") respectively ("the Trusts") and the 
acknowledgements provided by the beneficiaries of the 
Trusts pursuant to the orders of Mr. Justice Lee made the 
27th May, 1994, be discharged. 

3. The first and second applicants' application and the cross 
claimant's cross claim be dismissed. 

4. The first and second applicants do pay the first 
respondent's costs fixed at $25,000. 
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SCHEDULE 3 RETRACTION AND UNDERTAKING 

TO: Reynolds Australian Gold operations Limited 

AND 
TO: Mr. John McLean 

Mr. Denis Gee 
Mr. Terence Moylan 
Ms. Kate Hobbs 

I, MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY acknowledge that I have on my own behalf, 
and on behalf of Diespa Nominees Pty. Ltd. and TZ Mining Pty. 
ltd., made various oral and written statements about Reynolds 
Australian Gold operations Limited, (including its directors, 
officers, employees, former employees), Mr. John MCLean, Mr. 
Denis Gee, Mr. Terence Moylan and Ms. Kate Hobbs, in relation to 
their involvement in the affairs of the Jaccoletti Hill Joint 
Venture and their conduct in exploration, mining, milling and 
treatment of gold activities generally. 

The statements made by me alleged and implied that the above 
parties had committed acts of fraud, forgery, perjury, 
misrepresentation, theft, conspiracy and dishonesty in relation 
to the above matters. 

I unreservedly withd~aw these statements and acknowledge that 
there was no factual basis for my making the statements. I 
further undertake that in the future I will not make any claims 
or statements of a similar nature or to a like effect. 
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cla1"tns Parll'ament told McKechnie QC ignored evidence documeo.ting .ResourC'es, headed by John David Cooper 
uu , the systematic fraud of more than $30 million McLean who also was managing director of 

III By Daniel Clery 

THE royal commission into police corrup
tion should investigate allegations of gold 
·swindling, One Nation MLC John Fischer 
said this week. 

Mr Fischer raised the allegations when he 
tabled a series of documents in the Legislative 
Council on Tuesday night on behalf of a con· 
stituent, Michael Murphy. They relate to Mr 
Murphy's company, The Murphy Interest, 
which bought a mining tenement in Marvel 
Loch, 32km south of Southern Cross, in 1991. 

in gold. Reynolds Yilgarn. The transactions took 
Mr McKechnie dismissed the allegations place in 1991. . 

yesterday. He said they had no basis in fact or In 1992, Reynolds Yilgarn approached The 
law. . Murphy Interest and offered to mine the 

Mr Fischer told the Council that the tene- remainder of the tenement jointly. It offered: 
ment's vendor, Nevoria Joint Venture, had to treat the ore at a plant it owned on a . 
told Mr Murphy that two-thirds of the prop- neighbouring property. . 
erty did not have gold ore. Nevoria said It had· Mr Murphy alleges that Reynolds Yilgarn 
allowed a neighbour, Reynolds Yilgarn Gold provided his ~ompany with fraudulent metal- . 
Operations, to dunp its mine fVaste if, the lurgy reports which played down the property's . 
area. value in order to secure a 50 per cent share. 

It is not known how much Mr Murphy paid Mr Fischer said it was ane~ed that Rey-
for the tenement.. nolds Yilgarn removed three times as much 

The Murphy Interest was approached by a ore, worth $3(} million, from the lease than it 
Nevoria representa:ive and asked to sen the was entitled to. Figures in Reynolds Yilgarn's 

monthly reports to the Department of Min
eral and Petroleum Resources and The Mur
phy Interest did not match. 

"RYGOL, when confronted, compounded 
its dishonesty by forging new monthly retU(ns 
to fit its joint venture figures," Mr Fischer 
told the Council. ''These forgeries were not 
very load and it is hard to see how they could 
have been done without the knowledge of the 
department. " 

He said evidence was handed to the DPP in 
1993. 

The documents claim that Mr McKechnie 
stopped indictment proceedings over the 
allegations. The proceedings were initiated by 
then-deputy director of public prosecutions 
Gerard Overnan and senior crown prosecutor 
Libby Wood,. "This action by McKechnie 
may make him an accessary after. the fact to 
all the allegations," Mr Fischer sa:d. 

Police decl!ned to comment.pH 
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1 Riverside Peninsular 
7 Stone Street 
South Perth WA 6151 

THE MURPHY INTEREST 
ABN 39 734 598 213 

B Telephone (08) 94745215 
Facsimile (08) 94746431 

Our Ref RHC/RYG=ORL=HORMAHDY:CAKELOT-KIH PAC:GWALIA/WA STATE; -
TMI FILE SEQUENCE ; STATE-120 

Your Ref 
31 January 2002 

ATTENTION: MICHAEL JOHNSON Executive Officer to Royal Commission -
WA State Police Service, PO BOX Z5318 PERTH WA 6843 

ADDRESS BY THE KURPBY IH'l'ERBST (THI) TO ROYAL COKKISSION 

In He; 

IKPBNDING ROYAL COHH:ISSIOH IH"l'O WI.. POLICE snVICB ; PROVIS'IOlf OF 
RELEVANT EVIDENCE BY THE MURPHY INTEREST (TMI) THERETO -

VIS-i.-VIS : 

A) Conclusively respectively pri.a facie evidenced, Multi Billion 
Dollar int.ernational. gold mafia *.. criae cOJlUllission within 
Western Australia, relevant to Terms of Reference t.o Commission; , 

B) Conclusively evidenced Hulti Hil.lion Dollar segment of said mafia 
crime cOJlUlliasion on TKI 1991-1994, re1evant to findings of said 
CollUllission; 

C} Concl.uslvely evidenced WA State accomplice assistance in said 
crim@ commiesion 1993-1994, re1@vant. to aaid findings; 

D) ConcInei veIy evidenced lfA State corrupt accessory after fact 
protection of said criae co_lasion within 1996-8, continuing 
with successive lfA St.at.e Liberal and ALP corrupt. participation 
through present date, relevant. to said findings; 

E) Resultant 1998 TXI ·Not.ice of Claim [croYD Suits Act. 1947] on lilt. 
STATE in amount. $A185,OOO,OOO presently incremented to some 
$ASOO,OOO,OOO, relevant. to said findings; 

F) Impending joinder of said mafia criminals to said pending civil 
suit arising from said [WA State assisted/protect.ed] mafia crime 
commission, relevant to said Terms of Reference; said findings -

'It** Term mafia is herein applied as it is thesaurus defined I vi z 
[Whi te cOllar) or~anised international body Of criminals [wi thin 
global gold mining industry J exerting sinister hidden influence I 
[in Western Australia wit.hin gold mining indust.ry; on successive 
State Liberal: ALP, governments]"_ 
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Following exhibits are enclosed 

1. COPY THI LETTER ATTACHING QUESTIONNAIRE dated 14 September 2001 
directed to WA State ALP Premier Gallop (Gallop) - stipulating 
~ and ~ responses to specific questions put him in the 
Questionnaire be given by him to TMI I in respect to the I to his 
conclusively evidenced knowledge mafia crime commission on Tl-lI 
and WA State prosecution/political corruption related thereto. 

2. COPY ACTUAL PARLIAMENTARY QUBST:tONS ON NOT:tCB TO GALLOP by 
Hon John Fischer HLC I requi ring due and truthful answers "t,.e. '" 
from Gallop in specific relation to said TMI Questionnaire. / 

3. COpy PARLIAMENTARY EVASIONS BY GALLOP - deliberately wholly and 
collusively, evading Questionnaire. Such an evasion in opinion of 
this speaker a professional criminal investigator versed in law 
and its practise, constitutes proof be;tond reasonable doubt of 
GallOp's personal complicity as accessory after the fact to said 
conclusively evidenced multi million mafia crime commission -
that true answers to said Questionnaire would "res ipsa loquitur" 
expose WA State enti ties (including WA Police Service) thus WA 
State itself to be continuing its complicity in said crime • 

.4. COPY OF RBI,aTED PABI,IAKRHTARY ADDRESS BY BON JOHN FISCHER« KI.~. 

apllropriately highlighted as to matters relevant to Royal 
Commission's Terms of Reference clauses l(a) and (b); 3; 4i 5; 
and 9.2. 

5. COpy OF THI REVIEW DOCDlIEBT referred to throughout TMI' s said 
letter and Questionnaire to Gallo};; the precise subj act of sa id 
Questions on Notice put by Hon. John Fischer MLC, to Gallop, his 
"answers" being neither in legal sen6e, due; true in any sense. 

REVIEW Enclosure will now be tabled in WA State Parliament by One 
Nation Party; entered into evidence by TNI to Royal Commission. 

6. QYEBVIEW/RispJd OF SCOTS CRnuHAL JUSTICE SYSTEM - provided to 
One Nation Party by author with authorisation to Copy/use in TMI 
expos~ of WA State POlitical/bureaucratic corruption leading to 
inevitable/unavoidable WA State Police by illeg"al political t 
bureaucratic, other WA State government forms of deliberate 
curtailment. Suggesting appointment of Procurators Fiscal within 
WA State Criminal Justice System, Enclosure is considered worthy 
of recommendation by Royal Commission, particularly so in respect 
to clause 4 of its Terms of Reference. 

In this speaker I s professional opinion however - to effectively 
destroy the whOlly evidenced historical corruption now within all 
tiers of WA state government (criminal investigation/~rosecution 
in particular) to thus ensure due ~rosecution of even politically 
powerful criminal perpetrators r Procurators Fiscal helping cure 
such cancer in Western Australia's much damaged Criminal Justice 
System would until its cancers be cured f need be drawn from 
Australian States other than Western Australia or from countries 
aypropriately linked with Australia / that they be specifically 
t.rained and '-,1ualified to fulfil such legal function, viz that of 
incorruptible lawyers in harness and harmony with incorruptible 
WA State Police to ensure such cancers once destroyed are g1'1/'911 

no o~portun1ty to re-manifeet. 
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7. TNI PAPER - DISSERTATION OM IHEFFEC'l'IVENESS .AND CORRUPTION OP VA 
STATE POLICE GOLD STEALING -DE'fEC'fIOH- UNIT - in response to WA 
newspaper December 20, 2001 to which it attaches. In such rey-ard 
content Of Enclosure 5~ REVIEW; Enclosure 4, parliamentary 
expose (high lighted, page 2) being wholly corroborated • 

• • • • • • • *. • ....................... . 

Captioned Sub-Subjects A) through D) are conclusively evidenced by 
Evidence as to Primary Status held in safe cust.ody by TMI; as to 
Secondary status from TMI 1996-8 which - if not since corruptly 
destroyed - should be sti 11 held by incumbent WA State DFP from his 
whOlly evidenced (infra} corruptl predecessor in Office. 

CAPTIONED MAFIA CRIB COULD NOT HAVE BEER COMKI'l'TBD; CONTINUE TO BB 
CORRUHLY PROTECTED BY SOCC'ESSIVE VA STATB GOVERNMENTS - SEE REVIEW 
DOCUMENT Elf CLOSURE 5 HERETO - WITHOU'f CORRUPT HISTORICAL CURTAILMEM'l' 
OF WA STATE POLICE SBRVICE PER SB IN RESPEctr TO INVESTIGATION OF 
COMPLEX MAJOR CRIME COMMITTED BY IMHEHSBLY MEALTBYl POLITICALLY 
POWERFUL 1fBITE COLLAR CllDIXBALS; AlfD, IN SPECIFIC RELATION TO THE 
SO CALLED -WA STATE POLICE- GOLD STEALING -DETECTION- UNIT .AIID THE 
[UHCORSTITtrrIONAL] COMPLETE COIl'l'ROL THEREOF BY SAID MAFIA CRIMINALS 
Wl'rB CORRUPT VA STATB POLITICAL ASSISTANCE PHOM BOTH SIDES OF MAIN 
STREAK POLITICS, SAID CORRUPTION OF -THEIR MASTERS· WHOLLY KNOWR TO 
SAID POLICE, BEING EI'l'BBR ASSISTED, OR PERFORCE IGNORED, THEREBY. 

mus - RES GESTAE SURllOO1iDING/COllPUS DELICTI COHSTXTU'l'IHG CRIME 
CAPTIONED SUB-SUBJECTS A) THROUGH D} HEREINABOVE HOW FOLLOWS TO 
DEMONSTRATE THAT - WITBOU"l' DUE COGNISAHCE BEIBG TAKER/BE SEER TO 
HAVE BEEN TAKBN THBRBOF THIS ROYAL COMMISSION JITHIH ITS, 
ATTEMPTED RESTRICTIVE, TERMS OF llEFERERCE COULD ROT, DEMONSTRATING 
!tOE ABSENCB OF PBAR OR PAVOUR, REACH ON BORA PIDE LEGAL GRQUHDS, 
DUE FINDINGS IN ACCORDARCE WITH RULES OF LAW J PRINCIPLES IN EQUITY, 
THE TWENTIETH PRINCIPLE THERIOF IN PARTICULAR. 

Former WA State DPP (McKechnie} conclusively evidenced himself 1998 
(See ENCLOSURE 5, REVIEW document) hereto, accessory after fact to 
inter a1 1a I said conclue! vely evidenced I captioned Sub-Subj ect C) 
viz t insertion of forged instruments by WA State Department of 
Minerals & Energy (DOME} officers in accomplice assistance to said 
concerted mafia crime commission into DOME records seeking futilely 
to conceal true q,uanta ($A30/000,OOO) Of gold (in any event 
otherwise conclus1 vely evidenced by TMI) stalen wi thin captioned 
Sub-Subject B). 

To in turn protect McKechnie's crfme - ~ other relevant statutory; 
bureaucratic; political; WA State entities when afforded opportunity 
by TMI to view Primary status conclus! ve evidence thereof f wi th one 
only exce},Jtion (then WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General Griffiths} 
(Griffiths), evaded in roost cases with no res~onset the opportunity. 

In case of WA State Anti-Corruption Commission (ACe) it was declared 
to TNI in wri tin9 that it would not II on reasonable (!!!) grounds" 
investi~ate either the conclusively evidenced DOME corruption or 
that of McKechnie in resl:Ject to said conclusively evidenced multi 
million dollar mafia crime commission. 
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Griffiths however 1999 at instruction of then WA State ALP Leader 
of the Op},)osition GallOp (Gallop) I utilised the conclusive evidence 
to expose in WA State Parliament, corruption of McKechnie; corrupt 
J:Jrotection thereof by ACC. Griffiths under Gallop's supervision 
thus commenced parliamentary interrogations of then WA State Liberal 
Attorney General Foss (Foss); then WA State Liberal Premier Court 
(Court) in respect to said WA State corrupt assistance in/protection 
of the, conClusively evidenced, mafia major crime commission. 

See REVIEW Enclosure 5 - FOSS simply lied to Parliament in res~onse; 
Court (under discernible WA State Solicitor General/Crown Solicitor 
advice) simply threatened TNI in his. ALL said public officers, and 
all "relevant [as described by Fossl public officers thereafter -
inClusive of Minister for Police, Prince (in respect to related 
corruption of WA State Police); Minister for Minee, MOORE in respect 
to said foryeries in 6i eu t in continuing domino corruption, have 
evaded said opportunity afforded by TMI to examine said evidence. 

In Auyust 1999 however, GallloI:' with neither contact nor 
explanation to TMl, abruptly and corruptly, in contravention of, 
inter alia, provisions of section 55 of WA State criminal Code Act 
Compil.a~ion Act 1913 (criminal Code) at whose precise behest is not 
tet proved, illegally gagged Griffiths; removed him from said Shadow 
portfolio; replaced him with (now WA State ALP Attorney General] 
McGinty (McGinty) who also has evaded examination of the conclusive, 
TMI adduced, evidence. 

McGinty when contacted by TMI in 1999 undertook in writing to 
continue Gri ffi ths I interrogations - CONVERSELY, by dul.y ovidclnced 
subterfuge, he evaded doing that also. ThuB I as from WA State ALP 
attaining Office in 2001, McGinty in wholly evidenced corrupt 
concert wi th Gallop f demonstrating domino WA State ALP com,L)l lei ty 
in said mafia crime commission, evaded thereafter ANY due response 
to TMI communications. Thus does now WA. State ALP continue the 
corrupt WA State protection of the conclusively evidenced mafia 
llerpet.rat.ors; t.heir WA St.ab~ and at.her accoml?lices/accessories in/t.o 
the multi million dollar crime commission on TMli the prima facie 
evidenced multi billion dollar crime on third parties - THUS, VA 
STATE CORRUPTION OF THE GREATEST MAGNITUDE WHICH - IF IT WERE ROT SO 
DEEPLY IMBEDDED IN WESTERN AUST1lALIAH HISTORICAL AND DELIBERATE 
MALADMINISTRATION OF ITS -JUSTICE- SYSTEH, WOULD LEAVE NO ROOM FOR 
EVEN HINOR CORRUPTION WITHIN ITS THEREBY DAMAGED/IMPAIRED, POLICE. 

Present day WA STATE ALP EXECUTIVE can not be left out of foregoing 
e<.,j,uation - the duly evidenced corruption of Gallol,l in concert with 
McGinty in the conclusively evidenced massive WA State corruption, 
could have arisen from only ONE of two sources - either at their own 
corrupt initiative for personal benefit; or, at behest of their 
unseen pOlitical masters. Source, and timing, of financial 
"contribut.ions't to WA State Al.P Q19ctoral. funds 1999-2000, Silhould 
duly evidence motive for GallOp'S otherwise mystifying abru~t turn. 

Whichever may prove to be case, joint corruption of Gallo~/McGinty 
continues the conclusively evidenced McKechnie initiated WA State 
protection of mafia perpetrators of; accomplices in; accessories to; 
the multi million dollar crime on TMI/prima facie evidenced multi 
billion dollar crimes on identified third parties -
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such additional crimes being so evidenced by TMI when for reasons 
set forth at length said REVIEW I they were forced pursuant to 
wholly evidenced TOTAL incal:'aci ty /unreliabi li ty of WA State Police 
Ser:vice per se (in respect to its Gold Stealing "Detection" Uni t r 

pursuant additionally to specifically evidenced corruption [infra]) 
to be in any event not able to be safely entrusted to be inVOlved 
in inve8ti~ation to professionally and bona fidely evidence complex 
major crime commission (See also ENCLOSURE 4, One Nation Party 
parliamentary Address [high light page 2], hereto; related ENCLOSURE 
7 I TMI Paper] latter to any experienced criminal investigator 
expos ing its own pathetic s torn to instead to the express 
knowledge of McKechnie, personally and professionally at huge cost -
investiSd:ate and conclusively evidence, the multi million dollar 
mafia concerted crime commission on its own constituents. 

NOTE actual "form" which McKechnie's corruption took - that is 
to say his abruptly I against conclue! ve evidence to the contrary, 
falsely and without explanation ,purporting that WA Police Service 
should suddenly des~ite said evidence, be "given access" to said 
conclusive evidence of commission by the captioned mafia 
:verI;l9trators, of the crime constituting captioned Sub-Subject B) 
hereinabove or prosecutions [t.hen progressing] of the mafi.a 
perpetrators and WA State/other accomplices) would not continue, was 
to McKechnie's express I evidenced corrupt I knowledge "death knell" 
to such prosecutions being able to proceed. 

McKechnie's collusively complicit false purport at virtual final 
point of two years due prosecution preparation process Eursuant to 
said evidence by then WA State principal Crown Prosecutor and 
Senior Crown Prosecutor he supervised r to in accordance therew! th 
j,JrQparQ BiJ.ls of IncHctment. to prefer on the evidenced principal. 
mafia criminals and on additionally, such accomplices/accessories 
thereof, as under resourced Criminal Courts of Western Australia 
co,uld cope with, constitutes -

within res yestae to/corpus delicti of said major crime commission, 
evidence beyond reasonable doubt of McKechnie's related corruption; 
domino complicity t:.hel':'ewi th af Wi!!. St.at.e publ ic off i cere {denti fied 
within Enclosure 51 REVIEW document , hereto. 

This sl,lecific "form" of McKechnie's corrupt initiation of WA State 
corrui-lt j,.Jrotection of said evidenced mafia perpetrators, was 
followed in identical form {adding in case of Foss specific false 
purport of "appropriateness" of specified WA Police units inClusive 
of the then evidenced corruj?t, Gold Steal ing "Detection" Uni t in 
his misleading of Parliament 1999 r leaving thereafter sa id corrupt 
"form" to be the false carefully Mspeci fied (see Gallop' s falsity 
- ENCLOSURE 3, purportedly "due and true" Answers to Parliament, 
hereto) r basi s for ALL WA Sta te domino comi?ounding of concl us i vely 
evidenced major mafia crime commission; corrupt continuation of 
~rotection from prosecution of its conclusively proved perpetrators. 

It is to be noted that NONE of the said thus complicit. so called 
[by Foss, in domino manner by Gallop] "relevant authorities" (which 
in a non-complicit Australian State would lawfully be so termed) -
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has attemlJted to deny conclusive probative force of sa id evidence; 
stated any reason for failing to perform their fU!!l respective 
statutory duties of office pursuant thereto - daVin from ACe through 
Foss/Court; ~all relevant authorities" to McGinty and Gallop. 

Thus is yuilt of McKechnie in his initiation of said, continuing 
through present date, WA State illegal protection of said whol.ly 
evidenced crimes and principal perpetra tors/accomplices in, 
accessories to, establ ished beyond reasonable doubt. - a 91 tua tion 
which in circumstance of his elevation by Foss to WA Bench, 
demonstrates of itself, MASSIVE INTERLOCKED WA STATE CORRUP'rION 
WHICH INEXORABLY HAS YIELDED READILY DISCERNIBLE CORRUPTION IN 
DIVERS FORMS. WITHIN ITS PUBLIC SERVICE, THROUGH TO SOME DEGREE 
TO OTHERWISE BASICALLY BONEST POLICE - CORRUPTLY CURTAILED THEREBY 
FROM DULY PERFORMING THEIR RESPECTIVE SWORN DUTIES OF OFFICE. 

As corruption of WA State Police 1s to some degree thus apparent in 
variety of isolated direct and indirect instances of its day day 
operations to result in distinctly discernible WA State Police ennui 
and resultant professional incapacity to inevitable endangerment of 
public State (and Federal) revenue sources [infra], and ability to 
without fear of officIal interference to enforce the existing law in 
I,lrotection of private enterprise financially ravaged by WA State 
assisted major crime -

in respect whereOf WA Police Service KNOWS for variety of reasons 
[supra 1 that if powerful WA State entities have vested interests in 
subj ect. matter of sa id crime; or I mode of thei r cosy admin istrati ve 
practises or malpractlses may be threatened; or I promotions may be 
adversely affected by fall-out therefrom -

ANY due action by Police in relation thereto will be, to quote 1999 
advices from one very senior (now early retired) commissioned Police 
Officer wi th service spanning most WA state Police criminal 
investigation divisions "SMOTHERED progressively by a variety of 
pl.oys tlu;ough to ultimate poi nt of fl.t"osecution I so 1i ttl.e Pol. ice 
action is even begun i virtually NONE, in serious criminal fraud and 
related crime in particularlYI is EVER (as history shows [See 
Enclosure 5 REVIEW document; ENCLOSURE 1, copy 14 September 2001 TMI 
letter to Gallop WHOLLY ignored thereby] - successfully COMPLETED". 

Such demoralised lack of WA Police ~rofessional capacity is des~ite 
appearances of neat uniformity, in truth a literal cancer affectin~ 
every division of WA Police Service even to street level, to which 
state of affairs, daily/periodic media expose bears sad witness. 

IN FOREGOING REGARD - a certain prima facie evidenced instance of 
very serious corru~tion by a then very relevant senior member of WA 
State Police Criminal Investigation Branch in respect to a notorious 
(White COllar] criminal Offence in 1980's, came unbidden from a 
third party obviously i.plicat.ed therein to the attention of this 
slJeaker when pursuing an unrelated business investigation. This 
third party suddenly I unwittingly in distraught manner, disclosed 
without invitation prima facie evidence that he in concert with 
others was indeed involved in the said serious crime. 
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that crime - wholly unrelated to the concerted major mafia crime on 
TMI - is pursuant to said prima facie evidenced WA State Police CIB 
indi vidual' s corru~tion in respect thereto, relevant however to 
Royal Commission Terms of Reference clauses lea); l(b)i and as such 
does further evidence res gestae [danger of WA State Police being 
unable to be entrusted to investigate or lay charges in cases of 
serious crime commission, as are WA state prosecutorlali judicial, 
authorities] surrounding captioned Sub-Subjects A) through D) -

as initiated by McKechnie; in such regard to be directly relevant to 
Term of Reference clause 3 - duly evvidenced corrupt ineffectiveness 
of WA DPP, ACe, Attorney General, Solicitor General, Crown Solicitor 
Off ices; AND, ultimately PARLIAMENT itself as presently consti tubed 
[infra] - in "dealing" with corrupt conduct set forth clause 1) said 
Terms of Reference. 

That said not.orious third party crime be seen to be wholly separate 
from the concerted mafia crime on TMI (but as shown, relevant as to 
WHY WA State Police Service is in some areas corrupt) I this speaker 
will now swear appropriate affidavit in respect thereto; WA Police 
prima facie evidenced corrupt investigation thereot' and will ~.I?lace 
the affidavit to hand of One Nation Party adjudged WHOLLY corruption 
free in a Western Australia State of miasmic corruption, for such 
action One Nation Party may deem due and proper according to law. 

Attention of Royal Commission is now drawn to ENCLOSURB 2, copy of 
ACTUAL Questions - put 27 November 2001 to Gallop on Notice by Hon 
John Fischer MLC, pursuant to the concluai vely evidenced corrupt 
termination by Gall.op of Griffit.hs· Parliamentary interrogations 
2£. fOBS - Court 1999, for specified 2:!ul. and ~ reply by Gallop in 
respect to captioned Sub-Subj ects A} through F) hereinabove and 
directing that said responses be specifically applied to the actual 
questions put to him (Gallop) by TMI within said QUBSTIODAIRE 
[portion of Enclosurel, hereto). 

Re1'lies ylven by Gallop to Parliament wholly ignored the specific 
QUESTIONS WITHIN QUESTIONNAIRE being indeed, dUly evidenced to be 
collusive and deceptive in reseect to the cai'tioned major crime 
commission. Thus in no manner in legal sense are they ~ response 
questions within Questionnaire, or are they in any senset truthful, 
legal liabilities of Gallop in respect thereto, being Obvious. 

It is proJ:.>er at this point therefore to reiterate the reality that 
in respect to captioned Sub-Subjects A) t.hrough D), ALL WA State 
Senior Public Officers relevant thereto are similarly evidenced 
criminally corrupt; additionally personally liable in civil 
jurisdiction I in respect to said conclusively evidenced, corruptly 
not prosecuted, multi million/billion dollar concerted International 
mafia crimQ commission, and its effects, captioned wit.hin 
Sub-Subjects A) through F) hereinabove. 

It follows therefore that even the in comparison relatively minor 
associated corruption Of Sl?eCif1c WA State POlice units related 
thereto, evidences euch Police to be anything but "appropriate" 
8'i:jency as McKechnie attempted to falsely purport; Foss attempted to 
falsely expand upon -
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to illegally protect McKechnie's corruption which Gallop in l:.1i!. 
parliamentary response in concert with l-lcGinty corruptly seeks to 
perpetuate, seeking to ensure protection of ACe's own criminal 
protection of McKechn i e I such ad nauseam, be lng directly relevant 
clause 3 of Royal Commission's Terms of Reference. 

Relat i vely minor" or not r corrupt ass i stance afforded by WA Police 
pursuant to deliberate WA state curtailment to the conclusively 
evidenced multi million/multi billion dOllar mafia thieves, remains 
corru)!tion within ambit of clauses lea); l(b) of said Terms of 
Reference, as is of course TMI testimony in respect thereto. 

Royal Commission is thus deemed by TMI to have duty in law to 
inquire in captioned Sub-Subjects A) through D) and deliver separate 
finding, pursuant .. to inter alia, evidence provided to it by TMI 
that such finding be of itself admissible evidence in appropriate 
trials arising from captioned Sub-Subjects E) and F) hereinabove -
otherwi se, wi th dee,l?est resl?9Ct, the Conuniss i on may well be seen in 
the conclusively evi denced circums tances f to be i tsel! even, a 
party to a cynically driven political Inquiry to protect and not 
ex~ose, conclusively evidenced WA state corruption related thereto . 

• fill •• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• 

SUMMATIONS 

This speaker with curriculum vitae put 1996 with Brief of Evidence 
and appropriate Primary exhibit evidence in respect to captionec 
Sub-Subject B) hereinabove, to hand 01' then WA State Principal Crowr: 
Prosecutor [supra] - finds from observation, research, inquiry, thai 
other than 1n spasmodic isolated instances I most relativelY minor i 
some few serious; (as occur within every group of humanity la, 
enforcement; political; prosecutorial; judicial; religious, 
commerce; public/private enterprise of whatsoever nature - WA PoliCE 
Service is HOT corrupt to extent which could not even now be dull 
dealt with within internal management, if management officers hal 
not themselves been historically deliberately curtailed in theil 
respecti ve progress through Police ranks see Enclosure 1 r il 
conjunction with Enclosure 5, hereto. 

Thus in thi s speaker's vi ew WA Police Service despi te graa' 
imklrovement over past two decades in modern accroutrement i breadt~ 
of training continues desperately ineffective. This ineffectivenes 
arises in most instances and areas from said historical curtailmen 
and that being factually wholly so, its criminal investigation, an 
prosecution prowess is near non-existent from demoralisation an 
~robably frustration, to be in sense of integrity, suspect. 

WA State Anti-Corruption Commission has been conclusively evidence 
by TMI i some published others; to be a NOT ONLY WHOLLY ineffecti v 
BUT A CONCLUSIVELY EVIDENCED UNSUITAELE statutory entity to b 
entrusted to "investigate and deal with" such corruption as may b 
found bi' Royal Commission due inquiry to exist not only in "an 
~'l'estern Australian Police Officer" as referred to, clause 1 of sal 
Terms of Reference BUT, with ANY instance of WA State corruption. 
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In plush surrounds, sheltering behind defective legislation designed 
to intimidate and inhibit public protest, which legislation its 
members and officers, mistakenly, consider protects them from legal 
redress r ACC is now itself at last conclusively evidenced to be 
corru).'t. In such regard this speaker additionally recalls that 
even Court t in cynical response to question in such regard put to 
him vhi 1st he was in Office by a TV interviewer I responded in terms 
of obvious discomfit, "who will watch the [Ace) watch dog then?~. 

Such ACe corruption, within a decade of [with one ludicrously simple 
exception which could be handled routinely by any Police detective] 
wholly unsuccessful operation, actually makes for Police corruption. 

ACC being supposedly WA State's official corruption "fighter" r its 
own conclusi veIr evidenced corruption must be a shattering blow to 
Police morale"confidence and integrity. In such circumstance it is 
1 i ttle wonder that WA Pol ice find it easier to just "follow the Ace 
leader" in regard to the conclusively evidenced mafia crime on TNI. 

Clause 3 of said Terms of Reference in opinion of this speaker thus 
Ii terally reguires the Royal Commission to PUbliCLY examine the 
evidence held by TMI as to said Ace corruption vividly demonstrated 
for example in its corrupt disregard of existence of the forgeries 
wit.hin WA Stat.e DOME records (in rQspect to said crime on TMI) which 
existence of false records it wholly ignored to specifically 
corruptly lJrotect McKechnie's corrupt protection of, said multi 
million dollar mafia crime commission -

further this speaker considers, Ace corrupton as a matter of sheer 
constit.utional law, literally disbars it from continuing ANY 
investigation of ANY matter in ,respect to ANY WA State entity. Such 
51 tuation byassoclation I consequently/contemporaneously I disbars 
McKechnie from continuing to perform ANY WA State judicial function 
- pending due Address in respect thereto by appropriate non-corrupt 
political authority/authorities [infra] in such regard to both, 
reformed (,lnfra] Houses of WA State Parliament. 

This speaker now deems it proper to express similar concern to that 
expressed by Han John Fischer (Enclosure 4, Parliamentary Address as 
highlighted - last paraS6raph of Pag'e 1) as to Western Australian 
status of the Royal Commiss ioner. Such concern does not. question 
ethics of this Commissioner personally but arises from basic fact 
that whichever WA judicial entity had been appointed t it would 
engender in this speaker in common wi th many others of WA State 
Constituency .,ho also painfu11y acqnired ingrained distrust of ANY 
public officer employed within WA State Public Service for due 
prosecution of offenders - noting provisions of section 122 of 
the Criminal Code, violated by McKechnie in his conclusively 
evidenced, corrupt flagrant flouting of maxim of law additionally 
"int.erest reipublicae ne JIlaleficia remanent inpunita" . 

. Commissioner's dictum in so called UNA Inc" Royal Commission as to 
extreme seriousness he attached to falsified State records 
falsi fied apparently, as is case of crime capti oned wi thin 
Sub-Subject C) in attempt to conceal commission of major HA State 
crime (also otherwise conclusively evidenced) goes far to allay 
such concern however. 
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Risking criticism as to repetit.ion in this Address" this speaker 
finds it proper in above regard to here again refer to, and to some 
extent expand upon, captioned Sub-Subject C) - wherein WA State DOME 
records were for~ed by employee of one mafia perpetrator (identified 
to McKechnie and pro9ressively to all other supposedly "relevant" WA 
State authorities) that they be inserted into State records by DOME 
officers in clumsy attempt to conceal 1 otherwise also concl usi vely 
evidenced, segments of captioned crime within Sub-Subject B). 

Such conclusively evidenced fact of WA State accomplice corruption, 
has at all material times been corruptly ignored by - to express 
informed knOWledge of the most senior of WA Police Officers; ALL so 
called "relevant" WA State authorities" as "canted" by Foss (See 
Enclosure 5, REVIEW document - Content page, Items 2 - 7 inclusive) 
- without ANY acknowledgement of it. hGlving been eo advised by TMI. 
It is expected that this Royal Conunission as a matter of law, takes 
t.hus due cognisance of such en bloc WA State corruption, relevant 
to clauses lea); l(b)i 3; 4; 9.1; 9.2; of its Terms of Reference. 

Now "please note Enclosure 3, Gallop's purported Parliamentary 
"answers II wherein he too whOlly evaded any MENTION of fo~ged WA 
State records when he seeks falsely to purport in exact false 
words as those of Foss in ll1.i. supposed due "answers II 1999, to 
Parliament. Gallop thus 2002 evidenced clear criminal conspiracy 
between at least Foss-Court and McGinty-himself, when he -

in terms of virtual imbecility, additionally attributed to WA State 
Crown Solicitor (See Enclosure 3, Gallop's parliamentary "answers") 
the arrant nonsense that I not only are said forgeries (true copies 
J:irovided 1996 by TMI to McKechnie) to be ignored but (note word 
"others" and logically apply it J WA State intends and indeed 
threatens to vigorously defend not only the WA State accomplices of 
the .forger; the forger himself (l5pecifically identified bY". TMI in 
wri tinS! to former WA State DPP, and to incumbent WA StateDPP who 
continues to ignore both the forgeries and the forger); the principal 
mafia thieves themselves who contemporaneously stole from WA State 
itself millions of dollars by way of evasion of royalties due on the 
$A30, 000 I 000 stolen mined gold; all WA State/other accomplices and 
accessories in/to said conclusively evidenced corruptly not 
~rosecutedt concerted multi million dollar mafia crime commission!!, 
a desperately ill, Australian State, indeed !! I 

Such a statement IF in fact roade by WA Crown S.olicitor, would be 
stupid! ty personified; corrupt administration of WA State justice 
system, or I a near lunatic raving in desperate collusive attempt to 
intimidate TMI Complainants and pervert the course Of justice. 

If it however was NOT made by WA State Crown Solicitor but is an 
coll.usive invention of Foss-Court;MCGinty-Ga11op, it is "res ipsa 
loquitur" a stupid/arrogant attempt 'bo pervert the administration 
of just~ce thereby. WA Government corruption gone mad !!! 

Such a deceit evidences of itself COllusion between WA State Liberal; 
ALP, governments to corruptly continue illegal protection of the 
mafia perpetrators initiated by McKechnie to fall directly within 
ambit of clauses 3; 4; 9.1; 9.2, of said Terms of Reference making" 
due inquiry by the Royal Commission prerequisite in respect thereto. 
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In· such regard TMI intender to tender addi tional evidence to the 
Royal commission not only as to need already shown hereinabove to 
reform of WA Police Service which makes corruption therein 
inevitable, but to demonstrate in respect to the immediately 
preceding paragraph, how deep seated is 1U!ll, virtually "knee-jerk" 
WA state pOlitical corruption. 

Thus now note that former WA State Liberal Ministers - for Mines I 
Moore; for Police, Prince; virtually "shouted by omission" to WA 
state lJUbJ.lc orficers employed within their respective portfolios, 
their co-joint contempt for the forged state DOME records. In such 
respect TMI intends nominate some of those senior management DOME 
officers; some former senior commissionedwA State Police officers. 

Relevant to foregoing is incredible fact that Prince having violated 
provisions of, inter alia, section 173 of the Criminal Code thereby, 
is, this speaker understands I to be member of 'vA Pol ice legal team 
attending Royal Commission Inquiry into corruption related to his 
own. 

Above constitutes a virtual unthinking situation of conflicting 
interests which in this speaker I s opinion, must first be remedied 
bl'- Royal Commission before formal Inquiry in respect to any matter 
within ambit of clauses l(a}; l(b) of said Terms of Reference, can 
commence. 

The Murphy Interest does now formally advise Royal Commission that 
Western Australian Branch of One Nation party -

pursuant to its pOlitical platform plank ERADICATION OF CORRUPTION 
IN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS (personified in Western Australia by 
d.e1iberate maladministration of its Criminal Justice System 
vis-~-vis political curtailment; maladministration to continuing 
evidenced personal advantage of relevant WA State public officers 
within said System inClusive of WA Police Service of (see Enclosure 
5, REVIEW document) hereto -

is kindly working in tandem with TMI to expose all captioned 
Sub-Subj ects hereinabove, wi th view that due justice therein be 
rendered and to thereby additionally, pursuant to provisions of 
section 45 of the Criminal Code duly effect rectification of causal 
defects in Constitution; kegiskation; administration of justice; in 
Western Australia which latter defects did literally permit all of 
said captioned, WA State and other, crimes to be committed in 
continued safety from due prosecution; all attendant WA state 
Police Service corruption to occur; and, corruptly continue. 

Both TMI and One Nation Party do consider with respect, that the 
impending Royal Commission into corruption within WA State Police 
Service could as to attempted restrictive Terms of Reference 
thereto I wi thout careful diligence as to true relevance of evidence 
tendered to it, degenerate into a deliberately politically contrived, 
In~uiry into virtually nothing. 
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In opinion of One Nation Party whose Poli tical Advisor is kindly 
providing introductory Narrative to this Address, and this speaker, 
however, oontent of ~his Address does thwart such attempt by a 
conel usi vely evidenced corrupt WA State administration to for its 
sheer surv! val, pervert the course of due justice in respect to 
said captioned Sub-Subjects A) through F) hereinabove. 

I t should be noted in such regard t that a promise of any Inquiry 
Of discernible substance was forced on WA State ALP (not famous for 
its own non-corruption in its last term in Office with many of its 
then components still now in situ) when making its "promise" to the 
long suffering WA Constituency during its last [thus successful] bid 
for Office against a wholly demonstrated corrupt, WA State Liberal 
incumben~ sovernrnent (See ~nclosure 5, REVIEW document, hereto). 

Thus the perennial "pawn in the political game" I WA Police Service 
wi th members basically non-corrupt but near wholly ineffective and 
demoralised after 170 years of pOlitical curtailment for evidenced 
political benefit of whichever party may be progressively curtailing 

~ it in its day to day attempts to perform statutory functions it was 
~ . not in sl,lecific polt tical areas I ~ wanted to efficiently perform, 

was again targeted by an attempted restrictive Inquiry into ite: 
"corruption" rather than into its undeniable professional incapacitl 
and ineffectiveness; a bona fide Inquiry being considered dangerouf 
to such unwanted rectification of advantageous ineffectiveness in 
matters such as those captioned hereinabove. 

It is submitted with respect that in such situation, the Roya: 
Commission has legal duty to the Western Australia Constituenc:l tt 
race! ve and consider content of this Address; Enclosures hereto 
take testimony from TMI in respect thereto i examine exhibi' 
evidence tendered by TN! in .r:esflect thereto i afford right to TMI t, 
nominate witnesses relevant thereto the foregoing being in law 
directly relevant to respective clauses of said Terms of Reference 
herein cited. 

Thus with respect t this speaker on behalf of The Murphy Interes 
and in association wi th One Nation party I does hereby request 0 

Royal Commiss ion that despite the apparent restrictiveness of sa i 
Terms Reference placed upon it, the Commission do recognise nee 
for it to demonstrate total integrl ty in respect thereto I findin 
it is considered, both relevance of the conclusively evidence 
corruption of WA State per se as addressed herein, to said claUSE 
of said Terms of Reference i and need in that circumstance t to ma~ 
recommendations to His Excellency the Governor of Western Austral) 
- the ap~ropriate authority - in respect thereto. 

The tragic corruption of WA State per se under whichever politicc 
party may have over past 170 years been progressively in Offi( 
should - if Royal Commission finds said evidence to be such that 
jury in trials arising therefrom would/should return guilty verdi. 
therein - taking cognisance of said maxim "int.erest reipliblic:ae 1 

malefieia remaneant impunital! be immediately publicly declared 
matter of publ ie priority to be referred forthwith in accordan 
with clause 9.2 of the said Terms of Reference to His Excellency t 
Governor of Western Australia for due action in accordance with 1 
and reformation of the causal factors thereof. 
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The Royal Commission in foregoing unprecedent.ed circumst.ances is 
reminded of the two basic precedent maxims of law upon which the 
Australian system of justice, by descent, is founded, those maxims 
being -

"Not only must justice be done; it must b~ seen to have been done" 

"Justice will be done [in these matters] even though the heavens 
themselves do fall" -

and thus such urgent referral it is respectfully suhmi t.ted, must 
separately proceed from other matters to the attention of the Royal 
Commission, without. in such unprecedented matter it. is further 
submitted - fear or favour. 

It is consequently respectfully requested that Royal Commission do 
refer the matter to His Excellency the Governor of Western 
Australia with respectful recommendation that if he do deem it 
proper and requieite he do take appropriate advices from His 
Excellency the Governor of Australia as to whether in accordance 
with the conclusive evidence of WA St?lte corruption virtually per 
se, the present State Parliament of western Australia as to the 
major political parties in the majority constituting it -

is a f1 t polt tical Inst! tutlon to govern in the name of the Crown 
the State Of Western Australia, sa id "State" being of i tsel! 
conclusively evidenced complicit in said captioned, corruptly not 
prosecuted I maj or crime commission wherein in addition to huge 
monetary losses to private enterprise victims thereof -

the Crown as to the State of Western Aust.ralia that is to say the 
Constituency thereof f did lose and does continue to lose pursuant 
to said WA State corruption, millions respectively billions of 
dollars in royalty revenues corruptly evaded within said crime 
commission; and, as to the Commonwealth of Australia did lose and 
does continue to lose immense taxation revenues corruptly evaded 
within said crime commission; OR -

should said Parliament be now prorogued, respectively, dissolved 
pending due appointment by His Excellency the Governor of Western 
Australia of appropriate caretaker governing entity pending in turn 
evidenced honest elections for Ul t1mate deCision l:>y the western 
Australia State Constituency as to which Australian political party 
within Western Australia should - its candidates being thus adjudged 
corruption free I form Her Maj est:,' s Western Australia government; 
and, which political party or parties thus so adjudged, should form 
Her Majesty's Opposition government for Western Australia. 

The Murphy Interest thanks the Royal Commission for its attention to 
this - unprecedented in Western Australia criminal investigation and 
f,)rosecution history tragic eX;&lose of successive WA State 
governments' corrupt complicity in the said, conclusively evidenced, 
multi million dollar International mafia crime commission, on The 
Murphy Interest; on the Constituency of Western Australia; on the 
Commonwealth of Australia. 
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AC){nowledg-ement of receipt of hard copy of this Address is required 
from the Royal Commission please, and thereafter, due advices as to 
prel iminary Royal Carom! ssion dec! sions reached, prior to s i tting-s 
in respect to any matter referred to within this Address. 

-- '~r ..-- /~ ~-~, 

~ . 
"·Michael J. Murphy 

Administrator 
THE MURPHY INTEREST 

ENCLOSURES HERETO : 7 (as listed herein) 

COPIES - without Enclosures - TO 

1. po1itica1 Advisor for Western Australia to ONE NATION PARTYi 

2. Commissioner of Police for West.ern Australia (as a courtesy and 
for his, and his senior Management Officers! due information). 



Our Ref 
Your Ref 

RMC/RYG(ORL)l996 STATE-116:ASC 
Refer Communications - Former WA Liberal Premier : TMI 

14 September 2001 

GI Ga1lop, MLA - WA State ALP Premier -

nIt shou1d be noted •••• how easi1y men are corrupted and in nature 
transformed, however good they may be and however well taugbt ft 

Niccolo Machiavelli b.1469 - d.1527 "The Discourses" -

(in Western Australia - 2001, directly on target) -

l) Corrupt WA State assistance in/protection of conciusi vely 
evidenced (as previously defined] mafia crime commission in 
Western Australia inclusi ve of thefts of chattels personal; 
chattels real to value of some $A200,OOO,OOO on The Murphy 
Interest [TMI ] within years 1991 continuing under said corrupt 
protection through 2001 - by progressive Western Australia (WA) 
State Liberal; State ALP; gov~rnments; vis-a-vis -

2) Resultant THI Cl.aim (Crown Suits Act 1947) on WA State in amount 
$A185, 000,000; costs exceed ing $A1, 000,000; interest at supreme 
Court Rate (7%); exemplary damages; pursuant to, said -

conclusively evidenced WA State accomplice assistance by WA 
State bureaucratic public officers (forgery = fa1sification of 
NA State records in respect to said crime commission);. and A by 
WA StatE! licensed [soliei t.or] Officers of Court with resu 1 t.lint 
perversion, of course of justice then in progress j THEREAFTER, 
by corrupt "domino" accessory after fact complicity therein -
ini tiated by then incumbent VA State Director of Public 
Prosecutions (McKechnie) year 1998; continued progressively ~o 
present date by Members of WA State Anti-Corruption Commission; 
other Senior WA State legal and bureaucratic public officers 
(see REVIEW [infra]); former WA state Liberal Government; 
present WA State ALP Government; via-a-vis -

3) WA State ALP electoral commitments to if elected to Office 2001, 
call Royal commission/s not only into finance brokingscandals 
protected by WA State Liberal Government; but into [capabil i ty i 
integrity;] of WA Police Service; AND [effectiveness; integrity] 
of WA Anti-Corruption Commission; in each instance in respect to 
serious crime committed in WA which had NOT been investigated by 
WA Police Service I or I had been ineffectively invest.igated by WA 
Police Service or WA Anti-Corruption Commission; and its 
perpetrators not, duly and/or effectively, prosecuted. 
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2001 - your (Gallop's) personal; WA State ALP's per sei continuing 
captioned WA state corruption, engenders disgust; warrants mere 
contempt; forfeits all right even to common civility. 

TKI REVIEW (REVIEW) [infra] still in your hand, made you, 1999, 
wholly cognisant of captioned Subject 1); conclusive probative 
force of TMI adduced [infra] evidence proving it. beyond rea~onable 
doubt; probity of resultant [ei viI) action, captioned Subj act 2), 
arising therefrom; and, that said evidence as to Original; Primary; 
Real.; st.atu5, was t.hen (as it is still) held in safe custody by 
TMI. Do you deny such facts? 

You thus know said evidence as to true copy or Secondary status is, 
(i f not since fraudulently destroyed or damaged in violation of 
provisions Of section 424 of the Criminal Code Act Compilation Act 
1913 '( the Criminal Code), in hand of EVERY relevant WA state public 
officer [infra], put there by TM! progressively as from 1998 - post 
retrieval of Original/s thereof by TMI from McKechnie on his 
captioned corrupt initiation of, captioned corrupt WA State 
protection in face of said evidence, of the mafia perpetrators for 
their conclusively evidenced crimes. Do you deny such facts? 

You thus know true copies of captioned forged:falsified WA State 
records are included in said evidence. Do you deny such fact? 

You thus know that the conclusively evidenced contraventions by 
McKechnie as fully documented in REVIEW, of inter alia, proV1s10ns 
of sections 122; 136; of the Criminal Code, initiated the captioned 
progressive domino follow-through VA St.ate (now continuing underWA 
State ALP yovernment) corrupt protection - of the captioned mafia 
crime commission and its principal perpetrators in evidenced. 
cabalistic illegal contract from 1980 I s to commit said crimes - by 
ALL relevant WA State bureaucratic; legal; pOlitical; public 
officers identified wi thin REVIEW, (now I 2001, including WA State 
ALP. Ministers [infra], which corruption does vicariously in law I 
render WA State itself liable, TOGETHER WITH SAID PUBLIC OFFICERS 
INCLUDING NOW YOTIRSELF, in the civil jurisdiction for paym.ent of 
captioned damages to constituents Qf TMI. Do you deny such facts? 

NOTE in immedi ately foregoing regard - you are I without prej ud ice, 
very seriously advised to, as incUJIlbent WA State ALP Premier, seek 
appropriate non-comJ:lromised, bipartisan, advices - before making 
reply [supra] demanded of you by TMI, which reply you, as incumbent 
VA State Premier, can not in l.av, in this writer's opinion, both 
constitutionally and statutorily, refuse to make. 

You are wholly aware - TMI communications to you from July 1999 in 
your function as WA State ALP Opposition Parliamentary Leader; as 
from WA State ALP gaining Office [infra] 2001 in your function as 
WA State ALP Premier i refer that with three only exceptions 
[infra] ALL said relevant WA State public officers inClusive of 
yourself r having been progressively provided by TMI with said 
REVIEW; other appropriate evidential documentation; have in 
violation of ~rovisions of, inter alia, section 173 of the Criminal 
Code" perversely and wi thout lawful excuse I or attempt to deny 
va1idity of said evideucQ, omitted or refused ~o perform ~heir (in 
respect to you Gallop, your) lawful duties/functions in respect 
thereto. Do you deny any of such facts? 
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NOTE - if anyone or more of said public officers, considers on 
lawful grounds that they personally, pursuant to their individual 
Oaths of Office I had or have NO obligation to ensure said criminal 
perpetrators; thei r accompl ices and accessories inclusive of WA 
State public officers i be dUly dealt wi th according to law; then 
said public officerls DID HAVE AND STILL DO HAVE statutory duty I to 
ensure that such WA State public officerls whose duty they consider 
it IS to cause prima facie evidenced criminal offenders to be duly 
dealt with according to law, dUly perform THEIR respective duties; 
functions; in respect to the conclusively evidenced mafia offenders 
and their respective [WA State:other) accomplices; accessories. As 
incumbent WA State Premier Gallop, do you deny such fact? 

WA state public officers (including yourself) who have (or had) 
said evidence, or details thereof, to their hands, or who aware of 
existence thereof in hands of WA State public officers under their 
control or associated with their statutory function I and who by 
omission or refusal without lawful excuse to perform the duty of 
their respective Office in respect to said evidence, are in 
chronological sequence of having incurred liability in respect to 
such unlawful omission or refusal, listed as fallows: 

1998 - WA State (then] Director of Public Prosecutions (McKechnie); 

1998 - Chairman of WA State Anti-Corruption Commission (O'corinor); 

1998 - WA State Liberal [then] Attorney General (Foss); 

1998 - WA state - Solicitor General (Meadows) - IF description only 
of said evidence was, as it shoUld have been, provided or 
demonstrated to him by Panegyres [infra], whether in. respect 
to advising Foss and/or Court how to respond to Griffiths I 
(infra] parliamentary interrogations of them, or otherwise. 

1998 -",_WA State Crown Solicitor (Panegyres) - NB. Description only 
of said evidence - set forth Attachments to TM! Ndtice of 

. Claim on WA State in damages pursuant to said, conclusively 
evidenced, WA State corruption; 

1998 - WA state Liberal [then) Premier (Court); 

1999 - You (Gallop) - as then WA state ALP parliamentary Leader, per 
[then) WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General Griffiths; 

NOTE - Griffiths lawful exercise of his [Legislature) duties in 
respect to said evidence being unlawfully interfered with by 
you (Gallop) in prima facie evidenced concert with McGinty 
at prima facie evidenced behest of WA State ALP Executive i -

to be thereby unlawfullj gagged [infra] mid-stream from 
continuing therewith and without explanation to be summarily 
removed by you from said Shadow portfolio; is NOT deemed 
liable in respect to said WA State crime/civil wrongls); 

1999 - WA state ALP "replacement" WA State Shadow Attorney General 
(McGinty) [infra 1 - having "inheri ted" ALL said evidential 
documentation from Griffiths; 
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2000 ~ WA State Director of Public Prosecutions (Cock) having if 
not illegally destroyed by his predecessor in Office 
(McKechnie) before he (Cock) assumed Office - "inherited" 
said [Secondary status} evidence from McKechnie; and in any 
event having 1 2001, been provided by TMI with REVIEW, and, 
wi th [true copy] of said TMI Notice of Claim on State with 
ALL evidential Attachments thereto which documentation sets 
forth fully, said evidence; corpus delicti related thereto. 

NOTE - With exception of Griffiths for reasons [supra], ALL listed 
WA State public officers are in respect to said evidence and 
pursuant to their respecti va Oaths of Off ice, individually 
or in concert as corpus delicti in each case do dictate, 
deemed guilty of violation of provisions of section 83 (c) i 
additionally or alternatively Of section 173; of the 
Criminal Code; thus again : 

"It shoUld be noted .... how easily men are corrupted and in nature 
transformed, however good they may be and hovever ve1l taught" -

Niccolo Machiavelli b.1469 - d.1527 liThe Discourses" 

in Western Australia - 2001, direct on target 

NOTE - WA State commissioner af Police (Mathews) - provided by TMI 
wi th REVIEW as a courtesy - being deemed to be poli tically 
curtailed in respect to said evidenced mafia crime; WA State 
protection thereof is NOT deemed liable in regard theretc 
or for WA State civil liability to TMI constituents arising 
therefrom. 

NOTE Incumbent WA State ALP Minister for Police (Roberts) - whc 
as a courtesy was 12 April 2001; 15 June 2001; provided witl 
copies of TMI communications directed to you (Gallop) it 
respect to captioned mafia crime and related WA Statt 
dorruption - is, by virtue of her attention thereto, NO~ 
to date deemed to be liable in respect thereto or for Wl 
State civil liability to TMI constituents arising therefrom. 

FOR THE SPECIFIC RECORD (TO ASSIST MEDIA EXPOS! RESEARCH [INFRA 
INTO CAPTIONED SUBJECT 1) the following is now recorded -

Provision to you (Gallop) by TMI of REVIEW [supra] was effected a 
speci fic request of Griffiths in response to express VIA state AL 
rey-uest July 1999 from you at prima facie evidenced behest of W 
State ALP Executive, that TMI do compile the document to facilitat 
conferences between you and Griffi the i you and other WA state AL 
members; to proceed in respect to REVIEW content i and - veracit 
of REVIEW content i TMI bona fides; being thereby, established 
Griffiths under your instruction and direction would immediately 
in respect to said content, conduct concurrent parliamentar 
interrogations, of Foss in Legislative Council/Court in Legislat1v 
Assembly, with follow-through parliamentary interrogations then, c 
WA State Liberal Minister for Police (Prince) in respect to thu 
![!:idenced inappropriateness of WA Police to be or have been t safe] 
engaged in investigations to adduce the evidence set forth with] 
REVIEW; and, Of -
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WA State Liberal Minister for Mines (Moore) in respect to said 
forged : fa1sified WA State records inserted by WA state public 
officers into WA State Department of Minerals and Energy records 
seeking to conceal the $A30.000,OOO go1d ore theft: component, of 
the $A200,OOO,OOO gold assets theft 'Within the thus evidenced mafia 
crime commission, on TMI, in Western Australia. . 

~ Consequent upon your (Gallop IS) personal in prima facie 
evidenced unlawful concert with MCGinty; others whose identities 
will be exposed e1 ther wi thin j udici.al in4.uiry captioned Subject 3) 
if it do proceed (probability being it will not [infra]); or, if it 
do not proceed wi thin sa id media expose/s) - corrupt interference 
wi th Gri ff i ths I parl iamentary interrogations then proceeding of 
Foss and Court i consequent corrupt abortion of both interrogations 
and those pending of Prince and Moore; Griffiths' summary 
replacement by McGinty as WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General -

both Prince and Moore were each deliberatel~ provided by TMI with 
REVIEW, to evidence that there be no future disclaimer as to those 
indi victuals I knowledge of the thus evidenced mafia crime commission 
on TMI, and the extent thereof; WA state contemporaneous accomplice 
assistance therein; McKechnie I s accessory corruption in respect to 
both those tva instances of crime; WA Anti-Corruption Commission's 
accessorial corruption in a11 three crime instances; the WA State 
Liberal y-overnment I s accessory corruption in a11 four -;:rime 
instances; with, covering TMI letters of demand that Prince do 
acknowledge or deny the said inappopriatness of WA police Service; 
that Moore do locate, and acknOWledge to TMI the existence in state 
records under his ministerial control, of the forged:fa1sified \fA 
State records (true copies whereof; appropriate correspondence; 
being held by TM!; copies of said copies being held (or shOUld then 
have been still held) by McKechnie from IrMI. Prince responded with 
meaningless political rhetoric; Moore EVADED MAKING At!I response! 
political madness of a state stunted and crippled by corruption. 

TMIEDrrORIAL NOTE -

Moore I S corrupt failure to respond to; even acknowledge j TMI 
demands on him in respect to conclusively evidenced falsified WA 
State records, whilst vividly demonstrating historicallt embedded 
corruption in WA State governments per se; also indicates that the 
forgeries have probably been destroyed - an interesting situation 
as hoy can WA State ALP government nov explain either a b1ank ho1e 
in the Records; or, something in situ vhich discernib1y must be yet 
further forgery? A looming "tough one" for you Gallop, you know 
they exist/existed; you have ~aken no ac~ion in respect thereto. 

Preponderance of evidence including but not restricted to your 
having unlawfully gagged Griffiths mid-stream from his, 1999, 
proceeding parliamentary interrogations of Foss/Court [supra} in 
violation of provisions of I inter alia, section 55 of the Criminal 
Code - against you personally Gallop I as [1999-2000] WA State ALP 
Par 1 iamentary (Oppo:si tion government.) Leader i as [2001] WA St.ate 
ALP Premier attaining Office by such deceits and your personal 
continuing t for motives/benefits to be exposed by jUdicial inquiry 
you cannot risk to call [infra] I or media expose/s [supra] t the WA 
State per se corruption related to conclusively evidenced captioned 
Subject I} -
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must, even in legally stunted Perth, where unbelievably. a criminal 
trial wherein plea entered by (in case to mind an eminent Queens 
Counsel) accused be "Not Guilty"; charge be conspiracy to pervert 
course of justice; in case of fraud involving millions of dollars; 
can, in a superior court proceed to outrage of WA citizenry, before 
single judge without jury; this being glaring example of defect 
and/or error in Consti tut.i on of Western Australia i adroinistra tion 
of justice therein; and/or, in enabling legislation or related 
Rules thereof permitting such potential, dangerous, errors in WA 
administration of justice to come about (such defect, relevant to 
captioned SUbject I), is hereby in good faith pointed out with view 
to reformation thereof) -

not only in WA State summary jurisdiction for your said violation, 
prima facie evidenced to have been perpetrated in unlawful concert 
wi th others [supra], but, in superior juri sdict ions of ei ther 
Western Australia, for even more serious violations of provisions 
of the Criminal Code; or, in other Federal or State juriSdictione 
as sllch, literally grotesque, cases, may ultimately, dictate. 

As said evidence indicates you may have been under some form of 
duress in the shameful matters however, it may be prudent for y01 
to seek immediate I non-aligned bipartisan 1 advices I as to whai 
action if any you might still lawfUlly take in attempt to lessen iJ 
possible, the awesome consequences - of said mafia crime commissiol 
and the still continuing WA state Liberali WA state ALP; corruptiOl 
related thereto to the State of western Austral ia; consti tuent, 
of The Murphy Interest i possible third parties. Note - observatio' 
is made without prej udice, in detached good fa i th I for the benefi 
of Western Australia a beautifUl, but in poli tical! legal terms 
presently grievously damaged, State in which to live. 

Note further - virtual complete absence of precedent case law I i 
respect to maj or fraud; corporate i other whi te collar cr ime i i 
western Australia vividly demonstrates why WA state is present! 
near mGJ:tally "ill". 

II it cannot be called true prowess to (ravage) one.' s fell(j 
citizens, betray one's friends, and to [thus] live without, faitl' 
[true] piety or [respect]. Such methods may gain [fugacious] POWE 
but can never win glory." 

Niccolo Machiavelli b.1469id.1527 (as Ed. by this writer 2001) -

Thus we move towards captioned Subject 3) -

Prima facie evidence demonstrates that you Gallop; WA State ALP pl 
se, intends to renege on your persona 1 captioned commi tmen t to, 
WA Canst it ueney voted WA State ALP to Office, call in response 
public demand I Royal Commissions into WA State Pol ice Service; 1 

State Anti-Corruption Commission - in light of evidenced foregoin, 
it seems that at time of making your commitment you knew you Wall 

not honour it. 

You are thus at this juncture l Gallop again asked by TMI I "wi 
those Royal Commis sions be timely, that is to say wi thin year 200 
called by WA state ALP government with non-constricting Terms 
Reference provided thereto? 
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But first - let it be recognised that if such Royal Commissions be 
called, TMI will present its evidence thereto. In such circumstance 
you must be aware of inevitability of certainly enjoinments, 
probably charges, being imposed upon you personally and WA state 
ALP Govecnment per se in respect to captioned Subject 1); noting in 
such regard that Post your illegal gagging, as parliamentary Leader 
of WA State ALP Opposi ti on government of Griffiths and now as WA 
State ALP Premier your continuing WA State protection of the mafia 
perpetrators you have wi thout exception, violating provisions of 
section 173 of the Criminal Code evaded making any response to 
TNI communications in respect to captioned Subject 1). 

Stark reality is, McKechnie's violation of provisions of sections 
1:L2; 13b of the Criminal Code in respect to captioned SUbj ect 1) 
leaves you as it did Court, no room to make any such response which 
did not place you personally ( \IlA state ALP per se, in total 
jeopardy. Do you deny such fact? 

Detail as to the conclusive TMI evidence is already in hand of WA 
State; and of the two identified, Australian/USA, National and 
International media investigative entities [supra]. None need be 
reiterated herein. At this point however I again refer to REVIEW 
which you requested TMI to compile I and provide to WA State ALP , in 
respect to McKechnie's violations [supra] of the Criminal Code; his 
attempt 1998 to excuse his criminal act of discontinuing without 
explanation, legal or ANY excuse, the prosecution processes then 
proceeding by his directorate for due prosecution (see REVIEW) of 
the then conc~usive~y evidenced, mafia crime commission -

NOT by attempting to rej ect sufficiency i conclusive force; of TMI 
evidence put to his hand, but by (knowingly falsely] implying but 
carefu1ly NOT stating, that WA State pOlice service was appropriate 
TVA State agency to safely engage in investigating; laying charges; 
in respect to said evidence! which had perforce pursuant to 
conclusive proof to contrary been required instead. to be safely, 
professwnally see this writer's curriCUlum vitae within Erief of 
Evidence lodged 1996 therewi th (see communications 1995-1998 TMI 
and WA State Principal Crown Prosecutor Overmann) - adduced by TMI 
at personal cost. 

Your being thus wholly aware of said evidenced inappropriateness of 
WA State Police Service to be safely engaged in investigation of 
major complex crime although you were yourself then evidenced to 
be complici t in captioned Subj ect 1) then proceeding, you had no 
other choice 2001 1 but to purport to WA Consti tuency that a \1A 
State ALP government would ca.ll Royal Commission/s the consti tuency 
was then demanding 1 into WA State Police Service; l'lA State Anti
Corruption commission. I regret that for factual reasons of your 
personal survival, you can not do so - it would make TMI expose Qf 
captioned Subject I} very quiCk and easy. 

You are aware inap!,)ropriateness of WA Police service is well known 
to Itself (see REVIEW) J lilA Const i tuency (see WA MEDIA). It was 1998 
as it is today specifically known to McKechnie by virtue of 
resl-'ecti ve Offices held, 1998 i 200 1; AS SPECIFICALLY to Members I WA 
Anti-Corruption Cornmi ssion i Ministers 1 past WA State Liberal 
government i you Gallop and other Ministers of now incumbent WA 
State ALP government i ALL including you Gallop - additionally 
evidenced thereby to be corrupt in respect to captioned Subject 1). 
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You wi 11 a lso be well aware I or should be if an appropriate State 
Law Officer ha s duly I in accordance wi th law I advised you that said 
conclusively evidenced corrupt WA State criminal protection [supra] 
of the mafia crime commission establishes the basic cause of civil 
action captioned wi thin Subj ect 2) which cause r pursuant to 
provisions of WA Crown Suits Act 1947 f continues in constituents of 
TMI; their respective heirs r successors f or assigns; through and 
beyond present date for as long as said WA state corrupt ion itself r 
continues. 

It is appropriate at this point to briefly note that - McKechnie, 
unable to attempt to deny conclusiveness, and sufficiency, of the 
professionally adduced evidence which TMI had put, at such cost 
(recoverable from WA State by reason of its concl usi velyevidenced 
deficiencies; criminal accomplice assistance in the thus evidenced 
multi million dollar crime commission on TMI), to his hand; unable 
to refute TMI assertions of illegality Of his actions did, like 
his domino WA State officer accessories wi th hubris akin to sheer 
megalomania t simply ignore repeated TMI demands that he act 
1awfu11y in matter of the conclusively evidenced mafia crime 
commission (see REVIEW I statement of Senior Crown Prosecutor [now 
Magistrate) Woods corroborating McKechnie's gui lt in his not so 
doing in accordance wi th said evidence of that crime commission). 
You now' Gallop, as does WA State ALP government, continue such 
corrupt conduct. You are welcome to I attempt to, stating evidence 
on which you rely to do so, deny such facts. 

In my professional experience in criminal investigation in 
Austral ia (see currieul urn vitae [supra J) ; lega 1 pract ise in 
Australian partnership; International investigation - the degree of 
corruption wi thin Western Australia is deeper than any I have 
encountered in other Australian States, and wi th exception of some 
underdeveloped, countries, deeper than in most other countr ies of 
the world facts which the WA State public officers, corruptly 
assisting and protecting the conclusively evidenced mafia thieves, 
would p.r;:.obably vehemently deny, wi th indignation! Note in sueh 
regard however t status of WA State Police Service as "scapegoat" 
{see REVIEW) for the WA state instrumentalities/entities who, 
having assisted and protected the conclusively evidenced mo.fia mega 
thieves, seek to palm off their guilt by hiding behind the mere 
existence of the state I s historically curtailed, basically 
conscientious and decent, Police Service. 

REVIEW i other relevant documentation; demonstrates how attempts by 
TNI - to halt captioned mafia crime segment; WA State corruption 
related thereto i by way of due process normal in most "developed" 
political jurisdictions of the world - resulted in TOTAL perversion 
in WA of both the course and administration of justice by corrupt 
manipulation, by all other relevant WA State entities political; 
legal; bureaucratic to protect the vastly Weal thy; poli tical1y 
and industrially powerful f conclusively evidenced (at great cost, 
j,Jersonally by TMI], international mafia perpetrators of said crime 
commission in WAD A virtually unbelievable display of white collar 
crime, but one where said evidence does demonstrate the fact "res 
ipsa 1oquitur". 

"It should be not.ed ee •• hOll easi1y men are corrupted and in nature 
t.ransformed, however good they may be and however ve11 taught" 

Niccolo Machiavelli b.1469 - d.1527 "The Discourses". 
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Thus - McKechnie for example did lie and attempt to deceive I when 
for evidenced self-benefit, he attempted to excuse his corrupt (see 
Woods' statement, REVIEW) discontinuing after two years prosecution 
preparation, prosecution of the maf ia thieves to thereby compound i 
attempt to conceal; their conclusively evidenced crime commission. 

Thus, TMI having thereafter attempted every legal/political process 
existing in WA to halt captioned Subj ect 1), and every such process 
having been progressively perverted (supra], no other course of 
action - other than to prepare for Federal rectification of WA 
State defects in Legislation; administration of justice (the root 
causes wherefrom the conclusively evidenced WA state corruption was 
able to arise) for the ultimate attainment of justice in ALL of the 
captioned Subjects - is open to TMI constituents. 

Such preparation is I in bi zarre res gestae surrounding;· corpus 
delicti constituting i said crime commission and state protection 
thereof I deemed to be best accomplished by Australian/USA National 
and International media expose - of said crime commission, of such 
State corruption; of such state defects. 

Thus in last weeks f ABC TV FOUR CORNERS and TMI mutually agreed 
for FOUR CORNERS to now conduct Research (due diligence) of said 
evidence which as to true copy TMI provided to it (and to BLOOMBERG 
NEWS NY USA [infra]); to thereafter with veracity thereof confirmed 
by such independent Research - commission National (with rights to 
International) Program Production. In turn, TMI agreed to draw this 
communication, in chronological exposure of captioned Subject 1) as 
best one may briefly do in its complex circumstances; direct it to 
you Gallop with Questionnaire Attachment. True copy hereof to be 
concurrently provided to FOUR CORNERS I as its base to prepare for 
its Research, for its in turn prOduction of such suitable program/s 
as FOUR CORNERS does elect. 

As FOUR CORNERS program/s go to air, and if it had elected to cover 
Nationa"t Australia only, TMI will then follow same procedure with 
BLOOMBERG NEWS NY USA for International coverage. McKechnie; Court; 
etc were apprised 1997 that a principal corporate mafia perpetrator 
is domiciled USA and TMI had provided us Justice Department/Federal 
Bureau of Investigation with said (COflY) evidence as major portion 
of the crime proceeds were laundered from WA thereto. Until noW' FBI 
has, TMI understands, required WA state as "appropri ate Authority" 
to first lay charges - before FBI can proceed, in USA in respect 
thereto. WA State having defaulted in so doing, International media 
expose is deemed by TMI to be only I but very effect i ve, al ternati ve 
to use to ensure all perpetra to.t"s; accomplices i accessories i stand 
their ultimate trials. 

As in all probability WA State ALP will now welsh on its electoral 
commitment, USA/International media expose will follow Australiar 
National expose with option in ABC FOUR CORNERS as to whether it 
solely; BLOOMBERG NEWS solelYi or, both in tandem, will conduct thE 
latter. 

The mafia crime and related WA State corruption having being thul 
exposed - TMI will institute appropriate Australian; USA; Federa. 
processes in respect to captioned Subjects 1) and 2); reformatio 
WA Constitutional; Legislative; Administration of Justice defects 
the root factor in occurrence of the one, necessity for the other. 
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NOTE - Specialist mapping by WA State public officers of highest 
integr i ty to, graphically and courageously., disclose at TMI request 
extent of the mafia crime commission within JUST the ONE WA State 
Mining Field (yi 19arn) wherein TM! property valued at $ 200 I 000, 000 
was stolen by the mafia thieves wi th WA state assistance/protection 
attached to extended ComJ?uterised Graphic Flow Chart of the mafia 
crime commission enclosed with TMI letter (Ref. RHC/RYG(ORL}1996 
STATE-114) dated 12 June 2001 was directed to you 1 and as before / 
unlawfully ignored by you is now also to hand of FOUR CORNERS, 
and BLOOMBERG NEWS. 

That unlawful evasion Gallop not only underlines again your own 
complicity in the mafia crime; continuing WA State protection 
thereof; but also your having same personality trait of inherent 
"isolated State;small town" arrogance, which allowed the first to 
occur; the second to corruptly continue. In such regard it is 
appropriate to here record an example reported to me, of your 
arrogance which on most public occasions you seem to conceal. 

I understand that on radio 28th August 2001 
all constituents Of Australia in particular 
as being "the common people"! 

you casually classed 
of Western Australia / 

"It must. needs be taken for granted that all men are wicked and 
that they Will always give vent to the malignity that is 

in their minds when opportunity offers." 

Machiavelli (The Discourses) 

Possibly political naivety rather than inherent political malignity 
caused your latent condescension to, unconsciously, "slip" out. 

Whatever the cause for your embarrassing slip of the tongue t it is 
a~propriate to note here that such embedded arrogance almost 
certainly arises from an historical isolation psyche most dangerous 
in a po.litical party gaining Office by default; it's predecessor 
losing Office specifically because of it. It signals to in situ 
powerful criminal predators f a State frail ty ripe for criminal 
exploitationi the subject mafia perpetrators lost no time doing so. 

TMI EDITORIAL NOTE -

The geographical iSOlation of Western Australia is noted in 
REVIEW; related TMI evidential documentation including Brief of 
Evidence wi th Primary and Original Exhibi ts, lodged 1996 by TMI 
wit.h HcRechnie' s t.hen directorate [supra]; as predominat.e cause of 
such historically embedded arrogance in some levels of WA State 
publ ic officers, found to be obviously inherent in those who are 
now conclusively evidenced complicit in captioned mafia crime. 

Effects of the historical isolation were noted by TMI when its 
constituents were perforce obliged because of it. to personally and 
Qucce::s::;fully iIlVr::::stlyctte the maria crime on them; the WA Stdtt: 
accomplice assistance therein; the domino WA State corruption 
arising from the WA Constitutional; Legislative; Administration of 
Justicei defects which had quite discernibly evolved from first 
Settlement 1829, t.o facilitate such type of crime commission. 
under WA State protection. 
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I was thus del.ighted to note in your continuing penchant for media 
participation - this time Friday 31st August 2001 in of all things 
a television gardening show - that you corroborated with continuing 
political naivety, fact that historical isolation (over past 170+ 
years) of Western Australia from its more advanced Australian 
Colonies/States, required evolving local trade; political {and thus 
legal and related administration of justice) pOlicies. 

Parochial, restricted (virtually incestuous), administrati,on of, 
inter alia, state "justice" to the benefit of coterie groups and 
privileged individuals, could only evolve to become, progressively, 
embedded in State psyche to, despite modern influences / cant inue 
inherently to present date - when 'l'MI constituents in such 
prevailing circumstance, had $ 200 I 000 1000 stolen from them with 
State assistance; domino accessory complicity. 

A. shamF!fu1 Western Australia scenario Premier Gallop - wherein you, 
its incumbent senior political public officer I evidence yourself a 
willing, consequently liable, participant. 

probably only t.he Gods, if existing, know who 
t.o govern Western Australia - when judicial 
appropriate expostVs Of captioned SUbject.s 1) 
sweep away the corrupt and their corrup~ion. 

may be left standing 
investigat.ions, or 
and 2) conel ude t.o 

THUS DO WE COME AT LAST TO CAPTIONED SUBJECT 3) - as harbinger of 
such an Armageddon Gallop, will WA State ALP call captioned Royal 
commissionsl or wiJ.1 it. wo~sh on it-s hust-ings commitment (which 
basically catapulted it to Office) to do so? 

There is mounting evidence; public speculation; that WA State ALP, 
for its own survival, intends to default. 

NOTE in such event I media expose/s [supra) concurrently or 
progressively as case may be - will alternatively well serve said 
cleansitrg purpose if such anticipated WA state ALP default, 
becomes established fact. 

In all of foregoing it is so very obvious that Western Australia 
deserves far greater integrity than either WA state Liberal 
or WA State ALP has ever historically given it. 

Who then, in the virtually inevitable Armageddon approaching the 
State, could be left standing to provide it? This appears to be a 
Constitutional issue for the High Court of AUstralia if and wher 
sUCh a situation eventuates, and if some non-aligned pOliticos are 
still then standing. 

It is deemed relevant to finally record that TMI has repeatedl~ 
afforded WA State State Liberal; WA State ALP; oj,lportunity to, il 
strict conformity with law, obviate chaos; and, despite WA State'; 
huye level of indebtedness to TMI I to first offer to settle suc" 
indebtedness at NO WA state financial cost. - by merely performin 
its Consti tutional and statutory duties I in respect to captions 
mafi a crime commission. When such opportuni ty was ignored" WA Stat 
was afforded second o,I,Jportuni ty, to set.tle its incrementin 
indebtedness to TMI at minor initial, but immediat.ely recoverable 
WA State cost. This second opportunity was ignored. 
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WA State was afforded final opportunity by TMI to - at still mi nor 
but slightly increased, still immediately recoverable, WA State 
cost - without penalty obviate all its thus incrementing, multi 
million dollar indebtedness to TMI. This final opportunity was 
ignored by WA State. 

In all such opportunities WA State public officers displayed degree 
of insolent arrogance to point of hubris. 

"If troubles are foreseen from afar they are easy to remedy. But if 
you wait until they are near at hand the medicine yill be too late" 

(Machiavelli - d.1527, The Discourses) 

Such base WA state participation in major mafia crime hast apart 
from TMI constituents, defrauded other corporate shareholders both 
small and big throughout Western Australia, of millions of dollars. 

WA State will NOT again be afforded opportunity to settle at no or 
little cost its said indebtedness to TMI. 

In my opinion Gallop, you; McGinty i should seek immediate advices 
as to whether your respectively evidenced violations of the 
Criminal Code, demonstrated thoughout present communication, render 
you jointly t and severally / personally 1 iaple in damages to TMI in 
respect to ALL captioned Subj ects; and, to such others who may also 
have been defrauded by the Mafia perpetrators I within other 
segments of their concerted crime commission in Western Australia. 

A Questionnaire in respect 
attached hereto for truthful 

to all three captioned 
answers by you Gallop. 

Subjects is 

Take Notice, if you seek to evade providing true, duly evidenced, 
answers to the Questions within the Attachment; or if you do not 
return the Questionnaire duly answered with a1,)propriate evidence t 

to TMI &- wi thin a reasonable period determined by TMI without 
reference to you I then in ei ther such event each WA State ALF 
Cabinet Mini ster wi th except i on of you Gallop and !{cGinty each of 
you being already evidenced complicit in captioned Subject 1), and, 
every other sitting WA state ALP member, will be formally providec 
wi th copy of this present communication and its Attachment for dUE 
performance of their statutory duties in res~ect thereto. 

McKechnie's despicable betrayal of all human decency, all lega: 
principles and ethics, for his own egotistic self benefit il 
~rotection of the cunclusively evidenced multi million della: 
thieves I to the devasta ti on of thei r I TMI; many other [supra] 
victims defies belief. He; the identified, conclusivel. 
evidenced, mafia thieves he protects i their HA State license; 
[sol i ci tor] officer of court accompl ices; their WA State publi 
officer accomplices; their other progressive domino WA Stat 
accessor ies 0 i Connor and other ACe members; Foss i Court; Pr i nce 
Hoore; other liable WA State Libera 1 m1 n1sters i MeadOWS i panegy res 
Cock; and now -

you Gallop; McGinty; other liable WA State ALP ministers and othe 
liable WA State ALP party members; -
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shou1d hang their heads in shame for the sordid respective parts 
each has taken in the sordid matters within captioned Subject 1). 

How dare you I each of them I playing the pious I devastate a fami ly 
seeking only to work hard and pay its way I not only financially but 
in seeking justice to rectify that devastation, most grievously in 
health also. 

You Gallop are; each mafia international thief i each WA State 
accomplice; each WA State accessory; is; held in utter contempt . 

. ~ 
~Michael J. Murphy 

Administrator 
THE MURPHY INTEREST 

Attachment (1) - Questionnaire (of three folios). 
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TMI. Ref; RKC/RYG(ORL*)1996 STATE-1l6Q 
Your Ref : Refer Communications - Former WA Liberal Premier : TMI 

14 september 2001 

QUESTIONNAIRE - ATTACHMENT TO TMI LETTER REFERENCED STATE-116:ASC 

To GI Gallop, MLA - WA State ALP Premier 

1. Do you deny truth, and accuracy, of any part, of any stated fact 
set forth wi thin captioned TMI letter whereto this Questionnaire 
is Attachment? 

NB. If your answer be 11 Yes" - identi fy each fact denied, and in 
each individual denial set forth and identify evidence existing, 
upon which you seek to rell to justify such individual denial. 

2. Will incumbent WA State ALP government - in accordance with its 
e1ectora1 undertaking to the WA constituency to do so - now call 
Royal Commission into WA State Po1ice Service with Terms of 
Reference thereto, seen to not constrict it to extent that it be 
not able to fully determine validity of ALL statements related 
to the WA Police service set forth in REVIEW identified within 
captioned TMI let~er? 

3. If said Royal Commission is to be called, will its identified 
Commissioner desi!::lnate be guaranteed by WA State ALP government 
to he non-a1 igned i independent of western Austral ian j,lol i ti cal 
and legal inflUence; and , free from interference therefrom? 

4. Will",- incumbent WA State ALP government in accordance with itl 
elect.oral undertakin~· to the WA Constituency to do so. !lQJ! call 
Royal Commission into WA State Anti-Corruption Commission - wi t1 
Terms of Reference seen to not constr i ct it to extent that it b{ 
factually un!'lble to fully determine val idi ty of ALL sta tement! 
related to the WA State Anti-Corruption Commission set forth il 
said REVIEW; in the Attachments to TMI Notice of CIa im on Statl 
referred to within captioned TMI letter i all TMI communiication: 
referred to in said captioned TNI letter as having been directel 
to all relevant WA State Liberal or ALP [government) entities L 
respect to WA State Anti-Corruption Commission? 

5. If said Royal Commission is to be called will its identifie 
Commissioner de8i~nate, be 'duaranteed by WA State ALP ~,Jovernmen 
to be nonaliyned; independent of Western Australian political an 
leyal influence; and. free from interference therefrom? 

6. If your answer to Question 2. be "No" do you deny that 1993 
1998, conti nu i ng through pres an t da te I profess i anal ca/?abi 1 i ty 
o~erational ca9acity; resourced ability; integrity of all Unit 
of WA State Police Service was/is as described in said REVIEVJ 
to be wholly inappropriate to have been/be now safely engage 
in investigation of the mafia crime on TMI as set forth in sai 
REVIEW; and, in Subject 1) of captioned TMI letter? 
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7. If your answer to Question 4. be "No" can you deny, or having 
taken bipartisan; non-aligned; legal advices from non-assQciated 
legal advisors beyond WA jurisdiction, do you deny, that the 
conduct of the Members of WA State Anti-Corruption Commission in 
respect to WA State complicity in crime commission on TMI by the 
"mafia" (as defined) in years 1991-1994 as set forth in said 
REVIEW (and presently continuing), and variously set forth in 
the TMI communications referred to in Question 4., would if such 
conduct be as declared, dUly established by conclusive evidence, 
render said Members or such of them as be so evidenced, liable 
in respect to complici ty in such crime commission, for criminal 
prosecution, in respect thereto? 

8. If your answers to Questions 2. AND 4. be BOTH IINo 1\, do you deny 
that leaving aside the whOlly evidenced crime commission on TMI 
set forth as stated, the great maj or1 ty of WA Constituents I in 
respect to the other serious major crime commission referred to 
1n SUbj ect 3) of captioned TMI letter, unequivoca1.1Y demanded o"f 
WA State ALP seeking government that - bona fide judicial 
inquiry I into WA state Police Service, AND into WA state Anti
Corruption commission, AND into WA State directorate of Director 
of Public Prosecutions, AND into the previous judicial inquiry 
into the Finance Braking industry called by then incumbent WA 
State Liberal government but deliberately/corruptly constrained 
thereby by meana of selectively restricted Terms of Reference 
(such previous ino;,{uiry having completed leaving many evidenced 
swindlers not prosecuted); - and, that in direct response to 
expressed public outrage at such defects in WA State 
administration of justice I you as parliamentary Leader of then 
opposi tion WA State ALP government seeking WA State Premi-ership, 
gave WA State ALP's irrevocable commitment to WA Constituency so 
to dOt by cal.ling Royal. Commission~ not only into said 
ineffecti ve and corruptly curta iled judicial inquiry, but into 
WA state Police Service I and into WA State Anti-Corruption 
Commission, as set forth said Subject 3) of captioned TMI letter? 
• .J!-

9. Do you deny that the mafia (as defined) crime commission; WA 
State comp1icit:.y therein; each set forth within Subject. 1) of 
captioned TMI letter I are each concluai vely evidenced as to 
commission by Original; primary; Real i evidence, lodged by TMI, 
wi th detailed Brief of Evidence with then WA state Director Of 
Public Prosecutions (McKechnie) in year 1996 and, that said 
evidence on retrieval, 1998, by TMI of the Originals in preci se 
circumstances set forth wi thin REVIEW - is presently (or in 
accordance Yi~h provisions of hhe Crimina1 Code shou1d STILL be) 
held by incumbent WA State DPP (Cock) as to Secondary (true 
copy) evidential status? 

IO.That you can answer Question 7 truthfully without question of 
self-serving evasion arising have you personally, or by 
(IN THE CONCLUSIVELY EVIDENCED corpus delicti constituting WA 
State complicity in said mafia crime commission) appropriate, 
agency, investigated to establish if said Secondary status 
evidence as to the mafia crime commission; WA state complicity 
therein, is in fact still held by Cock? 
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ll.Do you deny that in year 1998 McKechnie did violate provisions 
of the Criminal Code and did thereby compound said mafia crime; 
WA State accompliG!e assistance therein; to thereby init.iat.e the 
domino progressive corrupt. bureaucrat-ici legal; political; WA 
Stat'e protection of the mafia perpetrators and their WA State 
accomplices as are set forth wi thin said REVIEW, which domino 
corruption does cont-inue through present date with complicity of 
now incumbent WA State ALP government under your Premiership? 

12 Do you deny that in July 1999 as consequence of said WA State 
corrupt-ion in respect to said mafia crime commission you through 
Griffiths on behalf of WA state ALP, requested TMlto compile 
and provide REVIEW to WA state ALP for parliament interrogations 
by Griffiths of Court and Foss in respect to content thereof? 

13. Do you deny veracity 1 validi ty I and accuracy of content of said 
REVIEW? 

If you deny any segment thereof, identify existing evidence upon 
which you seek to rely upon to do so. 

14.Do you deny that Griffiths in respect to said content did 
commence his parliamentary interrogations of Foss and of Court? 

15. Do you deny that:. you did indeed inberfere wit.h Griffiths I said 
interrogations then proceeding and, by contrivance of removing 
him without explanation to TM! from his then Shadow portfolio of 
WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General, did summarily terminate 
all such interrogations as and from date thereof. 

16.Do you deny that while Griffiths I interrogations were in 
progress that Court personally or though agency Of another did 
by specific threats, induce you for certain benefi ts I to ensure 
Griffiths I parliamentary interrogations of him (Court) and Foss, 
in respect to such mafia crime commission, were then immediate1} 
blocked and effectively thereafter, terminated? 

17. Do you deny that to your certain knowledge McGinty t who Y0l. 
appointed WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General in Gri ffiths I 

stead, while purporting to continue Griffths' parliament-ar~ 
interrogations of Court and Foss did instead by certair 
devices I unlawfully assist, you Gallop to terminate them as Cour1 
had required of you - to the effective protection until now I 0: 

the mafia crime commission; WA State corrupt protection thereof? 

18. What do you Gallop - now I by Ii teral default I Premier of Wester 
Australia - pursuant to your Premiership Oath of Office I and t 
comply with law f Australi an Federal and WA State f int'end to d 
in the instances of crime and corruption which give rise t 
content of TMI letter quoted, and to Questions 1. throug 
17. above? 

TRUTHFUL tjm~ly responses to 'T'MI by you personally -1:0 ALL Question 
are required - what constitutes utimely'f is a TMI determination . 

..----;r;. c:2 
b /,C) ---~ .,7 -

~chael J. Murphy 
Administrator 
THE MURPHY INTEREST 



HON JOHN FISCHER MLC 
MEMBER FOR MINING & PASTORAL 

Tuesday 1u December 2001. 

Hon John Fischer MLC to: 

QUESTION ON :SOTICE 
No. 344 

l'ha Leader of the House re.presenting the P:reEniEl\' 

1. Would the Leader of the House. on behalf of the Premier, confirm that the 
Premier is in receipt of written oommunication aDd attached. questionnaire from 
M.l' Michael Murphy the Administrator of the Murphy Interest, dated 14111 
September 2001 ? 

2. Wben does the Premier intend to give due and true answers to the MUl'phy 
Interest in respect to the eighteen (18) questions put to him in this Questionnaire 
which relate to, duly evidenced. WA StAte Liberal and WA State ALP 
Governments' successive assistance and eootinued proteetion of duly evidenced 
'gold; crime in Western Australia. COlJlmitted agaiost constituents of wrhe Murpby 
Interest'? 

3. What action does the Premier intend to tak~ in respect of this particular 
communication and questionnaire? 

J 
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344. BOil Job FtJdaer to the L."der 41f the BOUie repres.attal tb. Prlmier 
e 1) Would tM t..aw1er of u.w Houu. oc behalf of the pr=ot. c:oa.fizm that the Premier i, in receipt of 
wriUeA co1:l1mUl2i=tio.D Md lMobed qu.estiOlUl&ire from Mr MiQhael Mwphy the A.c!m.inistra'tllr of 
I.ht'Murpby Imel'llt, daUc114 September 200]1 -
(2} Wbtn d,oec the Premier intend to live ~ md true eM'WOr. to 1b.e MWJ)tly ~ i.."\ reapec=t to 
1M eif,b1Oil1l (If) 'l,u.eJtiODl puf to him in thiJ quemlOJmJ!:ire wb1cb. relate 10, dull' evideDOOd 'Wit. State 
LibGraJ. and WA. St.de _'*aLP Oow:mrnentt' sucoeasJvo anir:tlnCt and. GOtlt1nu.ed ~ of duly 
evi.dem:od 'goldl ~e In W_tetn A~ .. committed apinst ooasritueDti of'Tbe Mutph1J 
~? . 
(3) What ection d01S1 the Premier iJ:rtsM. to WI in retpeet of'this -particular communitati01l and 
qu.~? ... 

(l) Yea. 

(2) See ll:ISWet'to (3). 

(3) No fur1ber action is intended to be taken. 

Mr Murph.y hu previously been ~vbed that allegations of criminal offences that he has 
rah.ed have been c;ollSide1'ed by the relevant authorities. 

In additton, pre .... ious eon-e5pOD.dence from Mr Murphy indicates thAt action may be taktn 
&pin!t the S1al:e of Western Aus1ralia and others. The CrOWll Solicitors Office has 
a.clviNcl tbA't if:iJ:ld whan aw:h aoUon is inBtitutlild. i,1 will he defended VlsOfow.ly. 
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Sent: Tue$day. January '5.20021:23 PM 
SUl'lject: TMe Scots Criminal Justice System 

The Scots Criminal Justice System 

Aspects of relevance to the improvement of the Western Australian system. 

Overview 

There are four e~ments of the criminal justice system jn which aspects of 
the Scots system would be a great improvement on the system currently in use 
in Western Australia Those aspects are the substantive criminal law; the 
procedural criminal law; the law of evidence in criminal cases; and the role 
of the legal profession in '!he Criminal justice system. 

The Substantive Criminal Law 

This is the area in which there is feast difference between the Scots and WA 
systems. Almost all offences of violence and dishonesty have equivalent 
offences in each jurisdiction. The enormous difference is now that Scotland 
is SUbject to the European Convention on Human Rights, which will provide 
constitutional guarantees for the accused in all European states. 

The introduction of a Bill of Rights into the law of Western Australia 
would, for a short but spectacular tIme, cause the criminal justice system 
to buckle under the weight of impropriety and corruption which now form a 
part of the standard operating procedures of the WA police. After about tvo 
years it would prove to be an enormous boast to real justice in the State. 

The Scots Criminal Procedural law 

The Scots criminal procedure is a world away from Western .A,ustralia in terms 
of efficiency. The key to this is the statutory time limits on prosecutions 
and the listing system which h~s developed as a result ofthose limits In 
Scotland. a person in custody must be brought to trial within 3 months of 
being charged, a person on baH must be tried within 12 mOl"ths. 

Unless there are exceptional reasons for a delay. or It is by consent. 
failure to bring a person to trial within those time limits invokes a bar to 
futhe( proceedings against the accused in relation to the offences for which 
he was charged. These time limits present absolutely no problems far the 
prcsecutoria! or court listing authorities, they decreaSE!!! the work load. 

The time limits mean the police must be efficient when investigating a crime 
and in its prosecution. In Scotland, the prosecuting authority is the 
Procurator Fiscal'~ service, which was the model upon which the United 
States District Attorney system was based and upon which the Engils.h 
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eventually organised theIr DPP and Crown ProsecutIOns Service 

The Procurator Fiscal's Service has responsibility for the investigation of 
ail suddan deaths. This means they are intimately involved with the police 
Investigation of homicides. In practice. this relationship sees the 
Procurators Fiscal assume a role in the investigation of all serious 
criminal offences. They work hand in glove with the police. 

This relationship improves the standard of criminal investigation in 
Scotland remarkably. I have never seen a prosecutorial agenCY operate with 
such efficiency and elan as the Fiscal's Service The pollce enjoy the 
security of the involvement of senior criminal lawyers and the PrOGurators 
are able to ensure that good briefs arrive on their desk ~ it makes a big 
difference. 

The effect of the time limits is to totally eradicate the horrendous process 
of adjournments which are such a characteri$tic of the Western Australian 
system. Every listing of a matter in the criminal courts, except for a 
trial, is a chance for the prosecution to be derailed. The wandering 
process of the criminal justice system causes serious morale problems for 
police. 

On the day that a person is charged. all parties know the day upon which he 
can apply for bail, all parties know the week in which any preliminary 
hearing wlll be conducted. all parties know the week in which the trial wilt 
commence. All these time limits can be varied by the Court for good reason, 
but the Court$ are very demanding Oil all parties to meet deadlines. 

I believe the introduction of the Scots criminal law time limits would cut 
the cost of the entire criminal justice system by 20% Immediately. I also 
believe it would increase the percentage of convictions in criminal tnals 
by at least 10%, as the lisflng procedure ensures memories do not fade, and 
fewer witnesses die, leave the jurisdiction, forget their evidence or their 
duty. 

The Scots Law of Criminal Evidence 

in Scots Law, a person cannot bG convicted of a crime unless unless there is 
cQrroborated evidence against him. This used to be the rule in some common 
law crimes. most notably rape, but that requirement was withdrawn after a 
political campaign by the women's movement It was a retrograde step. The 
requirement of corroboration should be univers;;ll 

In principle, it is very right to say that no person should be convicted ::Jf 
a crime upon the uncorroborated testimony of one other person. The 
Justification of this principle is obvious. Any concern a person might have 
about this pnnciple leading to injustice simplY has to content himself in a 
contemplation of exactly what can be used as corroboration 

It is a complicated legal and semantic argument, but suffice to say, that on 
the basis of my experience as a prosecutor. I am absolutely confident that 
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.lO crime worth prosecuting can be committed wIthout corroborating evidence 
oeing created The exception is something like an uttered threat, but I 
dl;H':t believe such conduct should be crimina! in a senSible world. 

The eno~mous boon tor law and order that lies Ir. the requirement of 
corroboration is that everyone in Scotland knows trlat law Juries know that 
the person charged would not be in court if the Procurator Fiscal did not 
believe that there was evidence from two independent sources consistent with 
hrs guilt. It IS a wonderful feeling for a prosecutor to know that. 

The other aspect of Scots Criminal Evidence Law is that juries consist of 15 
and a verdict is simply that of the majority. It saves hours and hours of 
deliberation. and the relative uncertalnty it may have as op~osed to the 
(supposed) requirement of a unanlmou$ Jury in Western Australia is balanced 
by the famous "not proven" verdict, another Scotshaltmark. 

The "not proven" verdict is central to our crirninal justice system providing 
real Justice for those accused of a crime. Its absence from the common law 
and WA systems ;s symptomatic of a deep-seated suspicion of the jury system. 

The sU$picion that lies at the heart of calls for juries to be done away 
with. This idea is lunacy. juries bring justice to our law 

As ycurself whether, if you were accused of a crime you did not commit (and 
a Child sexual assault is certainly the most liKely accusation now that 
there is no requirement for corroboration). would you prefer the grudging 
verdict of "not guilty" of the positive, life.affirmlng certainty of a 
finding that you were "innooent"? Not a hard choice, is it? 

I believe the introduction of a mandatory requirement for corroboratIon 
would significantly decrease false accusaa1ions of criminal conduct; 
signrficantly increase the number of guilty pleas entered at an earl>, stage: 
significantly increase the percentage of criminal trials which ended in a 
conviction; and would reduce the cost of the system by 10% overalL 

The Role of the Legal Profession 

II' Scotland there is a very strong independent Sar, a feature of every good 
criminal justice system which is, sadly but certainly, not to be found in 
Western Australia. The competency of the Scots Criminal Bar is made certain 
by the fact that in order to qualify for apPOintment as Queen's Counsel, a 
Scottish barrister must spend five years as "Crown Counsel" 

Crown Counsel in Sc.otland 1i6Ver relinquish their status as member of the 
lndepelldent 8ar. They undertake for five years to accept instructions from 
the Lord Advocate of Scotland to appear as counsel. The retain the right to 
accept instructions privately. but being distracted from your work as Crown 
Counsel isn't going to do much for YOllr bid to be made a ac. 

$c'(';\~'21'i\~ also has a genuinely effective system of Legal Aid, which means 
that people appearing in criminal coutts are always competentiy represented. 

There are more complicated reasons for this - beyond the $ocpe of this 
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paper - but the withdraw\ of money for legal aid in Western Australia is 
deeply stupid and totally contrary to effective justice 

The proud independence of Crown Counsel in Scots courts means that there is 
n~ve( any suggestion of the inbred inefficiency and partiality which 
typifies the Western Australian OPP The !nvolvement of the Procur<iltor 
Fiscal in the investigation process improves the standard of police 
lIwestlgation and makes police corruption almost impossible. 

The benefits whi~h would fluw (PJrT1 the introdu(.;tion of iii system of Crown 
Counsel in Western Australia would be intangible in the beginning. However 
people react to demonstrations of faimess and principle. If Western 
Australians understood the Independence of Crown Counsel, the rate of guilty 
pleas and convictions would go up, 

Summary 

The Scots criminal justice system is hundreds of years old, but still 
decades in advance of the system we have in Western Australla, The effects 
of the introduction of its key elements in Western Australia would be ~llYlost 
unnoticeable after two years, but on paper you would see that the system was 
operating for about half the price with twice the productivity. 

Colin McKerlie 
15,01.01 
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WA STl\.TE POLICE GOLD STEALING "DETECTION" UNIT 

OFFICIAL INSULARISM EXPOSED BY THE PUBLIC RECORD 

-HINER FACES JAIL OVER GOLD SCAM-

This ylaring headline appeared at page 37 of liTHE WEST AUSTRALIAN" 
newspaper I December 20 I 2001, as a politically manipulated attem~t 
to demonstrate WA Police effectiveness in dealiny with gold thefts 
lTithin the Western Australian gold mining industry t in particular 
the so called WA Police gold stealing !'detection" unit. The 
converse, as successive WA State Liberal and ALP governments are 
fully aware, is wholly evidenced. 

On 4 December 2001, On.e Nation Party in the Legislative Council put 
Questions on Notice to Premier Gallop, as to conclus! vely evidenced 
total ineffectiveness of WA Police, and the so called Gold Stealing 
"Detection ll Unit in particular. Those Questions referred to 
concl usi vely evidenced multi million dollar gold thefts committed 
1992 through 1993 in Western Australia, by an international "lIThi te 
cOllar" criminal, vested interest coterie group corruptly protected 
by the successive governments, on a former Western Australian 
comj,Jany Die15pa Nominees pty Limited now in conse~uence of that 
concluElively evidenced but. corrupt;J.:t not l'roeecuted multi million 
crime commission, the registered entity "The Murphy Interest" 
seeking justioe. 

The wholly evidenced major crinle commission, and its wholly proven 
tlerpetrators, have until now - pursuant to wholly evidenced vested 
interest; corruption in WA legal processes; corruption in 
parliamentary and other poli tical procedures by successive Western 
Australian State yovernments; and I to no small degree I to wholly 
evidenced historica.l, politically contrived, total curtailment and 
resultant ineffectiveness of WA Police in most areas of criminal 
investigation and in the area of "white collar" major gold theft in 
iJarticular; and I the literal danger to administration of justice in 
Western Australia if WA Police were in fact permitted by the crime 
victims to enyaf.:le in any aspect of investi!dation of such major, 
vested interest, concerted crime comntission - evaded due prosecution 
albei t that the crime was professionally investigated, necessarily 
versonally by The N.urphy Interest at its 1Jersonal cost of some One 
Million dOllars. 

It is appro!,Jriate to record that basic res ~estae surrounding and 
corpus del icti consti tutiny the conclusively evidenced multi 
million dollar, corruptly un-prosecuted I major international crime 
commission on The Mur~hy Interest and the total inap~ropriateness of 
WA Police to be permitted to safely participate in any investi~ation 
thereof I 'Were in June 1999 at express re':iuest of then WA State ALF 
ShadQloI Attorney at behest of then WA state ALP Leader of the 
ParI iamentary Opposi tion, Gallop, made subj ect of a document of 
REVIEW 12 July 1999, by The Murph:'!' Interest for varliamentarj 
interrogations of then WA State Liberal Attorney General Foss, an, 
then WA State Liberal Premier Court, an.d other relevantWA Stat! 
l,iberal Cabinet Hinisters in respect to the corrupt non-prosecutiol 
of t.he proven .I;:-,erl?etrat;ors thereof i fOrS:led stat.e records and othe: 

WA State, continuing, corruption in res~ect thereto. 
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The REVIEW document I progress! veIl' provided by The Murphy Interest 
to ALL other relevant WA State authort ties whose Oaths I and duties, 
of Off ice I bound them to stri ct performance of their respect! ve 
statutor}' duties related to WA Sate administration of justiCE, 
revealed that the professional investigations necessarily conducted 
personally by The Hurphy Interest conclusively evidenced that the 
commission of the multi million dollar crimes was attend;ed by ~JA 
State public officers, and WA State licensed [solicitor] officers of 
court, all of whom with the confederated international gold thieves 
were corruptly protected from prosecution by the then Director of 
Public Prosecutions, and thereafter, progressively, by the 
Anti-Corruption Commissioni the then HA sta.te Liberal Attorney 
General; the then WA State Liberal Premier i other relevant then WJ>. 
State Liberal Cabinet Hinisters; ALL relevant other Senior Fubllc 
officers employed in relation to the "administration" of WA State 
justice. 

Note subse~uent evidence now presently conel us i vely evidences 
that fOllowing the illegal "gagging" by then WA State Opposition 
Leader Gallop in corrupt concert with then WA State ALP backbencher 
McGinty I of then WA State ALP Shadow Attorney General Griffiths 
(and his precipitate removal from that Shadow portfolio to be 
replaced without explanation by McGinty); now Premier Gallop, and 
now Attorney General McGinty in evidenced collusion with those 
preceding corrupt WA Sta.te pub! ic officers f have joined them in 
their corrupt IIdomino" protection of former DFP HcKechnie's 
corruvtion; and, in corru},>t protection from prosecution Of the 
conel usi vel}' evidenced lJerpetrator G of t.he concllls! veIl' evidenced 
mUlti million dollar "gold" crime commission on The Murphy Interest. 

Thus is converse of effectiveness of WA Pol ice in general, and the 
so called ~old stealing "detection Jl unit, in matters of gold thefts 
committed in Western Australia totally evidenced both by conclusive 
evidence of the multi million dollar crime committed with impunity 
on The Murphy Interest, whose investigations inevitably prima facie 
evidenced multi billion dollar crime with WA government assistance, 
and identical protection, on identified third ~arties within the Wl 
gOld mining industry. 

The said evidence is now to hand of the Western Australia Branch oj 
One Nation Party; much of it is now reflected in the public rbcord. 

Thus the relatively "minor" crime recentl}, published, attempting t. 
demonstrate a~ainst the evi.dence The Murphy Interest put to Premie 
Gallo~ IS; Attorne:y Genera 1 J:vfcGint.:y IS; ALL at.her relevant t-JA Stat. 
authorities' hanos, a capability and effectiveness of WA state (7 
Police gold stealing "detection n unit which sim1J1y does not I and i 
not :permitted to, exist must be viewed in its conclusivel 
evidenced, genuine, perspective. 

It is to be first noted that the monetary value of that stolen gol 
was $30,000; the offender a manual mine worker now awaitir 
sentence/ which as a thief 1 minor or not r he shOUld be; BUT - tr 
evidence which One Nation holds exposes the startlin9 trut.h th;: 
s;old theft. wi tt, in Westerr! Austra 1 ian gold min ing indu stry in sue 
~uaDtum i6 a very minor theft inde~d. 
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It is safe to conclude in fact, that if the minor crime by minor 
manual mine workers, nod not been not blatantly promulyated by the 
minor thieves, about the subject gold mining District, the subject 
s,old mining compan:y- on llhich it was corum! t.ted would almost 
carta inly have simply ignored i t8 OCCl,irrenCe t as would as a Iso 
almost probably in the circumstances as hi story I trad it ion, and 
the historical public record does demonstrate have the WA 
State, (?) t Police gold stealing "detection" unit; such thefts b}' 
manual mine work.ers are in fact evidenced by public record to be 
almost invariably, isolated "opportunistic" crime. 

HOWEVER BY CONTRAST historical public repute; in addition· to the 
conclusive evil.1enL.:1:! Onl:! Nation Party 110"1 has to its hand from The 
Murphy Interest I demonstrates that the truly maj or go~d theft.s from 
Western Australian mines are as One Nation Party exposed in the 
Le~islative Council, 20 December 2001, invariably planned long term 
and are caromi tted by mine managers under scruti ny of the subj ect 
company I s direct,ors i and, are wholly immunE:' from lifA State Pol ice 
investi~ation, and in particular, certainly from investigation of 
the so called, WA State (7), Folice gold stealing Hdetection ll unit. 

The published opportunistic manual mine worker thief vlith other 
minor employees of a Western Australi an gold mining company 
BURKlNE LIMITED [infra] in course of mining eXklosed a significant 
gOld seam which they CI.greed not to rel;ort to the company. The} 
instead clandestinely extracted a relatively minor quantity of the 
Qold bearing are, carried it from site without fear of detection, 
had it first clandestinely refined I then II sold" - that is to saJi 
"laundered" - through a duly licensed gold dealer. 

The incuntestable evio.ence Olle Natit.m PaL-ty hOlds f conc1usi vely 
vroves this procedure to be the invariable modi operandi of senior 
Inana~ement and company directors of major publicly listed gold 
mining comkJanies in Western Australia - to steal major proportions 
of their companies' own, undeclared, gold production. 

The evidence which One Nation Party holds I demonstrates that such 
in-house corporate crime is routinely corom! tted, follows a set 
,tJattern of :l;rocedure including false recording and is permitted 
to be committed in Western Australial witl'! cOnl),Jlete impunity. from WA 
State investi~ation, and prosecution. 

In the conclusively evidenced InuIt,i million dollar; and, the l'rima 
facie evidenced multi billion dollar; crimes - which the One Nation 
Party is against ~olitical opposition in process of exposing 
throuyh parlia.menta.ry processes I ano., other lawful means these 
rnaj or crimes although incontestabl,}' evidenced I are in addition 
duly evidenced to be, whOlly and corruptly protected bj' successive 
WA state Liberal l and ALP, governments. 

AS A MATTER OF VITAL IMPORTANCE PLEASE NOTE that the gold mining 
COUt!,lanj' on which the $30,000 000 theft 'vas committed in 1994, was 
BURMINE LTD [supra} - a company e,videnced 1-,art of the international 
criminal gold min in:., coterie group which pursuant to the concl us i VB 

evidence the One Nation Part,y now holds is conclusively evidenced 
to have masterminded in 1992 and 1993 the conclusively evidenced 
gold ore and ~old thefts to value of Thirty Nill ion Dollars i and 
yold rich minin~ tenements thefts to value of One Hundred and Fifty 
five Million Dollars. on The Murchy Interest. 
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Note in respect to those conci us! valy evidenced multi mill ion 
dollar gold thefts - the now WA State ALP Premier Gallop, in 
addition to attempting to prot.ect the conclusively evidenced 
confederated corllorate l?erlJetrators of th.at crime from prosecution, 
is additionally attempting to mislead WA State Parliament (see 
Hansard record, WA state Legislative Council, 19 December 2001). 

The prima facie evidence which One Nation Party also holds of 
silllilar gold crimes On identified third parties within the. Western 
Australian gOld ruininy industry, demonstrates the $185,000,000 
(now with increments some $250,000,000) crime on The Murphy 
Interest I to be mere tip of the colossal cr ime "iceberg" of the 
international "whi te collar" crind.nal coterie I s concerted major 
crime commission, throughout Western Australia,. 

Such ~vholly proven - most unfort.una te to WA ci ti zens but variously 
highli convenient to corrupt, compliant (and as in the conClusively 
evidenced, corruj;;tly non-prosecuted I major crime on The Nurphy 
Interest) proven complicit WA State governments literally 
off ioially contr i ved I dangerous incapaci ty of WA Pol ice 
criminal investigative un! tS (in some instances I whOlly evidenced 
corruf,tion) has in such crimi nal circumstances I wherein virtually 
the entire WA State government, l,:;olitical, legal, releva:nt 
bureaucratic I per se is evidenced corrupt I inevi tably-, and in 
fact unavoidabl y I has resulted over 170 years of isolated 
historical evolvement in western Australia, In now literally "sick" 
government at all tiers the pol i tical i judicial; execut ive; and I 

in relevant spheres, the bureaucratic. 

Novlhere is suchl unique to Western Australia r sickness in. 
government more mindlessly but totally person! fied I than in the 
wholly evidenceo, illegally protected, major international 
concerted crime on The Murphy Interest; a 1'1.0 t that prima facie 
evidenced in the bi 11 ions of dollars on others I and the 1 i tarall! 
insane situation of maladministration in which the so called WA 
Police gold stealing "detection" unit stands, in relation to both. 

NOTE IN IMMEDIATELY FOREGOING REGARD that the complex international 
laundering of the $30 fOOD r 000 proceeds of the gold segments of the 
concl usi vely evidenced gOld thefts on The Murphy Interest I and I the 
t-Jrima facie evidenced gold thefts in some Billions of Dollars on 
identified third party companies in western Australia is separately 
evidenced to have been, after the il1ici t refining vrocess I 

distributed throughout Australia and internationally, via identified 
[by The Murj,lhy Interest investigations] clandestine "gold metals 
accounts", conducted from Kalgoorlle, Western AUstralia. 

In the crime on The Mur~hy Interest, these are conclusively 
evidenced to have been conducted and arranyed for ( by the "then 
Clvert" corporate principal perpetrator Reynolds Yi1~arn Gold 
Operations Limi ted a corporate division of Reynolds Metals Company 
headlluarterec1 in Richmond, Virginia, us!>. throu~h the Kalgoorlie 
branch of a duly licensed and identified international gold refiner 
and gold dealer evidenced to have knowingly, and with inherent 
element of mens rea r acted in criminal concert with the sa id 
coterie perpetrator throughout the coterie's criminal activities. 
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NOW PLEASE NOTE PARTICULARLY, virtually beyond belief I the prima 
facie evidenced international gol(l refiner/dealer accomplice' of the 
said major \,)old thief coterie perpetrator (Reynolds Yilgarn Gold 
Operations Limited) through which the conclusively evidenced stolen 
gold was being illegally laundered l clandestinely I and such insane 
situation arJparentl;{ continues - employs to the informed knowledge 
of vIA Commissioner of Police and ALL other relevant WA State 
authorities and successive WA Liberal and ALP governments· whilst 
eacb has corruptly protected the corporate criminal coterie groufl 
A.ND ITS GOLD PROCEEDS LAUNDERING ACCOMPLICE - virtua 11y to a man, 
most if not all of Off-duty members of the so called WA State (?) 
Pol ice !::loid stealing "detecti on" Unit, and most other off -duty 
Police stationed at Kalgoorlie, in divers private capacities. 

Likewise, t.he reSkiective wivesi other family members; o.f Kalgoorlie 
POlice are also employed by this accomplice gOld refiner/dealer I 
the Police w1ves in particular, inevitably in administration of the 
illegal gold metals accounts I conducted by the accomplice, for the 
executives of the criminal coterie perpetrators!! 

NOTE, after two years llrosecution preparation process of those 
:principal criminal perpetrators in accordance 1dth the conclusive 
evidence adduced personally by The Murphy Interest, the then 
Director of Public Prosecutions McKechnie, in 1996. without legal 
discretion, authority, or lawful excuse, to do so - abrUptly and 
corruptly, and for his own evidenced self benefi t I compounded the 
conclusively evidenced mu 1 ti roi 11 ion dollar crime on The Murphy 
Interest; and, the l,lrima facie multi billion dollar crime on 
identified third l'arties{ and first, corruptly interfered with, then 
illeyally discontinued I due llrosecution of the evidenced 
perpetrators, thereof. 

Thereupon, The Murphy Interest progress! vely gave access to tbe 
said conclusive and to the said prima facie, evidence of said multi 
million dollar; respectively! multi billion dollar; concerted crime 
commission by the confederated criminal coterie; and, of then DPP 
HcKechnie's corrufltion in respect thereto to ALL relevant WA 
state ~uthorities for due performance of their respective duties of 
Off ice I statutory I and other I related thereto. Each have evidenced 
themselves to be, as accessories after the fact, cornplicit in said, 
conclusively, respectively prima faciel evidenced crime commission. 

ALL said relevant authorit.ies in fact, refused to examine the sah 
evidence t and in progressive domino corruption, both the past 
Liberal yovernment I and the present. ALP government I have 11 
"domino" sequence corruptly protected the conclusively evidence( 
corruJ,Jtion of former DPP McKechnie, the conclusivelyevidence t 

corruption of saio , relevant WA State authorities the forme 
I.iberal yovernrnent corruptly instead rewarding McRechnie for hi 
initj.ation of WA State complicity in conclusively evidenced crim 
commission, bJ' elevating him against !!rotests of The Murph 
J1"ltArsFlt, to thE! t<J'~ St.;:lt~'" SU[lrAme rourt, hpnrh ~ t,hA prAsent. AT, 
~overnment. by corruptly in 1999, gagging its then Shadow Attorne 
General from continuing his then proceedin'g paraliamentar 
interroyations, of then \\1A State Liberal Attorney General Foss 
then \qA state Liberal Premier Court, in respect to former DI 
McKechnie' s corru}"tion and then WA State Liberal Attorney Gener< 
Foss', and Premier Court.'s ~rotection thereOf, and of said evidenCE 
wulti million dollar crime commission on The Mur~hy Interest 
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IT IS HORRIFYING AT THIS PARTICULAR POINT TO NOTE - that the so 
called WA state (1) Police. ~old stealing "detection n unit - is, 
beyond rational belief is, since the bushranging era of the so 
called "Police Gold Escort" unit, still being officially paid, 
maintained, regulated ana controlled, by the Kalgoorlie 
head~uartered. so called Gold Council of Australia. ' 

IT IS APPALLING '1'0 FURTHER NOTE - that the Gold council is in turn 
controlled directed by the senior executives and rnaj or ~hareholders 
of the res1Jective companies which form the overtly respectable, but 
conclusively evidenced criminal, coterie of gold thieves 
conclusi vely evidence to have confederated in 1981 for illegal 
common 1,urpose as defined witni:n provisions of CHAPTER II of the WA 
State Criminal Code Act. Compilat.ion Act 1913. In modern parlance -
to commit organised crime, which of course embraces the preplanned 
ana duly executed I and now concl usi vely evidenced concerted ruul ti 
million dolJ.ar crime on The Hurph~l Int.erest.; and, the J?rirna facie 
evidenced ll"lulti billion dollar gold crimes on third parties also 
within the Western AUstralian yold mining industry. 

NOW PLEASE NOTE - that in a recently orchestrated publicity stunt 
on Nestern Australian television I WA State Premier GallOp, under 
parlianlenta.ry lJressure from The One Nation party in respect. to the 
concl.usi vely evidenced I but corruptly not j,.lrosecuted mUlti mill ion 
dollar crime commission on The Murphy Interest by the said, 
conclusively evidenced, Australian Gold Council "white collar" 
crilllinal coterie 9roup of gold thieves,. with full knowledge of its 
multi million dollar i ~.nd I mu.lti billion dollar; crimes commission 
in Western Austz'alia I wi th beaming bonhomie accef'teCl from one of 
the crintinal coterie direc'tors t a Gold Council cheque for $1.4 
Billion dollars as royalties on declared gold, mined in I'Jestern 
Australia by members of the said Australian Gold Council. 

In his glmfing goodwill, Prenlier Gallop blithely but corruptly 
"overlooked ft t.he undeclared gold, mined and etolen by t.he criminal 
cot.erie - to va,1 ue of millions of dollars from The Murphy Interest; 
t.o billions .of dollars from identified third parties I within the 
western Australia gold mining industry. 

The investigations of The Murphy Interest 't-lhich conclusive1ll 
evidenced the Inul ti milli on dollar crimes on them I also, to the 
knowledge of WA State Premier Ga 110p (and of l'~A state Attorne:l' 
General tvicGinty) I exposed forged records inserted by the coterie 
thieves into WA state Nines De}tart.ment records, in an unsuccessful 
effort. to hel1' conceal t:he otherwise already conclusively evidencec 
I!lUlti million dollar theft commission. Those foryed records I trUE 
cop}' of iV'hlcb was provided by The Murphy Interest in 1996 to ther 
1~A state DPP HcKecbniei and true copy of which is kept in saff 
custody by The Nurphy Interest l sho1.1ld still be, if not since 1991 
when McI{echnie compounded the said crinle commission,illegall; 
removed and destroyed, in si tu - or t an explained 1I1101e" woul( 
a~pear in said State records. 

On then DPP l-'lcKechnie I s corruption being manifest, The NUr1Jh 
Interest 1Jrovided ALL L'elevant WA State authori ties access to sai 
true copie.s of the fox'geries I i:l.nd t.o all ot.her conclusiVE,' eviclenc 
of the multi million dollar crime commission. 
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Thus to Premier Gallop's (and ALL relevant WA State authorities') ~ 
express and certain knowledge I the criminal coterie stole not only 
the multi roi llion dollars worth of gold from The Hurphy Interest, 
and the multi billion dollars 'Worth of gold from the other 'lholly 
identif ied thi rd pa.rties in the Western Austral ian gold mining 
industri, but knew further - that those thefts (the stolen gold of 
course being undeclareo.) revealed ipso facto, that due royalties 
thereon I in the aSlgregate billions of dollars, had simultaneously 
been stolen by the criminal coterie from .the Cone;tituency of state 
of Western AusS-ralia, in resl'ect to which criminal activity. he was 
then before the world on television, con~ratulating one of t·he duly 
evidenced criminal perpetrators!! 

Is tbe immedia.tely blind polit.ieal hypocrisy? nlindless rass 
stupidity? or, Arrogant belief that he Gallop, could rely on 
hi storical impunity to 1'rotect him from crinlinal prosecut.i on as an 
aCC'E'!ssory after thQ fact to t:hoSQ conclusively evidenced, but HA 
State protected, multi million; multi billion; crime commissions? 

In like manner the criminal coterie is, ipso facto, exposed as 
having stolen, by way of tax evasions and export penalties, similar 
monies from t.he entire Consti tuency of the Commonlveal th of 
l\1).stralia. 

IN CONCLUSION The Murphy Interest investigations revealed that 
such crimes were able to be committed in Western l\ustnnia, and t.o 
be protected bi successive \\TA State SJovernments and relevant 
authoril..ies and ins1~J::unlentalitie6, aud tlll;lt ::;ul:.:b el ot.at~ uf 
criminality had existed for 170 years in this state -by reason of 
the fact that I as history demonstrates only minor 901q quantities 
of gOld r which in any event are not often stolen t from member 
com.\,'anies of who.t today is the Gold Council of Australia .• by minor 
employ·ees thereof I are permitted to be subject of vJA Police 
investif,Jation, and of so called golo stealing "detection" unit 
investi~ation; and then, only if the thefts be im1-'ossible to 
ignore. 

NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA have huge gold thefts -
where the company executives/shareholders themeel ves are evidenced 
to be implicctted i wi th the subject company more often tha.n not r t·o 
helpless dismay of its public shareholders I going to liquidation 
with defici.ts in the many millions of dollars, as media records 
modern and historical l to graphically attest. 

NOW IT SHOULD BE KNOWN AUSTRALIA WInE that One Nation Party 
recently announced to parliament Hansard record, WJI State 
Leyislati ve Council proceedings of hTednesday r 19 December 2001, 
8.16 FH refers that it intends to spon sor a public forum 
into the entire legal system of }~estern Australia which allowed 
the already conclusively evidenced but corru.ptly not prosecuted I 
multi million dollar crime on The Nurphy Interest to occur; the 
prima facie evidenced but never investigated and/or I?rosecuted 
multi billion dollar gold crimes in Western Australic. to occur; 
other blatant miscarriages of Western Australian "justice" to 
occur i and continuins;; evi<1s-nceo shortcomings in the so called 
~iTestern Anst.ralinn "just.ice syst,ern" to occur. The foruIn ~>Til1 
~roceed it is understood, in the New Year, 2002. 
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It should be unbel ievable in year 2001/ that rnaj or international 
confederatec1 crime as is described hereinabove, could in fact have 
been per},.>etrated in a modern Australian State, 1I1ith successive 
state governments' assistance and continued corrupt protection. and 
that such State corru~tion has been ab18 to continue to present 
date by the simple expedient of the corrupt governnients being able 
to ignore, or b1 attempting to ignore, or purporting to isnors, its 
concerted commission and the conclusive evidence thereof. 

The inescapable conclusion is that historical isolation of Wester!'. 
Australia from other more rapidly evolving Australian states has 
t,ermittEld the lIsickness" in this State to flourish to the point 
l{here mCl.jor crimes to the personal benefits of individuals in 
~overnroent or in senior bureaucratic or legal Office - have become 
to be considered a virtua 1 perqui 8i te of Office. Such sickness and 
the depth of corruption it breeds arid fosters must always be 
exposed i and the perpetuators of the sickness dea 1 t with in 
accordance with ~enuine, and urlcontaminated, legal process. 

IT IS TO BE FINALLY NOTED that ALL of the relevant HA State 
authorities to which true copy exhibits, and othElr conclusive 
evidence (or direct access thereto) of the thus conclusively 
evidenced cr imes the subj eet of this 1,resent docl.uuent. , "Thieh were 
in 1992 through 1993, and are continued through to present, 
perpetrated on The Murphy Interest with WA State contem1JOraneOlls 
accomplice assistance; and, progressively through this present 
date I ",i th WA State accessory after the fact assistance, and 
protection of its perpetrators from prosecution, were EACH 
S1>scifica lly requested and re<. .. uired by The Murphy Interest to 
declare - if sa id conclLlsi VEl evidence was in fact Of suff i cient 
probat! ve force to l!rove the commission of EVERY sa 10 crime on The 
Murphy Interest, and guilt Of the identified perpetrators thereof -
BEYOND ALL REASONABLE DOUBT. 

NO such aut:horit:)! or public officer t.hereof res],}ondRd t,o thos!"! 
questions; ALL ignored them; and I tlmse few who even acknmlledged 
receiJ;.lt of the subject correspondence, made mere vacuous or trite 
reslJonses ignoriny the existence of such evidence J and of the 
concerted major cr1rne commission it, conClusively proved. 

Cert.a in1y NO such en ti ty at tem};.lted to denj' conclusiveness of the 
evidence it. held or w·as given direct access to, or aCl<nowled!.led 
that the forged hill. state Nines Department records which, !Ires ipsa 
loqui tur" I separately evidenced the $30 I 000 I 000 gold theft segments 
of the concerted crime, "rere still in situ, or that they had even 
made any inquiry in respect thereto. 

not 
tliB 

fact 
his 
t.he 

Content of the three immediately preceding para~raphs hereof I 
only constitutes FURTHER evidence of WA State compl ici ty in 
conclus:i.vely evidenced crirrle commission, bl.lt also evidences 
that Premier Gallop deliberately mislead Parliament in 
"lwswe.t'S" to Questions on NoU.ce to him by One Nation Farty in 
Le~islati ve Council in specific respect to WA State cOIDj?l ici ty 
that conclw,.dvely evidenced, but ignored, crime commission. 

in 

AccrecHt.ed media re,tJresentatives - genuinely seeking to e:xpose the 
universally Statewide corruption existin£ within Western Australia, 
wil] on rNiuest be given bj the Western Australian branch of the 
One NQtion party dedicated to tbe eraclic:o.tion thereof ( direct 

access to ALL evicJence referred to in. ,:h i s document 0 ~. 

----~ - , :z=::-/ 
~-.-
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Miner faces jail over gold scam 
Court tcild of 
stealing' and money 
laundering operation 
• By DavId Darragh 

A FORMER Southern Cross 
miner f~5 a jail term after being 
convicted of possessing about 
$30,000 from a gold stealing and 
laundering operation. . 

After deliberating for nearly 10 
bours, a District Court jury y~5ter· 
day found Darren James Duke, 36, 

formerly of Kambalda,guilly of two ground gold mine, 30km north-west 
counts of possessing mOBey that of Soutnern Cross, between October 
was the proceedl of a major offence: 1994 and May 1995. 

- But Duke was acquiaed, by The scam:fqllowed the discovery 
majority verdicts, of two counts of an extremely ',rictl' underground 
each of stealinG as a servant and vein of ore, which was visible to the 
inoney laundering. naked eye, in, MaY.I994 when the 

Iudge Peter Martino refused a mine was managed.by',o\ll'Jnine Ltd. 
bail application by defence lawyer The gold was relJlQved from the 
Tim Stephenson and remanded area before beingcrusb~d, pro
Duke in custody to be sentenced in. . cessed and -sold. There _ was little 
February, sec~ity at. the thn~ of ~e 'Offences. 

, . During a l3.dal' trial, the prose~ ,/fhe jury' rejected evidence from 
culion alleged tbat Duke, who was, another' miI\cf'/worker, Dari:en 

- tben _known as Dale Rogers, bad: ,Brooks, tbin he-helped Duke steal 
been involved in a big-scale gold four bags of gold ore rubble· imme
stealing and laLlndering operation diately after the ,seam had .been 
while working at the Fraser under~ . bla~ted. Mr Brooks cl~m!ld Duke 

-_. ------ .. _--- .... _ .. ----_._ .. -- -

later paid him $SOOO at Perth Air
port as his share of the proceeds. 

Duke's former wife, Nicola Rog
ers, testified that Duke had shown 
her two piles of money be said were 
worth $20,000 and $10,000. He 
claimed the money was from 
prospe<;ting . 

But when "Mr Duke later over
heard his former wife telling a 
friend about the money. be 
explained to her where it had come 
from. 

Kalgoorlie gold stealing detection 
unit officers charged to mine work

·ers, including Duke, over the scam. 
III June last year, three men -

Terrence Dan..~l Reid, 56, of Boora-

goon, Frits Alexander Van der 
Sluys, 47, of Southern Cross, and 
Leenderl Cornelius Van der Sluys, 
49, of Warnbro - were jailed for 
their involvement in the scam after 
a District Court trial. 

Five other men, Mr Broob. John 
Otto Proelss, 42, Gordon Fraser 
Hutt, 44, David Henry Rutherford, 
52, and Peter Sinclair Smith, 42, 
received suspended jail terms after 
pleading guilty to various stealing 
and laundering charges. 

Another man, Richard Andiew 
Payandrea, Wall given a suspended, 
jai term aud fined $5000 after 
pleading guilty to stealing and laun-
dering offences. '- , 



The Murphy Interests 

An incredible saga of Theft, Fraud and Corruption in High Places 

Michael Murphy is no fool. He is trained as a lawyer and as an investigator, 
principally within the criminal jurisdiction. After many years working overseas. 
Michael and his wife AnnasMarie returned to Australia. He set up a family trust 
called DIESPA. Henceforth I will refer to this as the Murphy Interest. In 1991 the 
Murphy Interest purchased a mining tenement called the "Mountain Queen" in 
Marvel Loch. This was purchased from the two companies that made up the 
Nevoria Joint Venture (NJV), the tenement number being M77/122, 

Pre sale, NJV represented that two thirds of the lease were "sterile", meaning that 
the ground contained no gold ore, To reinforce this misrepresentation, they had 
allowed their neighbor, Reynolds Yilgarn Gold Operations limited, (RYGOL) to 
dump its mine waste on this area of the lease. Nevorra asked the MurphY Interest to 
continue to allow this practice. The Murphy Interest, agreed to do so, but Michael 
Murphy, with inbuilt legal caution, insisted that Nevoria declaration of sterility and 
RYGOL practice of dumping waste be documented within the sales purchase 
agreement between himself and Nevoria, 

Prior to the settlement, the Murphy Interest had another approach from Nevoria 
through a third party, a NJV commission agent suggesting that Murphy sell this 
supposedly barren land to a Mr. Desmond James Hockley for $150,000. Murphy 
explained to Mr. Hockley that this particular piece of land was sterile. Mr. Hockley 
said that he wanted to try his luck. Murphy had the area in question surveyed and 
tcmsferred it to Hockley for the $150,000 offered. This piece of land then became 
lease M77/525. 

Mr. Hockley made little attempt to work the ground and soon after sold it to a 
company called Cambrian Resources for $1,000,000. The Murphy Interest 
subsequently found out that John David Cooper McLean controlled Cambrian 
Resources. He was also the Managing Director of RYGOL, and the local agent for 
Reynolds Metal Company Inc. who was the USA corporate parent of RYGOL. 

It was subsequently proven that both Nevoria and Mr. McLean were at all times 
aware of the rich gold resource contained in what was now lease M77/525 that Mr. 



McLean now controlled. Mr. McLean had orchestrated dumping mine waste from 
RYGOL operations on top of the ere body as part of the elaborate scam. The 
Murphy Interest investigation subsequently exposed Nevada and RYGOL own 
documentation that proved beyond doubt they were at all times aware that the 
ground in question was very rich in gold. 

Po~t sAttlement between the Murphy interests and Nevoria, the latter engaged in a 
further fraud to try and regain the non-surrendered portion of the lease. The Murphy 
Interest, who was tipped off, was able to narrowly thwart this plan. I will not go into 
the details of this here. Suffice to say that the plan was so cunningly conceived by 
the Nevoria interests that there is little doubt it was their intention all along to 
defraud the Murphy Interest. That intention is duly proven by documentary evidence 
~dduced by the Murphy Interest. 
I 

It is now 1992 and the Murphy Interest was getting desperate to start mining. They 
were approached by RYGOL offering a joint venture and using enticement of their 
existing plant. RYGOL wanted majority equity. The Murphy Interest rejected this 
overture and RYGOL came back to them with another offer. It was agreed that they 
would operate a 50/50 jOint venture, with RYGOL having no equity. At this time, the 
Murphy interest was not aware of the complicity between RYGOL and Neveria. 

Just before the agreement was to be signed RYGOL came to the Murphy Interest 
and said that they had discovered that the are was so viscous that they would not 
be able to treat it in their mill without extensive alterations. They said that they could 
not justify taking this risk unless they had an equity position. The Murphy Interest 
was in an invidious position. Their metallurgist had gone on a world trip with his wife 
and was unable to advise them. So Mr. Murphy agreed to give RYGOL the 50% 
equity that they wanted. When Murphy's metallurgist returned from overseas he 
determined that the claims of high viscosity in the are were just not true. During 
mining in 1993, the metallurgist employed by the Murphy Interest was able to prove 
by scientific evidence that the ore in question, that is the are from M77/112, had no 
viscosity factor other than that existing in all ores. The written reports from RYGOL 
metallurgist passed to the Murphy Interest were wholly fraudulent. In fact the 
blending of ore from lease M77/112 with RYGOL ore was beneficial to the treatment 
of their own are. 

During 1993, after many proven pre-mining geological frauds, the Murphy Interest 
by threat of legal action forced RYGOL to commence mining. The Murphy Interest 
was able to prove that RYGOL was stealing gold bearing are on a substantia! scale. 
RYGOL, as the managing partner, was removing from the lease three times as 



much ore as they claimed. Part of the proof for this theft was provided by RYGOL 
themselves. As their employee responsible for filing the mandatory monthly return 
(Form 27) to the Department of Minerals and Energy was filing the actual amount, 
(which was three times as high as their report to their joint venture partner), 
RYGOL, when confronted, compounded their dishonesty by forging new monthly 
returns to fit their joint venture figures. These forgeries were not very good, ,and it is 
hard to see how they could have been done without the knowledge of the 
Department. 

By the end of 1993 the value of the gold covertly stolen by RYGOL was proven to 
be as at June1998 some $30.250.000. 

Having conclusive' proof of these frauds and thefts, the Murphy Interest instituted 
Civil Injunctive Federal action (WAG of 1993 section 52 of the Trades Practices Act) 
to halt the continuing proven gold thefts - pending criminal charges in respect to all 
crimes proven by the evidence. 

The legal action in the Federal Court was compromised by conspiracy to pervert the 
course of justice. This conspiracy can be proven, and the Murphy Inte,Eest holds the 
evidence. A true copy of the evidence was delivered by hand toc"the DPP. It 
establishes the prima facie guilt of the following: 

Neil Kevin STEWART solicitor, employed by DIESPA. 
Kerin Francis SMART solicitor, employed by D1ESPA. 
Christopher STEVENSON solicitor employed by RYGOURMC 
Italo Vittorio ZAFFINO suborned witness for Applicants 
John David Cooper McLean co·principal defendant With RYGOL 
Others: Normandy Poseidon, Camelot, Gawlia, Accomplices. 

The then Deputy Director of the DPP, Mr. Gerard Overman, and the senior crown 
prosecutor Libby Woods who were given the carriage of this prosecution have 
acknowledged the conclusive and probative nature of the evidence provided to the 
DPP. In accordance with the evidence, Ms Woods under supervision of Mr. 
Overman commenced bills of indictment on the criminal perpetrators. 

Despite the conclusive probative nature of the evidence, the then Director of the 
DPP John McKechnie, now Justice McKechnie, illegally stopped this prosecution 
without excuse, authority. or discretion to do so. This action by McKechnie makes 
him an accessory after the fact to all the crimes committed against the Murphy 
Interest. This constitutes corruption of public morality and administration of justice. It 



outrages public decency and affronts the twentieth principle of equity. It has 
wrecked havoc upon the lives of people who at their time of life should reasonable 
expect better. 

Faced with the criminal forces, public and other arrayed against them Mr. Murphy 
and his wife (The Murphy Interest), were forced to sell out the other half of the 
mining tease to RYGOL for a fraction of their real scientifically proven value. 

The Murphy Interest has spent over a million dollars investigating this matter. They 
have done so in the absence of WA Police seNics reliability and expertise, and in 
the presence of corruption in the relevant police unit Le. (the gold squad). The 
Murphy investigations conclusively evidenced the qimes committed against them 
that I have outlined. Mr. McKechnie corruptly ignored the evidence provided at nil 

bst to the State. 

The evidence is now in almost respect corroborated by public record and shows 
that between 1991 and 1998 the proven crimes were committed in Western 
Australia, not only for the immediate benefit of McLean and his identIfied 
accomplices and accessories, but for the ultimate criminal benefit of the USA. 
Corporate parent of RYGOL, Reynolds Metals Corporation of Virginia,to whom a 
significant portion of the gold was laundered, through clandestine gold metal 
accounts, exposed by the Murphy Interest 

I seek leave to table before this House a copy of address with evidential enclosures 
to be now lodged with the impending Royal Commission into West Australian Police 
Service, by Michael Murphy, the administrator of the Murphy interests. 

Finally, this house is requested to note advice from Mr. Murphy, attached to a copy 
of his said address, supplied as courtesy to Mr. Barry Mathews LLB. Commissioner 
for Police, to the effect that no relevant State authority or public officer has been 
able to deny the existence of the evidence or the conclusive probative force of it. 



MAILESONS STEPHEN JAQUES 

Han John Fischer MLC 
Level 3 
9 Colin Street 
WestPerth WA 6005 

Copy to 

Hon Geoffrey Gallop MLA 
Floor 24 
197 8t George's Terrace 
Perth W A 6000 

Dear Mr Fischer 

Hon Mr Colin Barnett MLA 
Opposition Office 
Parliament House 
Perth W A 6000 

20 March 2002 

Alan Murray 
Partner 
Direct line 
92697099 

Michael Murphy - Allegations in Parliament - John McLean and Reynolds 

We act for Mr John McLean. Mr McLean was named in an article in The West Australian on 
] March 2002 reporting false allegations made by Mr Murphy which you raised in Parliament 
on 26 February, 2002. A copy of the article is enclosed for convenience. 

These allegations are not the first which Mr Murphy has made against Mr McLean and others 
concerning his goJd interests. We enclose the following for your information: 

(a) a deed of release dated 29 September 1994; 

(b) a retraction and undertaking signed by Mr Murphy in 1994; and 

(c) a copy afMY Murphy's retraction which he published in The West Australian 
on 23 July 1994. 

These documents retract similar false allegations ?vIr Murphy made against our client, who was 
then Managing Director of Reynolds Australian Gold Operations Limited. and his colleagues at 
the time. 

The latest allegations made by Mr Murphy appear to be concerned with a different venture than 
those dealt with in the retraction. ll1ese new allegations deal with a venture involving 
Cambrian Resources. Contrary to what has been reported, "M:r McLean has never been a 
director, shareholder or otherwise held any interest in Cambrian Resources. 

Mr McLean denies all the allegations Mr Murphy makes against him. The allegations, and 
variations on them, have been investigated at various times over the years and dismissed each 
time as being without foundation. Mr Murphy has himself retracted a number of the allegations. 

Level 10 Central Park 152 5t George's Terrace Perth WA 6000 Australia 

DX 91049 Perth ABN 22 041 424954 per@mallesons.com Willi\lv.rnallesons.com 

5618237 _I I <NEW> 000 

T +61 S 9269 1Q(J10 

F +61 B 92697999 



MALLESONS STEPHEN JAQUES 

Hon Mr John Fischer MLC 20 March 2002 

Nevertheless, Mr Murphy continues to make false allegations and, each time his claims are 
rejected, takes that as further "proof' of an ever-widening conspiracy against him. 

These latest claims are offensive, and potentia1ty damaging, to Mr McLean. At this stage~ Mr 
McLean does not propose to take any further action against Mr Murphy as past actions, 
although vindicating Mr McLean and others, have proved futile from a practical point of view. 

However, our client wishes to let you know a Httle ofthe background of this matter and suggests 
that you treat Mr Murphy's allegations with extreme caution. We also requc!.1 that you do not 
further pUblicise the allegations in Parliament or elsewhere without carefully considering the 
facts. Mr McLean is happy to meet with you if that would assist. 

End 3 

Page 2 
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DATED_ .. _________________________ 1994 

DIESPA NOMIBBBS PTY. L~D. 
(ACH 009 035 670) 

( fI Diespa II) 

TZ KInNa Pft. LTD. 
(ACH 00' 439 481) 

CII'I'Z"} 

HIClIABL .DHBS K1lRPBY 
('I~lljtfr) 

RBYNOLDSAUSTRALrAH GOLD OPERATIONS LIKITBD 
eACH 000 488 200) 

("Ragol") 

JOHN DAVID COOPER )faLEAN 
("McLean") 

RICHARD DENJ:S GEE 
("Gee") 

TERENCE BBRltARD KO'YLAN 
("Moylanlf ) 

AND 

CATKERINB DRY KOBBS 
("Hobbs") 

,- ' .•• ~ ... -,;.:;.;r •. DEED .~ (~DftA6 ~ \ 

TAYLOR 
SMART 

BARRISTERS 
SOLICITORS 
& NOTARIES 

28th Floor, 
8t Martins Tower 

44 St Georges Terrace 
berth W A 6000 

~fepgo:n~~otf325 8266 
International 61-9-325 8266 

Facsimile f09) 325 2895 



DEED OF RELEASE 

THIS DEED is made the day of <6FPrEH ot<.. 1994 

BE~WEEN: 

-,,1.1 f\Ui~TR'4LTH :;ffiMP VUTY .. 
WESTE>;'::\4h ;J 4'0.-,i (\"1 Sfl :t:*~::tct:l '1775. un 27/100' .!...L._"J.' _. 

DIESPA N,",vor'l.""ES (ACN Tr-'f\NSt=~P STAMPCf) ~,.I.I;" PTY. LTD. 00·g1 0'35 'G7DJ a company 
incorporated in Western Australia and having its registered 
office at Cj- Anderson Redman, Levell, 35 outram Street, West 
Perth, Western Australia (f'Diespa ll ) 

TZ MINING PTY. LTD. (ACH 009 ~39 ~81) a company incorporated in 
western Australia and having its registered office at 1 Riverside 
Peninsular, 7 Stone street, South Perth, Western Australia (tlTZn) 

MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY of 7 stone street, South Perth, W~stern 
Australia ("Murphy") 

REYNOLDS AUSTRALIAN GOLD OPERATIONS LIMITED eACH 000 488 200) 
(formerly Reynolds Yilgarn Gold operations Limited) a company 
incorporated in New South Wales and having its registered office 
at 8th Floor, Griffin centre, 28 The Esplanade, Perth, Western 
Australia (lIRagol") 

JOHN DAVID COOPER McLEAN of 19 Brown street, Claremont, Western 
Australia ("McLean") 

RICHARD DENIS GEE of 31. Waldermas street.. Gwelup, Western 
Australia ("Gee") 

TERENCE BERNARD MOYLAN of 10 Omega street I Southern Cross, 
Western Australia ("Moylan") 

AND 

CATHERINE 
Australia 

RECITALS: 

Marvel Loch, Western 

A. By the Agreement Diespa, TZ and Rag~r entered into a joint 

venture kno~ as the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture. 

B. In the action in the Federal Court of Australia (Western 

Australian District Registry), details of which are set out 
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in Schedule leA}, Diespa and TZ claim to be entitled to the 

relief set qut in Schedule l(B). 

c. Ragol, ~oylan, McLean and Gee have denied liability in 

relation to the claims and Ragol has counterclaiEed for the 

relief set out in Schedule l(e). 

D. Murphy, in .his capacity as director of Diespa and as 

spokesman for the Mountain Queen Joint venture (a joint 

venture between Diespa and TZ) has made a number of oral 

and written statements concerning Ragel, its directors, 

officers, employees and agents which he agrees to retract. 

E. Diespa and TZ have formally objected to an application by 

Ragol for Miscellaneous Licence No.77/140 for a haulage 

road over the Tenement. 

F. The PartiQ~ to this Deed agreed to sett~e their claims and 

disputes on the terms set out in a deed dated the 15th 

July, 1994. 

G. The Parties have agreed to rescind the Deed made the 15th 

day of July, 1994 and have agreed to settle their claims 

and disputes on the terms set out inthis Deed in lieu. 

OPERATIVE PROVISIONS: 



1. INTERPRETATION 

1.1 In this deed: 

:3 

Action means Federal Court Action No. WAG 138 of 1993. 

Agreement means the agreement evidenced by the Jaccoletti 

Hill Joint Venture Agreement dated 20th August, 1992 and 

any variations agreed to by Ragol, Diespa and TZ , whether 

express or otherwise. 

Caveats means Caveat Nos. 1594H/934 and 1595H/934 

registered over the Tenement by Ragal. 

Diespa and TZ' s' Claims means the claims by Diespa and TZ 

set out in the pleadings in the Action and summarised in 

Schedule l(B). 

Joint venture means the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture 

established by the Agreement. 

Parties means Diespa, TZ I Ragal, (incl uding directors I 

other officers, employees and agents of each company), 

Murphy f McLean I Moylan I Gee and Hobbs and Parties is a 

reference to any or all of them according to the context. 

Ragol's Claims means the claims by Ragol set out in the 

pleadings in the Action and summarised in Schedule lCC). 

settlement Date means on or before 29th September, 1994. 
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Tenement means Mining Lease No. M77/1~2. 

2. SETTLEMENT TERMS 

2.1 The Parties agree to settle the Action on the following 

terms: 

(a) the Deed of Release made between the parties the 15th 

day ot July, 1994 and lodged for stamping the 19th 

September, 1994 is rescinded by mutual agreement. 

(b) Diespa and TZ will transfer their 50/100 interest in 

the Tenement to Ragal for $400,000. 

(c) Diespa and TZ wili pay Ragol's legal costs relating to 

the Action fixed at $25,000 which sum has been paid 

out of Court to Ragol. 

(d) The Parties will consent to orders that the "Joint 

venture is terminated and that the Action be dismissed 

in accox-dance with the orders set out in Schedule 2. 

(e) Diespa and Murphy have signed the written retraction 

and undertaking set out in Schedule 3; and 

(f) Diespa and TZ have withdrawn their objections to 

Raqol's application for Miscellaneous Licence No. 

77/140 on the terms and conditions set out in their 

solicitor's letter dated 12th July, 1994 and Ragol's 
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solicitor's letter dated ~2th July, ~994. 

2.2 Settlement is to be effected as follows:-

(a) Diespa, TZ and Murphy will execute three original 

copies of this Deed and will cause their solicitors to 

deliver the executed copies of the Deed to the 

solicitors for Ragol. 

(b) Ragol, McLean, Gee , Moylan and Hobbs undertake to 

execute the origina~ and executed copies executed by 

Diespa, ~Z and Murphy as soon as conveniently possible 

after 30th September, ~994. 

(c) On the Settlement Date the solicitors for the Parties 

will provide to each other a signed minute of consent 

orders in accordance with the orders set out in 

Schedule 2 and will consent to such orders being made 

in the Action at the directions hearing on 30th 

September, 1994. 

(d) Ragol will deliver to Diespa a bank cheque for 

$400,000. 

(f) On 13th July, 1994, Diespa and TZ by Ragolls 

solicitors, informed the Warden of the Southern Cross 

Warden's Court of the withdrawal of their objections 

to Ragol's application for Miscellaneous Licence 
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No. 77/140 on the basis of the terms and conditions 

contained in their s01io.1. tor t s letter and Ragol • s 

solicitor's letter both dated 12th July, 1994., 

:3. RELEASE 

3.1 Except as stated in this deed, each Party: 

Ca) releases and discharges the other from; and 

(b) agrees not to make any claim against the other based 

on 

Diespa and TZ's claims and Ragal's claims 

respectively, and all other claims or liability 

arising directly or indirectly out of or 

connected in any way Whatsoever, with the 

circumstances referred to in the Action and any 

other claims, causes of action, demands, costs, 

damages or loss of any nature whatsoever which 

any Party may have against another, including but 

not limited to, the circumstances giving rise to 

the execution of this deed. 

3.2 This Deed may be pleaded as a bar to any action, claim 

or proceedings now or in the future commenced by or on 

behalf of any Party or any person claiming through a 

Party, in respect of the matters referred to in 3.1. 
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4. FURTHER ASSURANCES 

Each Party agrees, at the request of the other Party, to do 

everything reasonably necessary, at its own expense, to 

give effect to the terms of this Deed. 

5. COSTS 

(a) Each Party will pay its own legal costs, incidental to 

the preparation and completion of this· Deed, and any 

stamp duty on the Deed and Transfer of interest in the 

Tenement will be paid by Ragel. 

(b) Diespa and TZ will pay and indemnify Ragol in respect 

of any stamp duty assessed on the Deed of Release 

entered into on the 15th July, 1994 and hereinbefore 

mutually rescinded. 

6. GOVERNING LAW 

This Deed is governed by the law of western Australia. 

EXECUTED as a Deed en the day and date hereinbefore mentioned. 

SIGNED by the said 
MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY 
in the presence of : 

'.: TC"': At,,,it:t:."\ Nt.:.vV'4 

) 
) 
) 

.., C.'.M,'h:':L\:'W ,,,If'-C:eT r '..JC:::l U:E.DE~v\LLe , 
-/"J: J ~_I~ .;..; I';} ~~ lC~~L 



THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
DXBSPA NOMINEES PTY. LTD. ) 
eACN 009 035 670) ) 
was hereunto affixed by ) 
authority of the Directors ) 
in the presence of : ) 

THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
TZ KINXHG PTY. LTD. ) 
(ACN 009 439 481) ) 
was hereunto affixed by ) 
authority of the Directors ) 
in the presence of : ) 

THE COMMON SEAL of ) 
REYNOLDS AUSTRAL~ GOLD ) 
OPERATIONS LXMXTED ) 
(ACN 000 488 200) ) 
was hereunto affi~.d by ) 
~uthority of the Directors } 
In the presence of : ) 
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CCIl?l1?Cr; 
-Seal-
DIESPA NOMINEES 

PTY. LTD. 
A.C.N. 009 035 670 

orRECTo:a--:-

a -/~?t . ffu~~-V' 
DIRECTOR/SECRETARY 

A.C.N. 
009 439 481. 

" ..L .., 

.-~~p 
DrRECTOR ..____-.-.-

REYNOLDS 
AUSTRALIAN 

GOLD 
OPERATIONS, 

LTD. 
A.C.N. 000 4D8 200 

-:;OMMON3:£ 

DIRECTOR 

.e:_-"_---



SIGNED by the said 
JO~~f&~D COOPER McLEAN 

in~r7;L~: : 
;/u4w ~ f)(Jc«;r~ /YI U{t(Z.1-? 

r;ct--I C rrote 

) 
) 
) 
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19 /fat'€: S7'I2'E'"1!"" Md:!:MAw ~"""'/( 
SIGNED by the said J 

RICHARD DENIS GEE 
in the presence of : 

c:.. I 4 j e f If I'-'If 
5c-c~flP1 

t/166 11t.lv;(le 

SIGNED by the said' 
TE.RENCE BERNARD HOYLU 
in the presw: 

,,~~ ~~ 
~~ 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

G Q( lie ~. ~ l.d.f\ 

SIGNED by the said 
CATHERINE MARY HOBBS 
in the presence of : 

) 
) 
) 

IJ ~L"e.r 
S'4- C.h'~'~ Ro~ 
C 'I~ S __ .J.; 

~,(-----------
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SCHEDULE 1 DETAILS OP THE AC~ION 

A. Diespa and TZ, prior to 20th August, 1992 were each the 
registered holders of 50/100 shares in the Tenement which 
is situated near Marvel Loch, western Australia. In 1992 
the Parties were involved 'in negotiations f·or the 
commercial exploration, m1n1ng and treatment of gold 
bearing are from the Tenement. 

By a written agreement dated 20th August, 1992 the Parties 
entered into a joint venture whereby, amongst other things, 
Diespa and TZ each transferred a 25/100 share in the 
Tenement to Ragol. 

On 21st May I 1993, at a meeting of the Jaccoletti Hill 
Joint Venture Committee of Management a further agreement 
(lithe Further Agreement") was made between the Parties for 
the mining and treatment of are from an "approved pit" on 
the basis of an agreed gold delivery schedule'ulld an agreed 
basis of sharing of the costs. The terms of the Further 
Agreement are in dispute as is the issue of whether the 
minute5 of the meeting elIld. attachments thereto evidenced 
the full terms of the Further Agreement. 

B. Diespa and TZ, by a substituted statement of claim dated 
9th March, 1994 claim:-

,.. -. 

1. damages under Section 82 of the Trade Practices Act 
1975 for allegedly false and misleading 
representations made by Ragol, Moylan, McLean and Gee 
in relation to "blending" I "batch treatment It and 
"laterites"; 

2. damages for breach of the Agreement and the Further 
Agreement and the "contingency agreement ll (both- made 
21st May, 1993); 

3. that the Agreement be declared void; 

4. Ragol transfer to each of Diespa and TZ 25/100 shares 
in the Tenement; 

5. Ragol give an account of all profits received from 
mining activities and milling and treatment of ore 
from the Tenement and pay these profits to'Diespa and 
TZ; and 

6. interest and costs. 

Ragol, by an amended defence and cross claim dated 27th 
May, 1994, claims under the terms of the Aqreement:-

1. $52,351.52 from each of Diespa and TZ as costs 
incurred on behalf of the Joint venture by Ragol; 
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:2 • an acoount o.f all monies payab~e by the Parties to 
each other prior to 30th January, 1994; 

3. an order that thQ T~n~ment be ~old and the proceeds of 
sale distributed in accordance with each Party's 
participating equity in the Joint Venture; 

4 • an order that the affairs of the Joint Venture be 
wound up; and 

5. interest and costs. 
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BCBZDt1LB Z 

The Court orders that: 

1. The court declares that the Jaccoletti Hill Joint Venture, 
formerly carried on by the first and second applicapts and 
the first respondent, as evidenced by an agreement in 
writing. dated 20th August, 1992, is terminated. 

2. The undertakings provided to the Court by the first and 
second applicants in their capac! ties as trustees of the A
M Family Trust and the Zaffino Fam.i~y Trust ("now called 
the TZ Trust") respectively (lithe 'I'rusts tt ) and the 
acknowledgements provided by the beneficiaries of the 
Trusts pursuant to the orders of Hr. Justice Lee made the 
27th May, 1994, be discharged. 

3. The first and second applicants' application and the cross 
claimant's cross claim be -dismissed. 

4. The first and second applicants do pay the first 
responaentls costs rixed at $25,000. 
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SCHEDULE 3 RETRACTION AND UKDERTAKIHG 

TO: Reynolds Australian Gold operations Limited 

AND 
TO: Mr. John McLean 

Mr. Denis Gee 
Mr. Ter~nce Moylan 
Ms. Kate Hobbs 

I, MICHAEL JAMES KDRPHY acknowledge that I have on my own behalf, 
and on behalf of Diespa Nominees Pty. Ltd. and TZ Mining pty. 
1td., made various oral and written statements about Reynolds 
Australian Gold Operations Limited, (including its directors, 
officers, employees, former employees), Mr. John McLean, Mr. 
Denis Gee, Hr. 'reI.'enoe Moylan and Ks. Kate Hobbs , in relation to 
their involvement in the affairs of the Jaccoletti Hill Joint 
Venture and their conduct in exploration, mining, milling and 
treatment of gold activities qenera11y. 

The statements made by me alleged and implied that the above 
parties had committed acts of fraud, forgery, perjury, 
misrepresentation, theft, conspiracy and dishonesty in ~elation 
to the above matters. 

I unreservedly withdraw these statements and acknowledge that 
there was no factual basis for my making the statements. I 
further undertake that in the future I will not make any claims 
or statements of a similar nature or to a like effect. 
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SCHEDULE 3 RETRACTION AND UNDERTAKING 

TO: Reynolds Australian Gold Operations Limited 

AND TO: Mr John Mclean 

Mr Denis Gee 

Mr Terence Moylan 

Ms Kate Hobbs 

I, MICHAEL JAMES MURPHY acknowledge that I have on my own behalf, 
and on behalf of Diespa Nominees Pty Ltd and TZ Mining Pty Ltd, made 
various oral and written statements about Reynolds Australian Gold 
Operations Limited, (including its directors, officers, employees, former 
employees), Mr John McLean, Mr Denis Gee, Mr Terence Moylan and Ms Kate 
Hobbs, in relation to their involvement in the affairs of the Jaccoletti 
Hill Joint Venture and their conduct in exploration, mining;, milling and 
treatment of gold activities generally. 

The statements made by me alleged and implied that the above parties had 
committed acts of fraud, forgery; perjury, misrepresentation, theft, 
conspiracy and dishonesty in relation to the above matters. 

r unreservedly withdraw these statements and acknowledge that tl-lere was no 
factual basis for my making the statements. I further undertake that in the 
future I will not make any claims or statements of a similar nature or to a 
Ii ke effect. 

, c=:::> 
{ 

~.' CCJIt)It?(JI, 
~ -Seal· 

DIESPA NOMINEES 
PTY. LTD. 

A.C.N. 009 035 670 
THE COMMON SEAL of DIESPA . 
NOMINEES PTY LTD is affixed in 
accordance with its articles of 
association in the presence of: 

............... ~~~ .... #.-.: .~. !h'f:-:/~ 
Signature of au~rson Signature of authorised 

.~~~.~.~ ... 
Office held ~ 

..... ~~:: .... ~~~~/ 
NrimF> of ,wthorised person (block 
letters) 

person 

~1-.~C::~~~~~!0!:: y. , 
Office held 

r-> ~ (1'1. rw vt~ PH Y . 

Nama of authorised parson 
(block letters) 







Member for Mining and Pastoral Region 

26 March 2002 

Mallesons Stephen Jaques 
Level 10 Central Park 
152 St George's Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

Dear Mallesons Stephen Jaques 

2 '( MAR 2802 

.4 ... h ... •••••• 

•••••.•••• ~ •• 4 •• +.-"U ......... • .. - .. -

Re: Michael Murphy - Allegations in Parliament 

Thank you for your letter of 20th March 2002. 

I try to be very careful with all matters that I raise in the Parliament and the matters, 
you have raised are no exception. The material that Mr Murphy provided shows that 
his claims are fully evidenced. Had this not been the case I would not have preceded 
as I did, 

In respect to the retraction, I wish to advise that I have already been told by Kate 
Hobbs and by Mr. Murphy. himself. about the retraction and therefore I am already 
aware of its existence. 

Mr Murphy insists that this retraction was signed under duress. If this is so, it has no 
legal validity. 

If Mr McLean wishes to discuss this matter, it would be best if he did so with my staff 
member, Graeme Campbell, who is handling this particular file. 

HON JOHN FISCHER MLC 
Member for Mining & Pastoral 
and 
National President One Nation 

Please note change of address: 
Electorate OffiCI!: 3'" Floor, 9 Colin Street, West Perth WA 6005 
. . . ~.'" 

EI~~t\;lI::ate O'~ClCiI' :lil" J;ili.ef. Qigi'al UellU, 01 UQ"eleilk il'reet, "~8t P8i'(R PIA fiQQj • 

.... ~'~~h ... "Q· rHI ClARo<, .iOIl \ Facsimile: 08 9486 4086 Email: j.fischer@mp.wa.gov.au 





MCLEAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES PTY LTD 

Mezzanine Level. 8GG Centre 
28 The Esplanade Pert.h WA 5023 

8 April 2002 

Hon John Fischer MLC 
Member for Mining & Pastor a! 
3rJ Floor 
9 Colin Street 
West Perth W A 6005 

Dear Mr Fischer 

ACN 008 929 333 

Re: Michael Murl>hy Allegations in Parliament 

PO Box 2::13 
Claremont WA 6010 

Telephone; (OS} 9322 6228 
Fa~: (08) 9322 2234 

!HTlail: jdrnclean@mCleanmanagernem.com.au 

Thank you for responding promptly to the letter written on my behalf by my 
solicitors, Mallesons Stephen Jaques. 

I don't wish to enter into protracted conespondence on this matter, however there arc 
a number of points I wish to make which you ~hou.ld take into account. 

1. To my knowledge, Michael Murphy has never produced any credibJe 
evidence to support his claims. 

2. Mr Murphy's retraction was negotiated through his own lawyers It was 
part of settlement and discontinuance of action that was fun y accepted by 
all parries,lnrJuding the Federal Court. It is therefore valid and binding on 
Mr Murphy. 

3. At no time have {been a Director of or in any way associated with, 
Cambrian Resources NL. 

1 would advise you 10 exercise extreme caution when handling any allegations made 
by Michael Murphy. 

Please let me know if this matter arises again. I would be happy to speak with either: 
you or M1' Campbell to ensure that you have an accurate appreciation of events. 





Mr Michael J Murphy 
1 Riverside Peninsular 
1 Stone Street 
SOUTH PERTH WA 6151 

Dear Nlr Murphy 

Perth Mint Gold Swindle 

PO BerU.U 
SmIth Perth. WA 6951 
Level 23. it MlU'tills 10wer 
44 SI George~ T~ 
PenA. WA Mf/(J 
'leI.: (618) 926& U1fJ 
Fax: (611) "'II 4U8 
E-I'IIIIil: wtlJ1@bigptm4.com 
Website: www.biri/a.com 

I am a licensed Inquiry Agent & Investigator (Police licenCe number 09756). I am currently 
conducting a factual investigation on behalf of Bany Waller into matters raised in the 
Legislative Council by the Honourable John Fischer MLC on the night of 18th June 2002 and 
the tabling of an Affidavit in Parliament. 

I am in possession of a copy of the Affidavit purported to have been signed by you at West 
Perth on 13" June 2002 containing allegations in relation to the Perth Mint Gold Swi·ndle. To 
date my inquiries have included personal interviews with Barry GranviDe Walter, Kenneth 
Frank Ryan, Roger Maurice Bryer and Stephen Chew, all named in the Affidavit. I have also 
interviewed John Davis COOper Mclean in relation to the allegations contained in paragraphs 
18 to 20 of the Affidavit. The interviews have resulted in the taking of a number of Statutory 
Declarations in my capacity as a CommisSioner for 0ecJarati0ns. 

The above named have aU oo-operated with my investigation and I am nO'N interested in 
discussing the allegations with you. -

Would you pease contact me at your ear1iest convenience on 0417 081 253 to arrange an 
appointment should you be willing to participate in an interview in relation to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Berni. lrib CD 
Principal-Investigator 

fib August 2002 

WA ProfesskJllallnvestigfllions &: Consulting 
ABN 43158 380 916 
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TEXTOF SO 134 (E)-(M) 

Additional requirements for certain petitions13 

134. 

13 

(e) A petition that alleges, whether directly or by necessary inference, that a 
Member of the Legislative Council or another person has, in the course of a 
proceeding in Parliament in the Legislative Council or in a committee -
(i) attributed to the petitioner statements or acts that are denied by the 

petitioner; or 
(ii) misrepresented the scope, purpose, or intent of any statement or act 

of the petitioner, 
stands referred to the President on presentation. 

(f) The President must rule whether a petition referred under paragraph (e) is 
one-
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

that is subject to SO 133(c)(vii); or 
that raises a matter of privilege; 
that is not subject to subparagraph (i) or (ii). 

(g) A petition that is ruled subject to paragraph (f)(i) must not be further 
considered. 

(h) A petition that is ruled subject to paragraph (f)(ii) stands referred to the 
Procedure and Privileges Committee for inquiry and report. 

(i) A petition that is ruled subject to paragraph (f)(iii) stands referred to the 
Environment and Public Affairs Committee. 

G) For the purposes of paragraph (h), the Procedure and Privileges Committee 
has power to send for persons, papers, and records and those powers 
necessary or incidental to conduct and conclude its inquiry and, unless 
otherwise ordered, the Procedure and Privileges Committee must report 
fmally to the House not later than 30 days from the . day on which the 
petition was referred. 

(k) A Member -
(i) who presented the petition; or 
(ii) whose conduct is, or relates to, the subject matter of the petition, 

must not sit as a Member of the Procedure and Privileges 
Committee throughout its inquiry, and in either case a substitution of 
that Member must be made under SO 326A. Except for this purpose, 

Amended October 19 2000 by inserting (e) to (m). 



SO 326 and SO 326A do not apply to the constitution of the 
Procedure and Privileges Committee. 

(1) Where the Procedure and Privileges Committee finds that the petition 
shows that a breach of privilege or a contempt has been committed it may 
recommend, having regard to any mitigating or aggravating factors, what 
penalty might be imposed by the House. 

(m) Where the Environment and Public Affairs Committee sustains the prayer of 
a petition referred under paragraph (i) it may, having regard to the nature 
and severity of the harm caused to the petitioner or other person, 
recommend what action the House or a person might take in order to 
mitigate the effects or consequences of that harm. 



APPENDIX 5 

MURPHY LETTER TO THE COMMITTEE 

FAXED JULY 10 2002 





Former -
Principal Office : 
Suite 7 , First Floor 
77 Mill Point Road 
South Perth WA 6151 

THE MURPHY INTEREST 
FORMERLY 

DIESPA NOMINEES PTY LIMITED - deregistered 
A.C.N. 009 035 670 

TRUSTEE FOR THE A·M FAMILY TRUST - vested 

Former -
Telephone (09) 4742801 
Facsimile (09) 4742802 

6)ft;tlt C(i()mplt"ment4 llJuly 2002 Ms Mia Betj em an for Committee -
Hard copy of our communication Ref: STATE-139 now dated 10 July 2002 
as transmitted by facsimile that date, herewith. Taking cognisance 
of penultimate paragraph, Committee's letter June 28 2002, I wish to 
pass, preferably per One Nation Party, true copy of communication to 
Commissioner, WA State Police, and would avvreclate advices please. 

Registered QUise Level 1 , 86 O\:jtram Street, West Perin W A Se9S ~ 





THE MURPHY INTEREST 
ABN 39 734 598 213 

1 Riverside Peninsular F .• ·.··· "'-- ... -~=' 
7 Stone Street .. , .... "'" 
South Perth W A 6151 

Our Ref:STATE-139 Your Ref:3601/033 

Hon Chrissy Sharp MLC 
Chair - Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 
Legislative Council of Western Australia 

BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION - 9222 7805 For Attention Ms Mia Betjeman 

Dear Chair -

Standing Order 134(eJ - Petition on Affidavit by Barry G Wa11er 

In response to your Commi ttee I s letter of June 28 2002 I advise I 
no longer .t:>ersonally retain contemporaneous documentation related 
to background to captioned Subj ect. I do instead hereby record 
in brief, events which led to Hon John Fischer MLC tabling with 
permission of the Legisilati ve Council 18 June 2002, affidavit dated 
13 June 2002 siyned by me. 

Following Federal elections of 2001, I met by appointment for the 
first time, Mr Graeme Campbell, Poli tical Advisor to Hon John 
Fischer, National President of One Nation Party - a .t:>olitical .t:>arty 
which from research, I had ascertained to be of unimpeachable 
integrity. 

Such integrity was essential to my seeking as Administrator of The 
Murphy Interest, due redress from State of Western Australia and -
.t:>ursuant to provisions of section 45 of the Criminal Code Act 
Compilation Act 1913 (Criminal Code) following a conclusively 
evidenced instance of perversion of administration of justice in 
Western Australia (WA) in respect to conclusively evidenced, 
corruptly not prosecuted, multi million dollar Gold Crime 1991-1995 
[infra] on The Murphy Interest (TMI)" - due constitutional reform 
of defects in WA State administration of Justice which resulted in 
said 1>erversion being perpetrated, and to be perpetuated as at 
1>resent date. 

When conclusive exhibit evidence - as to such perversion of justice 
in respect to said crime was examined 2001 by Hon John Fischer and 
Mr Graeme Campbell, Mr Campbell noted that the crime had certain 
common factors wi th the gold crime on Perth Mint, inter alia WA 
State corruption which in the Mint crime, One Nation Party was 
seeking to expose and also reform. 

PRIV E 
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I related incidental circumstantial evidence, which appeared to 
be re1evant to the Perth Mint crime and which had come to attention 
of myself and a person named Kenneth Frank Ryan with whom I had 
been in business partnership at that time, in circumstances as are 
now set forth in my affidavit dated 13 June 2002. 

I stated that although I no longer held documentary evidence as to 
said crime, documented evidence thereof would still exist wi thin 
banking, various WA State government, records, the latter including 
those of WA State Police - Mr Ryan having to my informed knowledge, 
repeated Mr Waller's statement without I understand identifying him, 
to patrons of the Sir John Forrest Tavern in Glen Forrest the same 
evening. 

I informed Hon John Fischer and Mr Campbell that Mr Ryan a few days 
after his disclosure, had informed me that tavern patrons had 
reported his statement to WA State detectives who had interviewed 
him but that he had fobbed them off saying something to effect that 
he had only been referring to some dealings he had had with a 
company called Square Gold Limi ted, which response he thought had 
satisfied the detectives. 

I informed Messrs Fischer and Campbe11 further that in my opinion 
as a former criminal investigator in another State, even if the 
interviewing detectives had left the Police Service (or even if 
they had themselves been involved in the Mint crime) their 
identi ties could relatively simply still be ascertained by Police 
dedicated investigation even if every detective or past detective 
listed as having been member of the Mint crime Task Force, was now 
interviewed 

a "tricky" undertaking in light of fact that the now murdered Task 
Force leader himself; his Police associate who has now confessed to 
his own and said leader's corruption in respect to said crime; and, 
of fact reported in newspaper as Mr Campbell recollected - that the 
courier who drove the van which carried the stolen gold from Mint 
to its point of off-loading, had thereat recorded licence number of 
a suspicious car which had followed him from Mint and on arrival 
parked behind his van studying it and him - was (the robbery having 
been by then published) told when he reported the licence number to 
detecti ves of the Task Force in terms, "he must have been mistaken 
as the number he had given them was a police car" the detectives 
thereupon apparently tearing the page from his notebook, the courier 
thereafter being, apparently summarily, dismissed). 

Be foregoing as it may - identities of the patrons (many of whom the 
then licensee has informed Mr Campbell still reside in the district) 
who heard Mr Ryan's recital of Mr Waller's statement; the detectives 
who interviewed Mr Ryan in respect thereto; can still be ascertained 
and WA Police records of that interview of Mr Ryan thus located. 

Because of the WA State corruption related to the Perth Mint crime 
being still subj ect of research by One Nation Party it was agreed 
in 2001, to defer the Waller :Byer matter until the Mint crime 
further evolved. It did as at 13 June 2002 and my affidavit was 
sworn with intention to pass same to sitting Royal Commission on WA 
State POl.ice corruption - as it was, Hon John Fischer to protect 
its integrity en route, electing to first table orig-inal thereof in 
Parliament. 

PRIVATE 
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It is proper to note that said affidavit makes no intimation as to 
participation of Mr Waller (or another named therein) in the Perth 
Mint gold crime. It was then possible, and could still be so, that 
sta tement he made to Mr Ryan and me was made on information which 
could had been relayed to him on the subj ect day by third party 
a friend , relative, other acquaintance, employed at Perth Mint 
wi th lawful knowledge, which he should not have di sclosed, of fact 
of the crime, then not made public. Whatever may have been the 
circumstance however, the facts as deposed to are true and correct, 
capable of being corroborated by said relevant records. 

In above regard, and in respect to published statement of Mr 
Waller's associate Mr Byer that he (Mr Byer) had neither seen nor 
been associated in business with Mr Waller for the past thirty 
years, or had ever met me or Mr Ryan at all - it is relevant to Mr 
Waller's credibility to here record that cheque for $5,000 referred 
to in my said affidavit, was drawn in my presence and that of Mr 
Ryan, by Mr Byer with other traceable individuals introduced by Mr 
Waller to me and Mr Ryan as being other investors who with himself 
and Mr Byer would participate in the McDonald Douglas joint venture. 

Said cheque was drawn we were informed by a company controlled by 
Mr Byer. Whi 1st I do not now recall designation of that company I 
am able to recall being advised that the account on which the cheque 
was being drawn, was conducted by "The Great Western Gold Exchange". 

The cheque was duly deposited in account conducted be Murphy Ryan 
Associates at the then Commercial Bank of Australia, Mundaring 
branch (whereat Mr Ryan later informed me as is set forth affidavit 
13 June 2002, he had accidentally found $50,000 - $38,000 in an 
overlooked account when he was precariously overdrawn in his account 
at that bank, and $12,000 cash, which he used to pay a desperately 
overdue telephone account for his disconnected telephone. Note 
said cash payment to Telecom (as it was I think then designated) is 
likewise able to be retrieved from now Telstra archived records. 

Mundaring branch of the Commercial Bank of Australia on being merged 
to become National Australia Bank East Midland branch, continues to 
conduct business in that designation I understand. In such event 
the cheque drawn by Mr Byer 1982 can also, albeit wi th some 
difficulty, still be recovered from archives to document relevant 
association of Messrs Waller and Byer in terms set forth in my 
affidavit of 13 June 2002 but untruthfully denied by Mr Byer. 

Details as to all evidential matters set forth hereinabove have, 
to duly informed knowledge of WA State Commissioner of Police, been 
given by Mr Campbell to Detective Senior Sergeant Mc Cornish, now 
Oficer in Charge of now reformed WA State Police Gold Stealing 
Detection Unit (now proven by One Nation Party and TMI investigation 
to be non-corrupt) for due investigation thereby or by such other 
proven non-corrupt WA State Police unit(s) as Commissioner of Police 
may direct. 

PRIV E 
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Hard copy hereof will follow by mail delivery within next days. 

Yours sincerely 

~~-/2 
Michael J. Murphy 
Administrator 
THE MURPHY INTEREST 

10 July 2002 


